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~ Boblem- The problem of developing an adequate
and conalstent 3uvenlle justice system commensurate wlth adult justice systems has been the concern of people for more than 
a century. Recent attempts have inclUded review and recodifi­
cation of laws by most state legislative branches of govern­
ment. On the national level, recommended legislative models 
have been developed tor the purpose of providing uniformity of juvenile laws between states in interstate compact agreements
and procedures- In addition. interested groups have studied 
various specialized areas of juvenile justice resulting in 
models at segmented current practices. 
This study resulted from the need to develop a compen­
dium of the ohapter and seotion numbers of the juvenile laws 
of Iowa from whioh an analysis would be made to identify the 
inoonsistenoies. oontradictions, and inadequaoies of these 
laws. 
Prooedure. The method for obtaining a compendium of 
the 58iltiveiilIi laws of Iowa oonsisted first of a personal
searoh by the investigator ot the 1973 Code of Iowa to identify 
as many of the juvenile laws as possible. Verification of the 
oompleteness of this result included an additional search of 
the code by the 1973 Drake University Law Class and by a com­
puter search for juvenile laws utilizing terms commonly used 
synonymously wi th the word. juvenile. The results of all three 
of theee investigations were used 8S crose references in 
verifying that all juvenile laws were inoluded. 
The initial treatment of the data was the sorting of 
these laws into twenty-four topios for the purpose of provid­
ing a compilatIon that would lend itself to analysis. Indi­
vidual laws were identified that necessitated their classifi­
oation under more than one topic. There were 198 such 
statutes. An alphabetIcal index of 3uvenile laws of Iowa was 
developed, as a result of this compilation, providing descrip­
tive titles and cross referencing. 
&Ddce> elusions. As a result of this stUdy, a 
total ot n n -n~ne examples were cited. encompassing eighty
laws, illustrating that inconsistencies and oontradictions did 
occur, that inadequaoies did exist in the form of antiquated
laws, duplication of laws, discrimination by laws. and incon­
sistencies in degign, and that gaps were found relating to 
existing juvenile laws of Iowa and to non-existing laws. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The la.ws of the State of Iowa (as all u.s. laws) are 
a culmination of English and Roman Common laws brought to 
America with the advent of the early immigrants and later 
into the territory now designated as the state of Iowa.1 The 
general prinoiples: of' the relationship of laws, constitutlon.8. 
and common laws were presented by Joseph F. Triska. LL.B •• in 
The Juvenile Laws of, California as follows. 
The common law is the great body of unwritten 
law which wa.s originated, developed and formulated 
in England and brought to America by the English­
speaking people when they first settled in the 
colonies. It is founded primarily upon general cus­
toms and usages • • • these oustoms and usages in 
time are recognized and sanctioned by the courts and 
are interpreted and made binding by the decisions of 
the oourts of final appeal • 
• • • It has never been co.ifled ••• it must 
be sought in the treatises of innumerable writers of 
text books and in the reoorded deciedons of the 
courts. 
The common laws, on any given point, is always
Buperoeded by a stat'.ltory or constitutional provision
covering that point • • • The order in which the 
various laws take preoedence are as followst 
1. The United States Constitution, 
2. Treaties end Acts of Congress,

3- Constitution of the statel
 
4. state statutes. and 
5. The Common Law. 
1Jose ,Ph F. 'l'rlska, LL.B. ~he Juvenile Laws of California (LOS Angeles. Researc- PUblishIng Company, 1950), 
Polo,x .. 
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There is no common law in the United States in 
a national sens•• but the English common law has 
been adopted as the basis of jurisprudence in all
 
the states of thf Union with the exception of'
 
Louisialia. • • • 
Section 8. Chapter 29, Laws of Iowa, effective July 
JO. 1840, says, "None of the statures of Great Britain shall 
be considered as law in this territory,nZ This caused the 
state to become dependent upon federal and state ruling cases. 
The American ruling case laws are the result of the final 
decisions of the courts--state. federal, or both. 
The difference between common law and ruling case 
law is that common law 1s a result of usage and ous­
tom within the jurisdiotion of the statutes. Amerioan 
ruling case law is a direct product of court deci.. 
sions, which in most instances were advanced from the 
lower to the high court system. J 
The common law of the state of Iowa. found in the 
decisions of its highest court of record. formulates the pre­
cedent whlch adds significance to the statute law enacted by 
the legislature and helps flll gaps that may exist. 
The state statute laws are affected by the court de­
cisions. Attorney General's opinions, and Departmental Rules. 
These interpretations. decisions. and rules, as authorized 
1Ibid. 
2Laws of Iowa. 1840 COde of IOwa. Chapter 29. Section 8, 
p. 401. 
Jpaul James Skarda, tiThe Common Law of Schools in Iowa" (unpUblished Ph.D. thesis, Iowa state University of Science 
and Teohnology. Ames, Iowa, 1971). p. 1­
J 
by the state Oonstitution and Statutes in effect become final 
in legal practice. Departmental Rules do in effect become 
law, as sanctioned in Chapter 17A Code of Iowa. and are set 
in print with oopies being forwarded directly to those 
agencies that are affected. Court decisions and Attorney 
General opinions do become the legal practice. however, they 
do not become law. 
The basis upon which this stUdy has bean developed is 
that suitable models exist for the development of a complete 
and adequate system of state juvenile laws but that the State 
of Iowa juvenile laws do not reasonably meet the criteria of 
such models. 
This study is concerned with the juvenile laws of the 
State of Iowa. 
RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY 
The Iowa juvenile laws, insofar as the legislative 
process is conoerned, are the product of the General Assembly­
The first General Assembly convened in 1846 after gaining 
statehood. From the date of that assembly, inolusively up 
through the Sixty-Fourth General Assembly, juvenile laws have 
been adopted basically from bureaucratio departmental reoom­
mendations. The result has been a dispersion of these laws 
among the chapters of the total Code of Iowa. A preliminary 
search revealed that laws pertaining to juveniles occur in 
various seotions of the Code of Iowa from Chapter thirty-five 
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through Chapter 761. In paraphrasing Ned willis, a Perry, 
Iowa, a't'tomey, "The dispersion of these laws ohallenges 
even the ablest of lawyers to locate particular laws applio­
able to juvenilese"l 
Juvenile laws of Iowa appear not to have been adopted 
to provlEle adequate protection of juveniles from the adult 
majority or its bureaucratic machinery. within a matter of 
days, a juvenile charged with car theft wl1l be listed in 
the F.B.I. computer networks as a felonist. Unfortunately 
there is no retrieval system available should the juvenile be 
found innocent in a court of law. .IEven if retrieval were 
possible," stated D. D. Lewiston, Mayor of Perry, lows, "this 
is contrary to the constitutional rights of the individual. 
Each and every citizen is innocent until proven guilty in a 
oourt of law and should not be recorded as a criminal until 
proven as such."2 
The juvenile justice system in the state of Iowa also 
appears to be lacking in communications and cooperation be­
tween juvenile agenciesl they tend to be competitive, result­
ing in an atmosphere that may be detrimental to the best 
interests of juveniles. A pUblication of the Des Moines/Polk 
1Ned Willis, Atty. at Law, Perry, Iowa. Personal Inter­
view, August, 1973. Permission to quote secured. 
20 , D. Lewiston, Mayor of Perry. Iowa. Personal 
Interview, August, 1913. Permission to quote secured. 
County Met.ropo11tan Criminal Justice Center describes the 
situation thus s 
Because of the state's s'trongcounty orientation, 
control of' the juvenile oourts has remained within 
the county, and only when juveniles are committed to 
state training sohools do they leave 'the purview of 
the county juvenile court. This situation results in 
what may appear to be an unnatural division in the juvenile 3ustice system. as a youth may be dealt with 
at the oounty level fo·r prolonged periods of time, but 
when county resouroes have been exhausted and he is 
committed to a training school oounty probation offioers 
rarely see him agEtin. Thus the familiari ty and in­
sight developed by the county probation officer goes
for naught, as a State Department of Social Services 
field worker deals with the youth during institutional­
ization and supervised release. Because oommunioation 
and cooperation between the Polk County Juvenile Court 
and the state's Area PlaId Office have not always been 
ideal, a smooth working relationship canno't necessarily
be assumed. 
The strong oounty orientation has other efreets in 
the juvenile justice syst.em, some positive. others not. 
It does establish clear lines of a.uthority in tha.t 
the judge ie made responsible for all juvenile court 
activity within his particular county. In that the judgeship may rotate among county jUdges, the possi­
bility exists for strong new leadership each year or, 
oonversely, a lack of continuity. Although counties 
may eliminate these possibilities by establishing a 
single jUdge as permanent juvenile oourt jUdge, wea.k­
nesses exist when this is the case also, as it may
delegate relatively permanent power to a jUdge who 
although trained in law, is not neoessarily enlightened 
or knowledgeable about the treatment of delinquent
youth. it jUdge of this type who 1s sa.tls:fied with his 
county's juvenile justioe system may stifle the develop­
ment of innovative programs. resulting in strict ad­
herenoe to the ~tAtus guo.
As has been the case with the Juvenile Court and the 
State Department of Social Services, communication and 
cooperation between other juvenile agencies has fre­
quently been less than ideal. The Juvenile Treatment 
Projeot, for example, has not always been viewed 
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favorably by the Juvenile Oourt, similarly, there 
has been oompetition between the boys' and girls' 
training sOhfole which has been detrimental to 
some degree_ 
The juvenile oou.rts in the state of Iowa are so oper­
ated that injustices to juveniles oan occur. Juvenile laws 
are formulated by adults. Referrals to the juvenile courts 
are made by adults. The question of guilt 1s seldom raised 
since it is assumed that the juvenile 1s guilty if he is 
appearing before the oourt. As stated in an interview with 
the County Attorney in Dallas County, Mr. Richard 
Poffenberger, "Perhaps too often the juvenile courts are 
more concerned with the disposition of the oase than they 
are in establishing innocence, or guil t ••,2 
The President's Commission on Law Enfo·rcement and the 
Administration of Justice report stated. 
The juvenile court is a court of law, charged
like other agencies of criminal justice with pro­
tecting the oommunity against threatening conduct. 
Rehabilitating offenders through individualized 
handling is one way of providing protection, and 
apprpprlately the primary way in dealing with 
children. But the guiding consideration for a 
court of law that deals with threatening conduct 
is nonetheless protection of the community.) 
l Des Moines/Polk County Metropolitan Criminal Justice 
Center, ~he Criminal Justice System in Polk County, Iowa, 
Vol_ IV, 1~7J. pp. J, 4. 
2R!chard Poffenberger, County Atty-, Dallas County,
Iowa. Personal Interview, August, 1973. Permission to quote 
seoured. 
)nes Moines/Polk County Metropolitan Criminal Justice 
Center, op. cit., pp. 13. 14. 
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This Commission. in stating the purpose of' the juven­
ile court. made no mention of determining guilt or innooence­
Its purpose appears to be one of disposition in handling 
offenders that threatened the majority" 
The juvenile laws of Iowa have never been reviewed in 
a tota.l perspeotive. Many of these laws origina'ted trom 
bureauoratic departmental reoommendstiona. Many others are 
the result of revisions of existing laws, such revisions 
based on the same type of recommendations. In addition. a 
large number of these laws are the result of initiative on 
the part of individuals. OVer the past 127 years, this 
varied approach to enaoting legislation oonoerning juveniles 
has resulted in suoh laws being scattered across ninety-seven 
Ohapters of the Code of Iowa.. 
The oonfusion attendant to suoh dispersion has re­
sulted in antiquated lawse Chapter thirty-five referring to 
children of' deoeased war veterans is a typical exampler 
EXPENDITURE BY BOARD 
Said bonus board Is authorized to expend not to 
exoeed four hundred dollars per year tor any one 
child who shall have lived in the state of Iowa for 
two years preceding application for aid hereunder, 
and who is the ohild of a man or woman who died dur­
ing World War I between the dates of April 6, 1917, 
and June 2, 1921, or World War II between the dates 
of September 16, 1940 and September 2, 1945, both 
dates inolusive. or the Korean Conflict e:t any time 
between June 27, 1950 and July 27. 195J. both dates 
inclusive, or the Vietnam Conflict at any time be­
tween August 5, 1964 and ending on the date the armed 
forces of the United States are directed for formal 
order of the government of the UnltedStates to cease 
hostilities, both dates inolusive, while aerv~ in 
the military or naval foroes of the United states, 
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to include members of the reserve components per­
forming service or duties required or authorized 
~der Chapter 39. United States Code and Title 32, 
United stat$s Code, Seotion 502 through 50S. inclu­
sive and active state service required or author­
ized under Chapter 29A, or as a result of suoh ser­
vice, to defray the expense of tuition, matrioula­
tion, laboratory and similar fees books and supplies, 
board, lodging, and any other reasonable necessary 
expense for suoh child or children incident to 
attendance at any educational or training institu­
tion of college grade, or in any business or voca­
tional training school of standards approved by
said bonus board, said educational institutions to 
be located within the state of Iowa. 
A child eligible to receive funds under the pro­
visions of this section shall not reoeive1more than two thousand dollars daring his lifetime •. 
The children of World War I. according to the Code, 
woald have cea.sed being "ohildren" as of June 2, 1943, by 
allowing a full year between the last possible conception 
date of June 2, 1921, and birth. 
Terminology is a critical problem to any researoher 
of juvenile laws. To find a specific law one must either 
know the specific oode number, search the index containing 
a dozen or more terms used synonymously with juveniles, or 
search out the topics. This searoh requires the term 
child, children, delinquent, infant, juvenile, legal age, 
minor, minority. orphan, pupil, stadent and youth. 
Also, there seem to be inadequaoies in Iowa's 
juvenile laws. For example, there appears to have been no 
attempt to revise these laws to 1lJe consistent with recent 
1Codeof Iowa, Chapter 35. seotion 9. 1973, p. 146. 
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court decisions concerning the ,oonatltu'tlonal rights of' 
children. 
Further, there is no oompendium of' these laws whioh 
would permit identification of possible inconsistencies and 
contradictions in the existing laws, 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem conoerning the juvenile laws of Iowa, aa 
disoussed and dooumented in the rationale for the study, is 
as follows 1 
1 •	 There is no oompendium of the Iowa javenUe laws. 
2.	 Inadequaoies exist in Iowa's juvenile laws. 
J.	 There are inconsistenoies and oontradictions in use 
of terminology oontained in Iowels juvenile laws. 
Thus the problem for this stUdy is to develop a com... 
pendium of the juvenile laws of Iowa, to identify the inoon­
sistencies and contradictions and to determine the inade­
quaoies of these juvenile lawa based on a model code. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
Current interest and concern in revamping the juvenile 
laws of Iowa indicates there is a need for grea.ter under­
standing and conelderation of the total juvenile situ.ation. 
The Bureaucratio structure of the Iowa. State Government, 
with its many diverse departments and bifuroation of interests. 
has apparently been unable to untangle the hodge-podge, 
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haphazard appl-oach to juvenile laws. This study 1s designed 
to focus attention on the problem and it is anticipated that 
it will help stimulate :further interest in members of the 
legislative branch of Iowa government to act in the best 
interests of the juveniles of this state. 
At this time, this is the only mown study of this 
nature and scope in Iowa. There are rew areas 1n the field 
of school administration that are more important than 
juveniles end. the laws that govern their existence in the 
present day society. It Is a.ntioipated that the results of 
this study will become a guide for both the further stUdy 
of juvenile laws of Iowa. by school administrators and the 
implementation of these within the schools of Iowa. 
PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
The purpose of this stUdy is three-fold. First. it 
1s designed to identify all carrent Iowa juvenile laws up to 
and inoluding the 1973 Qoda g,f Iowa and to compile them in 
such a way that they can readily be observed by topic. 
Second, it is the purpose of this stUdy to identify contra­
dictions and/or confusions of terms. Third, it 1s the pur­
pose of this stUdy to identifY apparent inadequacies in the 
juvenile laws of Iowa. Fulfilling these purposes also made 
it possible to make recommendations concerning the improve­
ment of ~hese laws. 
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DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The O"Llrrent Iowa. statutes governing all the people of 
lowe are found in two vlblumes in the 1973 Code of Iowa. This 
study is limited to the following. 
1. Iowa Laws adopted by the First General Assembly 
in 1846 through the Sixty-Fourth General Assembly 
in 1972. The laws of the SixtY-Fifth General 
Assembly had not, at the time this study was 
implemented, been made available in a form 
necessary for inoorporation into this study. 
2~ Iowa. Laws that pertain to juveniles of the State 
of Iowa. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
The investigation concerning the juvenile laws of 
Iowa is organized into five chapters including the intro­
duction, review of" :related literature, prooedures and teoh­
niques used in this investigation. presentation of data, and 
the summary, recommendations and conclusions. 
Chapter I oontains the introduction, rationale for the 
stUdy, statement of the problem. significance of the study, 
purpose of this study, delimitations of the study, a.nd the 
organization of the study. 
Chapter II, Review of Literature, includes an intro­
duction, history of the juvenile oourt. contemporary litera­
ture concerning juvenile law. and the model code availability. 
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Chapter III contains th$ procedures and techniques 
used in this study. 
Cha<p"ter IV, Presentation of Data, includes an intro­
duction, the laws ooncerning juveniles which pertain to more 
than one topic, a description of the index of juvenile laws 
of Iowa, inoonsistencies in terminology, oontradictions in 
the law. inadequacies in the juvenile laws of Iowa, and gaps 
that occur in the juvenile laws of Iowa. 
Chapter V oontains the summary, conclusions and recom­
mendations resulting from this investigation. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
INTRODUOTION 
'rhls ohapter oonsists of a review o~ 11terature re­
lated to juvenile la.ws of Iowa. In no instance was any pub­
lication devoted to the total aspects of juvenile laws. how­
ever, material was found that was directly or indirectly 
related to segments of juvenile laws. Drake University, Iowa 
state University and. the University of Iowa have not ha.d, to 
the author's }mowledge. doctoral research encompassing the 
total juvenile laws of Iowa. 
The origin of the juvenile court and the h~~anistlc 
approach to juvenile justice was the result of the practices 
and thoughts of the people living in the nineteenth century. 
To understand the ourrent juvenile laws a.nd practices, one 
must be oognizant of the historical events that shaped the 
laws of today. 
HISTORY OF THE JUVENILE COURT 
Classioal criminology, with its doctrine of bringing 
about the greatest happiness of the greatest number, its con­
cern for legal protection of civil liberties, and i.ts drive 
for punishment and deterrence, shaped American criminal law 
from the Revolution onward. The Federal Constitution beoame 
first the guideline and later a restraint on the appropriate 
content of criminal law and of criminal procedure. State 
penal laws, pa.rticula.rly those of' Pennsylvania, establIshed 
a pattern of legislative codification of crimes and limita­
tion of cap!tal and corporal punishments. Law enforcement 
offioers and penal institutions were initiated to fulfill 
the classical promise that offenders could be reformed by 
precise humane punishments if quickly apprehended and con­
victed. Child offenders were subject, in theory, and often 
in practice, to the same procedures, operating under the same 
penal laws, with the same range of punishments as adults. 1 
By the last quarter of the 19th Century, the promise 
of classical criminology seemed doomed. The criminal jus­
tice system had, in large measure, taken on the configuration 
it still maintalns--but crime increased, partiCUlarly among 
the young. Moreover, classical theory had specified prison 
as the appropriate punishment by whioh to work reform, be­
cause tems of imprisonment could be precisely adjusted to 
fit crimes. Yet, classical theory said nothing about the 
actual organizational structure which was to be maintained 
within the institution. Sociologists, institutional admin­
istrators, and others who had examined or worked in prison 
institutions detected failures in classical theory and were 
l L• M. Friedman, A H!sto~ of American Law (New York' 
Simon and Schuster, 1973', pp. 2 S, 2~1. 
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ready to accept the new conoept of caused, determined be­
havior advanced by the positivistic criminologists.1 
Positivistic criminology broke with olassical theory's 
laisseZ-faire approach to crime. That approach specified 
governmental restraint in the faoe of potential crime. People 
were to be punished only after they had actually engaged in 
violations of the criminal law. Positivistic criminology, 
in contrast. specified a doctrine of early intervention. 
Potential criminals should be diagnosed and treated before 
their problems impelled them to acts of crime. Such a doc­
trine fits nicely with the humanitarian thrust of American 
social science and. philanthropy. The humanitarian1sm of the 
19th Century throught that fortunate and successful people had 
a social and moral obligation to help troubled people--whether 
those troubled people wanted help or not.2 Jeffery stated, 
lithe positivists did. not believe in definite sentences or 
strict legal definitions of crimes. Rather, they advocated 
indefinite criminal codes which allowed for a maximum of 
individual discretion and individualized justice based on the 
11_ Taylor, et al (Ede.), ~he New Criminology. For a 
Social Theoao! Deviance (Boston. Routledge and Kegan, 1973), 
pp. J~. 37. 
2Frederlc L. Faust and Paul J. Brantingham, "Readings 
and Cases on Juvenile Justice" (unpublished manusoript, Florida 
State university). 
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u1circamatancesof the case .. 
Table 1 shows the comparisons that Jeffrey identified 
when reviewing the characteristics of the classical and posi­
tivistio schools of criminology. 
TABLE 1 
CHARACTERISTICS OF CLASSICAL A!!2 POSITIVE SCHOOLS OF
 
CRIMINOLOGY
 
Classical Positivist
 
Moral blameworthiness and 
free will 
Legal Proteotion of eivil 
liberties 
Legal definitions of 
crimes 
Values from ethics 
Criminal law retained 
Punishment and deterrenoe 
Determinism, no moral guilt 
No legal protection of civil 
liberties 
Social definitions of orimes 
Scientific stUdies 
Criminal law i.gnored 
Protect society and reform 
the criminal 
Aocording to Radzlnowioz, "whereas the classical 
sohool exhorts men to study justice, the positive sehool 
1RII:Y C• ,Jeffery, Crime Prevention hrou. h Environ­menta~Design (Beverly H 81 sage Publ cat on, Inc .. , 911), 
pp. ~2i:, Jg. 
2Ibid ., Table 1, p. 33. 
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exhorts justice to men. lit . 
The issues raised by the classioal and positive
schools have not yet been resolved. If we follow 
the 01a881c81 sehool, we placeemph.asis upon pro­
cedural due prooess and upon deterring men from 
committing orimes. So far we have failed to devise 
a system whereby criminals are deterred by the 
threat of punishment. If we follow the positive
sehool, we place emphasIs upon scientific determin­
ism. the rehabilitation of the criminal and the pro­
tection of society. We have not found a way to 
rehabilitate the criminal after the offense ha.s occurred 
and the rehabilitative ideal has meant sacrificing
lrldividual rights as well as reducing the effectiveness 
of criminal law. As a result, due process for the 
accused has been greatly minimized in some instanoes,
and criminal law has been asked to perform many
social welfare and moral funotions which it cannot 
adequately handle. We thus arrive at a. situation 
wherein the law does not protect the rights of indi­
viduals aocused of' crimes, nor does it protect indi­
viduals from others who may commit crimes. No one 
benefits from the present state of affairs. the 
accused defendant may be convicted without certain 
procedural SAfeguards, the convicted criminal is not 
protected from harm or 108S. Law enforcement has 
moved from punitive/deterrenoe position to a treat­
ment/rehabilitation position without protecting the 
rights of eith.er the accused defendant or the victim 
of the crime. Although criminal law is seen in terms 
of rehabilitation. deterrenoe. and the protection of 
society, none of thes~ goals ie today justified in 
terms of the results. 
Some writers on the subject have concluded that rather 
than serving one ptl..rpose, the law serves mal t.1ple purpOS6S­
retribution, deterrence, reform and the protection of society­
Su.ch a position allows one to preserve all possible arguments 
'111 thout being forced to select 8.mOng them. "This is not very 
l Leon Rtadzinowicz, Ideolog and. CrIme (New York, 
Columbia University Preset 1966'. 
2Faust a.nd Brantingham. Opt cit., p. 7. 
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helpful if none of the goals is achieved in fact, and if the 
goals are in conflict with one another •••1 
Ona of the major arguments presented is that the law 
enforcement system has been seriously weakened by the move 
from deterrence to treatment, because attempts are not made 
to prevent crimes, instead" attempts are made to treat or 
cure criminals. It is debated that we cannot have both 
deterrenoe and treatment. as is many times assumed. since the 
very operations by which treatment is carried out are anti­
deterrent measures. The basic assumptions of the posltlvists 
have created a situation Whereby the deterrent qualities of 
legal control have been weakened while at the same time the 
rehabilitative forces of the oriminal justioe system have 
not been strengthened.2 
The conditions that existed and the thoughts that pre­
vailed during the nineteenth Century illustrate 'the reason 
for the shift from the crimlnal to the positive sohool of 
thought. 
Before 1825. special institutions for delinquent
ohildren did not exist in the United states. Public 
authority sanctioned the power of parents and mas­
ters to punish youthful lawbreakers. Under the 
common law in England and America. the child under 
seven years of age was considered incapable of mis­
chief. and the child between seven and fOl.lrteen was 
assumed to be incapable of felony but. aocording to 
Blackstone 'if it appear to the oourt and jury. that 
19 
he CG111d disoern between good and evil f he DUly
be oonvicted and sutter death.'l 
Both customary practice and common law assumed that 
ohildren wer:oe guilty as oharged when accused of misbehavior 
and crimes, Possible innocence was not considered. The 
Jury's pt'imary funotion was to determine whether children 
understood their offenses II Juries seldom condemned children 
to jail and often acquitted. them after a short trial, find­
ing "lack ot knowlecige H the reason :for the orime.2 
Menne! reported that by the early nineteenth century, 
this method of handling delinquent children had become unsat­
isfaotory on two oounts beoause. 
First. it did not work all the time. despite 
oourtroom partiality toward youths. increasing

numbers were being oonvicted and sent to 3ails
 
where, it was commonly believed. they were
 
schooled by adult inmates for future crime.
 
Second, and more important, Bome ohildren gained

aoquittal by appealIng to the jUry's sympathy-­

an equally unsatisfactory disposition because it
 
allowed them to escape the oonaequ.ences of their
 
actions.)
 
Following a Cook Oounty Jail inspeotion tour in 1669. 
the ChIcago Board ot Visitors reported. 
lWl111am Blaokstone, Comment.rie, on the Laws of 
;§J!gland (London. it. strahan and W. Woodlsll, 1795). v. 4, 
p. 2). 
2A• 1\.«' Platt. Child Savers, The Invention of 
I!!.11nguency (Chicago I .. unlvers!ty of ChIcago Press. 1969), 
Note 7. p. 202. 
)Robert M. Mennel, QElme and DellnQuengy, National 
Counoil on Orime and Delinquency. Jan. 1972. pp. 68.78. 
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The county jail was found to be ba.aed upon a 
system of terror. It is unjl.ls't and unloving, it 
assumes that a certain 8JliOunt of sUffering will 
expiate a certain amount of guilt, 1t confirms 
criminal tendencies, instead of eliminating them. 
• • - The effect of herding together of the old 
and you.ng, innocent and guilty, oonvicts. sus­

pected persons and witnesses, male and female.
 
makes the jail a school of vice. In such an
 
atmoaphere'lPurity itself could not escape con­

tamination-
The inequities and the shortcomings in the criminal 
justice system caused concerned inhabitants in New York, 
Boston, and Philadelphia to create special institutions for 
delinquent children. The first was the New York House of 
Refuge, which was founded in 1824 by members of the Society 
for the Reformation of Juvenile Delinquents. The Boston City 
Coanc!l founded the House of Reformation for juvenile 
offenders in 1826, following the recommendation of Mayor 
Josiah Quincy. A House of RefUge was then opened in 
Philadelphia in 1828. Although they received public sanction 
and aid, the New York and Philadelphia refuges were private­
ly m.anaged. The Boston House of Reformation was a municipal 
institution. These three organized efforts to reform 
juvenile delinquenta were the only ones to do so until 1847. 
when state institutions were opened in Massachusetts and New 
York. 2 
Illustrative at the initial concern with juvenile 
lpauat and Brantingham, op- cit-, p. 15­
2Ibid., p. 22. 
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delinquency is this comment by founders of the New York 
House of Refuge about the legal disposition of dellnql1ent 
children in the early 1820'St 
It aoquitted, they returned destitute, to the 
same haunts of vice from which they had been taken, 
more emboldened to the commission of crime by their 
escape from present punishment. If convioted. they 
were cast into a common prison with older CUlprits 
to mingle in conversation and intercourse with them, 
acquire their habits, and by their instruction to be 
made a.cquainted witp the most artful methods of 
perpetrating crime. 
Mennel related, "although the task of the refuge was 
to prevent delinquent children from being punished cruelly, 
it was also to insure that they were punished correctly. The 
neoessity of providing accused delinquents with the legal 
safeguards of due process was not an isaue. n2 
To carry out their plan. founders of the New York 
Refuge gave consideration to an 1822 study of American 
penitentiaries conducted by the Society for the Prevention 
of Pauperism. This report called for the construction of 
new prisons for juvenile offenders, conoluding. 
These prisons should be rather schools for
 
instruction, than places of punishment • • • The
 
youth oonfined there should be placed under a
 
course of discipline. severe and unchanging. but
 
1New York Society for the Reformation of Juvenile 
DelinQ.uents, A.nu.ual Report.. 1826, New York, 1827. pp. J. 4. 
2paust and Brantingham. Ope cit., p. 22. 
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alike calculated to subdue and conciliate. A 
system should be ad~Pted that woald prove a mental 
and morale regimen_ 
Implementing the ideals of the study, the New York 
Refuge. and others. establlshed"a menta.l and moral regimen" 
to instill the habits of nonesty and hard work in their 
children. In 1835. a typical day in the New York Refllge re­
Bulted in two hourso! school before breakfast. an eight-hollr 
workday, and then two and one-half more hours of school after 
which the ohildren were conducted to their dormitories and 
locked up for the nlght. 2 
Under the terms of their incorporation. Mennel wrote. 
Refugef3l reeeived children who were destitute 
and orphaned as well as thoBe who were actually
convicted of felonies in state and local courts. 
Some of the 'convicted' children were guilty of 
no greater orimea than vagrancy. idleness. or 
stubbornnses--those familiar catohalls for mild 
youthfUl misbehavior. By training both destitute 
and delinquent children and by separating them from 
their natural parents and adult criminals. refuge 
managers be.liev9d that they were preventing poverty
and orime. J 
These early child savers regarded convicted criminals 
and parents of delinquent children as one and the same. They 
1Naw York society for the Prevention of Pauperism. 
Repo~t on the Penitentiary System in the United States. New 
fork.1B22, pp. 39, 60. 
2New York Society for the Reformation of Juvenile 
Delinquents, Annual.Report. 1835. pp. 6, 7­
)F3ust and Brantingham, loe- cit­
2) 
sought to counter the influ.ence ot the parents by establish­
ing the parEmtal powers of the refuge directors. To do so. 
"the institutions had to rebut olaims that they were illegally 
depriving inmates of their liberty. The first significant 
legal challenge was a man by the name of Crouse. In 18,8. 
Mary Ann Crouse's father attempted to free her from the 
Philadelphia House of Refuge on a write of habeas corpus. 
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court denied his claim. saying. 
The object of the oharity is reformation by 
training 1ts inmates to industry; by inbalng their 
minds with principles of morality and religion. by
furnishing them with means to earn a living, and, 
above all. by separating them from the corrupting
influence of improper assooiates. To this end. may 
not the natural parents. when unequal to the task 
of education. or unworthy of it, be superseded by 
pa.rents pa.triae. or common guardian of the com­
munity? • The infant haa been snatched from &e e 
course which must have ended in confirmed depravity I 
and, not only is the restra.int of her person lawfUll, 
but it wouldtbe an a.ct of extreme oruelty to release 
her from it .. 
Alexis de Tocqueville and Gustave de Bea.umont reaohed 
a similar eonclasion on the rights of refuge children during 
their tour of Amerioan penal instltUltlons in 1831. "The 
ehildren. u they wrote, "were not the victims of persecution, 
but merely deprived of a fatal libertye,,2 
One specialist related that although early refuge 
2austave da Beaumont and Alexis de Toequeville, On the 
eni tentia "stem in the tIn!ted States. Francis Lieber. 
!~~Se Philadelphia. Carey. Lea, and Blanohard, 1833), p. 
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leaders took pride in their institutions. the increasing 
number of reform sohools betrayed their failure to put Ii 
stop to juvenile delinquency and their inability to prevent 
its growth_ The violent activities of street gangs in the 
larger municipal centers increased both during and after the 
civil War. 
The major point is not that reform schools, both 
old and new, were unable to hold all the youthful
law violators. Ra.ther. the notable characteristic 
of reform schools in the later nineteenth century 
was their inability to cope with the relativetY 
few children who did come under their charge-
This failure resulted from the increasingly cruel 
institutional life. Faced with only limited public finanoial 
support and large numbers o£ children, reform school managers 
were forced to rQly upon the contract system. This system 
ha.d been part of refuge life from the beginning, but it now 
assumed a mora exploitative character. Clothing and shoe 
manufacturers, whose piecework was once welcomed because it 
was thought to encourage good habits, were now viewed with 
greater skeptioism beoause they often insisted upon replaoing 
institution officials with company supervisors in order to 
squeeze me.xlmum produotivity out of the children's working 
hours. Officials at the Philadelphia Refuge complained of 
this practice in 18661 
1paust and Brantingham. Ope cit., p. 24. 
Those immediately entrusted with the govern.... 
ment of the boys are generally but illy qualified
for so responsible a position ••• If' the work be 
well done and a responsible amount of it. they are 
satisfied. These seven and a half hours of labor 
are spent without one moral lesson taught the boys, 
at least Sf far a.s the workmen of the shops are 
ooncerned. 
In 1871. the New York Commission of Prison Labor, 
headed by Enoch Wines. investigated the contract system and 
uncovered many instanoes of exploitation and brutality. The 
commissioners received this picture of shop life from former 
New York Refuge employees Thomas Crowne and Valentine 
Feldman» 
Q. Have you ever known instructors employed by
 
the contractors to strike the boye? A. (Orowne)

I have seen them do it, though it is forbidden.
 
I have also seen them. when a keeper was around,
 
and they did not dare to strike, tread on the boys'
 
bare toes • • • so as to cause them to squirm all
 
around • • •
 
Q. Have you ever seen any of the boys abused by
 
the contraotor~' employees? A. (Feldman) Often and
 
often. They do not call it abusing e. boy to give

him a kick, or a blow on the head • • •
 
Q. Please describe the way in which they are pun­

ished. A. I have seen boys punished for not com­

pleting thei2 tasks, so that blood ran down into
 their boots.
 
The new cottage reform schools, founded in the 1850's 
and 1860'13 to discipline and care for children in small family 
1Enoch C. Wines and Theodore W. Dwight, Reportonth~ 
Prisons and Reformato~lesof the United St~teB ~nd cana~ ~Albanyt ~New York» VRn Benthuepen, 1861), p. 431. 
2New York state ASsembly, neRort_of the Com.mis!ion of 
Prison
__ 
Labor. Doc. 18, IV. Albany, 113"71, pp. 1b4, lat.
"''0.- -iIL 
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units ltnd to teach them the benefits ot farm life, also fell 
victim to demands for economy. Rev. Marcus Ames, superinten­
dent of the girls' oottage reformatory at Lancaster, Mass. 
resigned in 1874 rather than accept the installation of work­
shops.1 At the New Jeney state Reform School at Jamesburg, 
farming and maintenance work gave way to shirt-making in 1875 
and a faotory appeared among the cottages. Legislative 
investigators found life in the inetitutlon ha.rd. routine and 
monotonous. James Leiby concludes in his comprehensive study 
of New Jersey institutions, "Jamesburg was not a family, nor 
a reformatory, but a boy's prison. u2 
Not surprisingly. incendiarism, rioting, and even mur­
der marked the history of nearly every reform school. In 
1859 Daniel Credan and five of his friends put the torch to 
the Massachusetts Reform School at westbo.rough. J On May 17, 
1812, Justus Dunn stabbed to death Saul Calvert, an overseer 
4in the Nor~h Shop of the New York Refuge. Five years later, 
1Massachuaetts, state Industrial School for Girls, 
Annual ReRort, Boaton, 1875, pp. 8, 9· 
JMassaehusetts, State Reform School at Westborough,
 
ThirteenthA.nnue.l Report, 1859. Boston 19.59, pp. 3, 4.
 
4New York Society for the Reformation of Juvenile
 
Delinquents, Annual Report, 1872, pp. 45. 47·
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the superintendent of the Massachusetts girls' reformatory 
reported, "House No. " an old building • • • replete with 
interest.lng associations, was burned to the ground, having 
been set on fire by two of our inmates. p1 
These events posed serious questions tor re... 
formatory institutions whose oustodial power de­
pended upon the parens pat~iae doctrine. If reform 
schools did not improve--ind.eed, if they abused 
delinquent chl1dren...-how eow.d they then jU.8t1fy
their parental role? How could they avoid being
labeled prisons? How could they pretDnd that the 
scope of their custodial power extended to vagrant
and semi-delinquent children, as well as to youths
convicted of felonies? 
Soon after the Civil War. legal decisions in.. 
terpreting parens patriae began to reflect increas­
ing dis'trust of the intentions and performance of 
reform schools, and, conversely, new apprecia"tion
for natanl parents. In 18'70 the Illinois Supreme 
court reversed the vagrancy sentence of Daniel 
a'Donnel to the Chicago Reform School on the grounds
"that he had not committed a crime and had been im­
prisoned without due prooess of law. 'Why shol.lld 
minors be imprisoned for misfortune?' asked the 
oourt. 'Destitution of proper parentB.1 care, ignor­
ance, idleness and vice, are misfortunes, not crlmeeh 
• • • This boy 1s deprived of a father's oare. 
bereft of home influences, has no freedom of action, 
is committed for an unoertain time, is branded as a 
prisoner. mad9.subject to the w211 of others. and thus feels that he is a slave.' 
In 1897 an appella.te COllrt freed Janie Becknell from 
the Whittier state School in California on the grounds that 
he had been committed solely on the basis of a grand jury 
hearing and boannot be imprisoned as a criminal without 9. 
l Wlf.ll.SSB.chusette:. State Industrial School for Girls. Annu~l Report, Boston, 1818, p. t6. 
2people v. Turner. 55 Illinois 280 (1870).
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trial by jury_"l 
Nevertheless, tbe animosity against reform sohools 
was strong enou.gh to find other means of express!olh Begin­
ning in the 1850's the New York Children's Aid Society 
shipped Manhattan street urchins to western farms to prevent 
100a1 authorities from oommitting them to the Refugee 
Charles Loring Brace, the society's founder, asked, "If 
6nough families can be found to serve as reformatory insti­
tutions, is it not the best and most practical and eoonomical 
method of reforming these children?"2 
"Placing-out" remained a. popular alternative to lnsti... 
tutionalizatlon, even after the demand for youthful workers 
subsided in the agrarian West. In 1890 the Children's Aid 
Society of Pennsylvania, with the cooperation of local courts, 
offered to place in foster homes, delinquents who would other­
wise be oommitted to reform schools. This probation experi­
ment was not undertak.en without misgiving. "We have some­
times left our wards • • • and returned half' expecting the 
next mail to announce their evildoing and disappea.ranoe." 
recalled Homer Folks, secretary of the Sooiety. "But we have 
been happily surprised as weeks passed by and all the reports 
1Faust and Brantingham, Ope cit., p. 25. 
2second Convention of Managers and Superintendents of 
Houses of RefUge and Social Reform, l'rooeedloos, 1858, New 
York, 1860, p. 48. 
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were hopeful. ,,1 
The New York Society for the Prevention of' 
Cruelty to Children established e. similar program
after influencing passage of state legislation
which enabled it to receive children from the oourts. 
Massachusetts cO'ntlnued to increase the size ot its 
state visiting agenoy, which had been established in 
1869 to serve as a probation and parole office tor 
delinquents. 
The idee. of a juvenile oourt had, therefore, 
several roots. In many locales, children were still 
being detained in or sentenced to je.l~. Their plight 
was muah.lamented at philanthropio meetings and at 
state and national charity conferenoes. The crea­
tion of a probate tribunal, it was reasoned, would 
minimize and perhaps even eliminate this perennial
problem. More important. however, in the origin of 
the 3uvenile court was the widespread bellef that 
reform sohools were no longer equal to tho task of 
providing parental guidanoe for delinquent children. 
The reality of institutional life--the riots, the 
8x1'101tation, the oruel punishment.s-....mocked the 
ideal. In 1891. Homer Folka listed 'the contamination 
influence of association' and 'the enduring stlgma 
• .. • 01' ha.ving been committed' as2reasons to avoid sending children to reform school. 
The popUlarity of nineteenth oentury probation plans-­
the forerunners of the juvenile court--oan be traced direct­
ly to this distrust. "The Illinois juvenile court a.ct (1899) 
combined the Ma.ssachusetts and New York systems of probation 
with several New York laws providing delinquents with speoial 
court sessions and aeparate detention fa0111 ties. ,,3 Juvenile 
lHomer Folks. The Care of Delinquent Chl1dre.n. f,rooeed.­!nim.. National ConfeI"ence of CharitIes and Corrections, 1891. 
pp. 137, 139. 
2Ibid •• pp. 137. 1~O. 
3New York Laws of the State, An Act for the Protection 
Pf Children and tol?revent ana Pu~l!h §ertaIii. wroMs to[nlICfrin. XI5a.ny. r811. em. 28, p. Jr. 
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courts developed their own probation sta.tfs, detention homes 
and auxiliary' services, thus relegating reform schools to 
places of t1demler resort," in the words of one superinten­
dent. 1 By relieving institutions of their parental power, 
juvenile courts were deolaring that their own exercise ot 
parens patriae would seek, above all, to reform delinquents 
without institutionalizing them. In this context,. it is easy 
to understand why Jane Addams believed that the new tribunal 
"absolutely eliminated " • e all notions of' punishmant.,,2 
The enactment of juvenile court legislation in 
Illinois 1n 1899 ushered-in a new era in the his­
tory of ju.rls-prudance--the era of' 'so01alized juvenile justice.' While the juvenile court was 
established as a bona fide court of law, invested 
with the author!ty and ooercive POWEll'" of the s'tate, 
the concept of justioe was 60 altered as to be 
vtrtua11y u.nrecognizable in any traditional sense. 
Emphasis upon legal rights of the a.ocused, protec­
tion of the innocent, proof of guilt, and sentence 
of punishment commensurate with offense was sup­
planted with ooncern for determining the child's 
oondition and prescribing and implementing a course 
of aotion aimed at relieving that oondition and 
preventing its recurrence. Thus. justioe for the juven.ile became a matter of alleviating an undeslr­
ab1e social situation, by interoeding on the child's 
behalf, and ideally, before rather than after the 
child's involvement in antisooial acts. In this 
sense. the legal jurisdiction of the court was ob­
tained on the basIs of a child's alleged status and 
predictions for future oonsequenoes , rather than on 
the basis of alleged. facts concerning past behavior 
of a neoessarily antisocial nature. The blindfold 
was, therefore, purposefully removed from the eyes 
1H• W. Charles, ~e Problem.fJ at "the RefarmSchool. 
Proceedings, Child Conference for Researeh and Welfare, Vol. 
r I , i 91 0 t p. 86. . 
2Faust and Brantingham, Ope cit., p. 26. 
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of 'justioe' so that the total pioture of the
 
child's past experiences and existing circ~m~
 
stanoes could be judicially perceived andwe1ghed

against the projeoted outcomes ofalternatlve 
oourses of legal intervention, Further, the con­
cept of juvenile justice excluded the notion of 
'equality under 'the law"l 
With concept of equal punishment for equal offenses, 
the fairness of juvenile justice rested in handll.ng each 
child as his personal. oondition and needs would require. 
The juvenile court idea spread rapidly throughout the nation. 
Within a dozen years 22 states had followed the 
example of' Illinois, and by 192.5 there were juvenile courts in every state but 2. Toda.y there 
is a juvenile court act in every American Juris­
diotion, inclUding the Distriotof Columbia with 2 
approximately 2,700 courts hearing children's cases. 
It would be a. mistake to assume that the philosophy 
of juvenile justice was implemented in any uniform or 
standardized manner. 
• • • the mere passage of a juvenile oourt statute 
does not automatically establish a tribunal of the 
sort the reformers contemplated. A U.S. Children's 
Bureau survey in 1920 found that only 16 percent of 
all so-called juvenile courts in faot had separate
hearings for children and an offioially authorized 
probation service and recorded social information 
on children brought to court. A similar survey con­
ducted by the Children's Bureau and this Commission 
in 1966 revealed significant gaps still existing 
be~veen ideal and aotual court structures, practices, 
l Ibid •• p. 62. 
2president'g Oommission on Law Enforoement and Adminis­
tration of Justice, ·ask Faroe R(;';l arts Juvenile Delin ueno 
!!n~ ~outhQrime, (Was'ngton, D.C. l Government Pr.lntl.ng ice, 
1967 ). p. 3. 
'~~t~~~--------------------,

b~-) 
:;~;;t 
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and personnel. Indeed, it has been observed 
that r ther,e is nothing uniform I in the operations
or children's oourts. r 
In writing about the early juvenile ~ourtf Mennel oon­
cluded that the brightness of the promise of enlightened 
treatment came in large measure from the preoeding darkness. 
Judges enhanoed the reputation of their courts merely by re­
rusing to send children to jailor commit them to reform 
school. Suoh dispositions made the juvenile oourt seem to 
be more miraculous than it actually was. A.lso. enthusiasm 
over the novelty of the institution encouraged its widespread 
adoption in one form or another throughout the United States. 
The sheer amount of organizational and promotional
activity disguised for a long while the cou.rt's 
quite traditional attitudes and policies toward 
the legal rights of delinquent children and their 
parents. Fa.r from lim!ting the parental power of 
the state, advo2ates ot the juvenile court sou.ght 
to increase it. 
A 1905 decision upholding the legality of a juvenile 
court in Pennsylvania is representative: 
To save a ohild from becoming a criminal, or 
from continuing in a career of crime. to end in 
maturer years in public punishment and disgrace,
the legislatures surely may provide for the sa.lva­
tion of such a child. if its pa.rents or guardians
be unable or unwilling to do so, by bringing it 
into one of the courts of the state without any 
process at all, for the purpose of SUbje,ting it to 
the state*s guardianship and protection. 
lFaust and Brantingham. op. cit., p. 63. 
2Ibid .. p. 26 .. 
3Commonwealth v. Fisher. 62 A. 198, Fa. 1905. 
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Parents of delinqu.ent children cou.ld not expect much 
sympathy from Ben Lindsey, the famous children's jUdge, who 
regularly belittled "the careless father, unworthy as a man, 
1dangerous as a citizen... On a more sophisticated level, 
psychologist Augusta Bronner urged that juvenile courts be 
allowed to remove children from "unworthy or stupid" parents 
who did not understand the principles of child PSYChology.2 
Homer Folks, without a trace of irony, concluded that the new 
court provided .t a new kind of reformatory, without walle and 
without much coercion. u3 
Mennelstated. 
The spirit of these comments would have seemed famil­
iar to the father of Mary Ann Crouse. The ju.venile 
court, like the early reform school, exercised par­
ental power to punish parents for their children's de­
linquencies and to deny children legal rights on the 4 
pretext that they were bein.g protected, not punished. 
In 1972 as in 1872, interest in providing delinquent 
children with legal safeguards is based upon belief that the 
state has not fulfilled its parental duties. Current legal. 
interpretations protecting accused delinquents in the juvenile 
court resemble earlier decisions restricting the parental 
IBenjamin B. Lindsey. "The Child, The Parent and the 
Law," Juvenile Court Record, May. 1904, pp. 9. 10. 
2Faust and Brantingham, Ope cit •• p. 26. 
3Homer Folks, Juvenile Probation, Proceedings, National 
Convention of Charities and Corrections, 1909. pp. 117, 122. 
4Faust and Brantingham, op. cit., p. 26. 
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power of the reform school" The Gault case. like the 
O'Connell case nearly a century before. proteots children 
against unfair loss of liberty. (Both of these decisions 
prefer the guardianship of natural parents to that of the 
state.) Today. as then, parents cannot be disqualified from 
caring for their children simply because they are poor or 
unfamiliar with the principles of child psychology. 
Parents ma.y indeed abuse or fail to exercise their 
disciplinary authority. There is. however, little 
historical evidence to indicate that public author­
ities in the United ~tates have provided viable and 
humane alternatives­
'rhe oonstitutionalists complained that social­
ized juvenile justioe was wrong in denying children 
the legal rights of adults aocused of crime on a 
claimed exchange for informal, scientific proceed­
ings designed to help and to protect from the stlgma
of criminality. Even in charitable moments, when 
they were willing to enneads that some juvenile 
courta might be living up to some of their promises,
constitutionalists oomplained that children deserved 
mOl"e protection than adults from arb! tra.ryi~terven­
tiona in their lives, not fewer protections. 
During the decade of the 1960's, the constitutional­
ists convinoed several states) and several rule ma.king 
bOdies4 to revise their juvenile court statutes and model 
rulee. The constitutionalists also caught the attention of 
the United Sta.tes Supreme COl.lrt in the Kent case, prompting 
Mr. Justioe Fortas to observe that, "there is evidenoe, in 
1Ibid., p. 27 2Ibid •• p. 151. 
J1bid. 4Ibid • 
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fact, that there may be grounds for concern that the child 
receives the worst of' both worlds. tha.t he gets neither the 
protections accorded to adults nor the solicitous care and 
regenerative treatment postulated for children. n1 
The year following Kent, the Supreme Court 
adopted the constitutionalist position in the case 
of In Re Gault. The facts in Gault seemed to 
point to the unvarnished truth of the constitu­
tionalist position. Virtually everything that 
could go wrong in the process of a socialized 
adjudication had gone wrong in Gault. A boy was 
adjudicated delinquent and sent to the state re­
form sohool for six years on the basis of com­
pounded hearsay. His alleged misconduct would have 
oarried a punishment of 60 days in jailor a $50 
fine for a convioted adalt. 'rhe general tone of 
the proceedings made clear that the faet of delin· 
quency had been settled from the moment of oomplaint
and that the court hearings had been mere trappings
intended to extract a confession and to give -the 
jUdge time to deoide on a disposition--so clear that 
Justice Par-tas subsequently characterized the pro­
ceedings as a •kangaroo court.· The K..afkaesque
quality of the case was increased by the absence of 
records. ~1ere were no records at the county deten­
tion home despite the fact that the boy had been 
held in custody for several days. There had never 
been any precise or written statement of charges.
There was no trial record of any sort. FUrther, the juvenile court judge was unaware of the fact that 
the boy's alleged conduot was prohibited by state law 
a.nd had to fall baok on an unconvincing 'where there's 
smoke, there's fire,' rationale for his finding of 
delinquency. 'The single record that did exist. a 
probation 'referral report,' had to be pried out of 
the juvenile court's 'confidential' files by the 
boy's lawyer with a court order from the superior 
court. Finally, state la~ permitted no appeal from 
juvenile court decisions. 
The boy's parents challenged his committal through a 
state habeas corpus proceeding. The writ was rejected and an 
----------------------
appeal to the state s~preme court ended with a holding that 
due process or law for ohildren did not require. aMong other 
things, notice of theoharges. notice of the right to counsel, 
the right to confront and cross-examine sworn witnesses, nor 
the privilege against self... incrimination. 1 
The United states Supreme Court d.isagreed. Speaking 
for five members of the court. Justice Fortes revised juvenile 
court philosophy as a matter of constitutional mandate. He 
held that 9. juvenile facing possible incarceration through 
delinquency prooeedings based on a claim of law viOlation is 
entitled to at least some of the procedural protections 
accorded adults accused of crime because Q ••• neither the 
Fourteenth Amendment nor the Bill of Rights is for adults 
2
alone ... The constitutionalist position had prevailed. 
The Supreme Coart handed down an elaborate and wide­
ranging opinion affirming dismissal 'Of the writ end stating 
the cour~'s conclusions as to the issues raised by appellants 
and other aspects of the juvenile process. 
In their jurisdictional statement and brief in 
this court, appellants do not urge upon us all of 
the points passed upon by the Supreme Court of 
Arizona. They Uirge that we hold the Juvenile Code 
of Arizona invalid on its face or as applied in this 
case because, contrary to the Due Process Clause of 
the Fourteenth Amendment. the juvenile is taken from 
the custody of his parents and oommitted to a state 
institution pursuant to proceedings in which the 
Juvenile Court has virtually unlimited discretion, 
and in which the following basie rights are denied. 
2 Ibid. 
------------­
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1. Notice of the charges,
2. Right to counsel, 
,.
J. Right to confrontation and cross-examination,4. Privilege against self-incrimination. 
Right to a transcript of the proceedings, and 
6. Right to appellate review. l 
The early conception of the Juvenile Court proceeding 
was one in which a fatherly judge touched the heart a.nd con­
science of the erring youth by talking over his problems, by 
paternal advice and admonition, and in which, in extreme 
situations, benevolent and wise institutions of the state 
provided guidance and help "to save him from a downward 
career. "2 Then as now, goodwill and compassion were admir­
ably prevalent in intent. However, recent studies have, 
with surprising unanimity, entered sharp dissent as to the 
validity of this gentle conception. For example, a recent 
stUdy observed that when the procedural laxness of the 
"parens patriae" attitude is followed by stern disciplining, 
the contrast may have an adverse effect upon the child, who 
feels that he has been deceived or enticed. It concluded. 
"unless appropriate due prooess of law is followed, even 
the juvenile who has viole ted the law may not feel that he is 
being fairly treated and may therefore resist the rehabilita­
3tive efforts of the court personnel ... 
2Ibid •• p. 160. 
JJuvenile Delinguency - Its Prevention and Control
 
(Russell Sage Foundation, 1966), p. 33·
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Failure to observe the fundamental reQ.uirements of 
due process has resulted in instances, which might have been 
avoided, of unfairness to individuals and inadequate or in­
accurate findings of fact and unfortunate prescriptions of 
remedy. Due process of law is the primary and indispensable 
foundation of individual freedom. It is the ba.sic and essen­
tial term in the social compact which defines the rights of 
the individual and delimits the powers which the state may 
exercise. 
The impact of denying fundamental prooedu.ral
d\.le process to juvenile involved in •delinquency' 
charges is dramatized by the following considera­
tions. 
1. In 1965. persons under 18 accounted for 
about one-fifth of all arrests for serious crimes1 
and over2half of all arrests for serious property offenses and in the same year some 601,000 
ohildren under lB, or 2% of all children between 
10 and 17. came before juvenile courts. J About 
one out of nine youths will be referred to juvenile 
oourt in conneotion with a delinquent !tot (exclud­
ing traffie offenses) before he is 18. Further­
more, most juvenile crime apparently goes undetect­
ed or not formally p1Jnished. Wheeler and. Cottrell, 
supra. observe that 'Almost all youngsters have 
committed at least one of the petty forms of theft 
and vandalism in the course of their adolescence.'S 
lpaust and Brantingham. Ope oit., p. 158. 
3J \.lvenl1e gourt stafi~tics 1965. u.s. Dept. of Health,
Eduoation. and Welfare, eh ldren's Bureau, Statistical Series. 
No. 6.5. 1966. p. 2. 
4paust and Brantingham, Ope cit., p. 158. 
•
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2. In New York, whrre most juveniles are 
represented by counsel !nd substantial prooed­
ural rights are afforded out of a fisoal year
1965-1966 total of 10,755 juvenile proceedtngs
involving boys, 2.242 were dismissed for failure 
of proof at the fact-finding hearingl for girls,
the figures were 306 out of a total of 1.051.:J 
3. In about one-half of the States, a juvenile 
may be transferred to an adult penal institution 4 
after a juvenile court has found him 'delinquent.'
4. In some jurisdictions a juvenile may be 
subjected to arind.nal prosecution for the same 
offense for which he has served lJnder a juvenile 
court commitment. However, the Texas procedure 
to this effect has recently been held unconstl~­
tional by a federal district court judge, in a 
habeas corpus action.S 
5. In most of the States the guve~ may end 
in criminal court through waiver. 
As Justice Frankfurter has saidl uThe history of 
American freedom is, in no small measure, the history of 
procedure."? But. in addition, the prooedural rules whIch 
have been fashIoned from the generality of due process are 
the best instruments for the distillation and evaluation of 
essential facts from the oonflicting welter of data that 
1Ibid• 
)New York JUdicial Conferenoe, Twelfth Annual Report. 
1967, pp. 314, 316. 
4Delinguent Ohildren In Penal InstitutIons, Children's 
Bureau Publication, No. 415, 1964, p. 1. 
5~a!ye:r v.Hauck, 245 F. Supp. 55. D.C.W.D.Tex., 1965. 
6Faust and Brantingham, Ope oit., p. 158. 
"'Ibid. 
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life end our adversary methods present. It is these instru­
ments of due process which enhance the possibility that 
truth will emerge from the confrontation of opposing versions 
and conflicting data. "Prooedure is to law what 'soientific 
method' is to scienoe_ H1 
CONTEMPORARY IJlTERATORE CONCERNING JUVENILE LAW 
The Juvenile Justice System in Iowa 
W! Juvenile Justice Slste~in IOWA 1s a study pre­
pared by Margaret Stevenson, study Committee Chairman for the 
League of Women Voters of Iowa, in 1973. It includes an 
introduction covering the historical development of the 
Juvenile austice System, a review of the Iowa Juvenile Court. 
how the system works, the rights of the parties, and editor­
ial comments. 
In the introduction, the following statement was madel 
In adopting for study the Juvenile Justice 
System in Iowa the 1973 Convention of the Iowa 
League of Women Voters committed the logical sin 
of begging the question twioe. The item first 
assumes that there is a "system" and seoondly BS­
sumes that.·t justice" results therefrom. From the 
published info:rm&tion which is available it is 
demonstrable tha.t there 1s no "system" and, in fact, 
the best word to describe what we have in the juve­
nile court and oorrections system in the state of 
Iowa would be ltdisorganization. tt Whether or not 
justice nevertheless results. by any definition of 
l Henry H. Foster, Jr., I'Soclal Work, the Law. and
 
Social Action," Social Casework, 4.5 (July 1964), pp. 383, 386.
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that term 18 not susceptible of proof. We will 
nevertheless refer to what we have as a "system. 1l1 
This stUdy indioates the vast majority of referrals 
to the Iowa juvenile courts 18 by law enforcement agencies. 
The non-judicial handling of juveniles was stated as follows. 
Forty-five to fifty percent of police contacts 
with children, it is estimated, are handled in a 
non-judicial manner by the exercise of discretionary 
power by the polioe. Whether or not guidelines or 
standards have been locally established in Iowa for 
law enforcement officers in making a proper decision 
in this respect is not known. There are no statutory
guidelines. The polioe may elect to release the 
child to his parents or ~hey may refer him to an 
appropriate Booial agency rather than refer him to 
court. The suooess of suoh an approaoh is dependent 
upon two things. One is the skill and 1iraini.ng of 
the offioer. and the other 1s the adequacy of com­
muni ty resources for oare and treatment- Generally,
law enforoement officers are conoerned with overt 
behavior and even in the case of a specializedjuvenile officer trained in observation and under­
standing of juvenile behavior, unless he were also a 
trained soolal worker, the officer's deoision may 
not be very effeotive. One obvious danger of infor­
mal pre-judioial disposition of a troubled juvenile
is that a child in need of professional diagnosis
and treatment may not reoeive it at a time when such 
professional help would be most effective. No 
rea.dily available information has been found to in­
dioate what. if any, training is received by police
officers in the state of Iowa in juvenile problems, 
nor as to whether or not officers specifioally
assigned to juvenile duty reoeive Zhe speoialized
training which should be required. 
The highlights of the editorial comments which follow 
summarize many of the problems of Iowa's juvenile justioe 
1Margaret stevenson, Study Committee Cha1man. League
of Women Voters of Iowa, liThe Juvenile Justice System in 
Iowa," 1973. p. 12. 
21bid., p. 1J. 
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system. 
Tlle writer believes that there Is urgent need 
for legislative reform of the ju.venile justioe sys­
tem. There 1s a need to redefine the goals of the juvenile justice system in the light of modern 
conditions and needs and to restructure the insti­
tutions of juven.11e justioe towards the realization 
of those goals. Advocacy through the cou.rts is not 
effect1va in view of the despera:te nature of the 
issues which need resolving and 1s not a suita.ble 
means to achieve the oomprehensive changes needed 
to effeotuate true and lasting reform. The present 
statutes in Iowa are excessively broad and frus­
tratingly vague. Conflicts of interest abound within 
the system. such as intake acreenitli and probation­
ary servioes. Customary practices include severe 
overuse of detention. The precise role of the juvenile officer has never been clearly articula.ted. 
The authority for the juvenile court and the juve­
nile court officers to act in the welfare of the 
child and in the best interest of the State is :fre­
quently employed to justify unwarranted interference 
with the parent-child relationship. Under 'the pre­
sent system of juvenile justice, the statutory rights
postulated for children are largely elusory. For 
example, statutes providing for the confidentiality
of juvenile court records are openly violated­
Statutory standa.rds governing dispositional orders 
are all but wholly lacklng except for boiler pla.te 
purposes clauses. The present system oontains only
vague and undefined hearing procedures, particular­
ly in the detention area. The rule of construction 
of chapter 2)2 which states that the chapter shall 
be liberally construed to the end that each child 
coming within the jurisdietlon of the juvenile court 
Shall receive, in effect, treatment preferably in 
his home is not backed up by any substantive or 
procedural standards or requirements in the remain­
ing portion of the chapter. It seems obvious that 
nei thaI' jUd.ges nor attomeys 8.· re going to do battle 
for reform in this area 1n any comprehensive sense 
and there is an urgent need for legislative
advocacy.
No amount of procedural reform or legislative
standards will be effective 1n the juvenile justice
field without a commitment of community and com­
munity resources. In the writer's opinion it is 
absolutely essentia.l that the greatest effort be put
forth for oomprehensive planning in this area. A 
system for the oompilation of underlying data must 
•
 
be developed and implemented at: both the State 
and local level. At present there is no compon­
ent part ot the system in position to do this. 
Any suoh data-oompiling system must take into 
account the unofficial and pre-ju.dicial disposi­
tion ot Ohildren who are dependent, neglected or 
delinquent. In tems of dedication of community 
resouroes, however, it makes senae not to wait 
for a statewide program but to commence immediately
toward local comprehensive planning to establish 
and carry out community-based programs in this area. 
There is a need for each communi ty to .survey its 
problem, to define its goa.ls and objectives in 
dealing with its troubled youth and then to make a 
commitment to carry out such goals and objectives.
Thirdly, 1t is the writer's oonviction that 
there 1s a need to provide training for juvenile 
court judges and probation officers. As far as 
training :for judges 1s concerned there are programs
availe.hle but lihe efficaoy of such programs in 
Iowa is doubtful until some solution is found to 
the problem of rotation of assignment of jUdges 
to the juvenile COUEt system. There needs to be 
ongoing staf£ training of probation officers. It 
must be remembered that probation officers are 
chosen by the juvenile court Judge and u.sually
reflect the attitudes of such judge. Some areas 
of training that the writer believes to be crucial 
ere development of olient behavioral objeotives .• 
communication techniques, group therapy, family 
therapy, individual eourseling techniques and use 
of community resouroes. 
Child Abuse 
Gordon Gammack. in November of 1973, ran two columns 
on child abuse which cited the statistics of abuse to 
children BS follows. 
Iowa City, Ie. There is astatistlc. a fact 
of savagery, that haunts Dr. Gerald Solomons. 
If a.n Iowa child is reported as a victim of 
child a..buse and is returned to the parents without 
appropriate family therapy the odds are close to 
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so-so that the child soon will be dead or maimed 
for life. 
That is why. says Dr. Solomons, there is urgent
need for revision of the state's law dealing with 
what is called the battered child syndrome--a legal
code whose primary aim is protection of the child, 
not prosecution of the batterer. 
Dr. Solomons. a kindly Scot, is professor of 
pediatrics, director of the Child Development Clinic 
and ohairman of the Child Abuse Committee at Uni­
versity Hospitals in Iowa City. 
There are shocking statistics that pinpoint the 
enormity of child abuse--in Iowa and throughout
the nation. 
In one year in the United states, 662 child 
abuse cases were serious enough to warrant reports
in United States newspapers. A follow-up study
revealed that within one year, 25 percent of these 
children were dead. 
or 56 Iowa cases reported by Dr. Solomons to 
authorities from 1967 through 1972, 7 percent are 
dead. 
Twenty-five percent of all fractures sUffered 
by children under the age of 2 are probably the 
result of child abuse. 
Fifteen peroent of all injured ohildren under 
the age of 5 who are admitted to hospital emer­
gency departments are victims of child abuse. 
'Child abuse is the most common ailment of all 
children under the age of 5,' concludes Dr. 
Solomons. 
The average person assumes that child abuse cases 
are restrioted generally to the poor and uneducated. 
Not so. says Dr. Solomons. 
'It crosses all socia-economic classes1 not more 
prevalent in one olass than another,' he says. 'More 
cases are reported in the poorer classes, however, 
because it is easier for a physician to report the 
tovm drunk than the bank president, particularly if 
the banker holds the mortgage on the doctor's home, 
farm or car.' 
••• Dr. Solomons and Josephine Gittler, assooiate 
law professor at the University of lows. are working
with several members of the Iowa Legislature to 
revise Iowa's laws to proteot viotims of child 
abutJe. 
All too often, 6a~s Dr. Solomons, the objective
of protecting the ch~ld is lost in a morass of legal
entanglements, especially lack of proof, in the 
frenzy to punish the offending parent. 
• • • • • • • • • a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Dr. Solomons sa.ys that a model law should
 
include protections for a ohild viotimized by

willful neglect--and that definition of neglect

should include denial of medical trea.tment.
 
• • , .. •• • • • • • •• • 1i '. • • .. .' • .' .. • • 
Dr. Solomons hopes revisions in the law will
 
encourage doctors to report child abuse, Of more
 
than 200 child abuse cases in Iowa last year, only

11 were reported by doctors. A recent case in
 
California. may necessitate that doctors report
 
more regUlarly.
 
A young mother left her husband with their 
baby and went to live with a boyfriend. The boy­
friend beat the infent with whips and .straps and 
the child wound up in a hospital. The hospital sent 
the child home. The boyfriend strangled. the child...­
not fatally but gross brain damage resulted. The 
boyfriend was sent to prison for 10 years.
The natural father aued the hospital and the
 
doctors involved for not reporting the case. He
 
asked $5 fillion and settled out of court for
 
$600.000.
 
meR . _Confinement
The jail-cell suicide of Dean BeursKens. a 
Marshalltown sixteen year old boy, brought to the attention 
of the people of Iowa the inadequacy of Iowa's juvenile 
oonfinement laws. 
.. .. .. Shortly before he killed himself, Dean
 
Beurskens penciled a brief message on the walls
 
of his cell in the Marshall County Jail.

'r want to die. No dope. No O.D. (overdose).
 
No rope. No hang. Razor blade.. I cut my tyrist.
 
No blood. I ain't ready to. die. Help me d:Le.
 
22 more days. help help help help'
 
• • • • a • • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
tHe was determined to die,' said Marshall
 
Caunty Sheriff Derald Gonzales.
 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 • • • • • 
1The DE.\S Moines Sunday Regis tar, Nov. 18 I t 97 3, Seo. c., 
p. 1. 7s'''Nov: 25.1973, Sea. C•• p. 1,7, Col. 1, 2. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Pausing for a seoond. hie forehead fUrrowed 
in anger. Gonzales addeds 
'I don't think Ii kid should have been kept in 
this damn jail.'
Dean was not a oriminal. said Gonzales. He 
had not been charged with a crime. 
He was gull ty only of being a runaway. Bu t
 
he had other problems, inclUding the use of
 
marijuana and possibly hard drugs.
 
Being a runaway, the sheriff said, 1s an of­
fensethat can land a juvenile in jail for an 
undetermined length of time in Marshall County-­
and in many other counties in Iowa.
· . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'He was supposed to be placed in Cherokee in 
Deoember., but his probation Officer never got
around to it,' said Beurskena. 
Xows. "lails" in Juvenlle Facilities 
As a result of the tragic death of Dean Beurskene. 
legislators conceded there is a laok of adeqaate juvenile 
faoilities. A news article relating legislators feeling is 
as follows. 
Senator Kevin Kelly (Rep. Sioux City), ohair­
man of the Legislature's Penal and Correctional 
Study Committee. said the whole field of juvenile
law and rehabilitation has been 'terribly neg­
lected' by Iowa though the situation is worse in 
most other states. 
Representative Elmer Den Herder (Rep., Sioux 
Center), who is chairman of the House Appropria­
tions Subcommittee on Human Resources which con­
trols important purse strings for juvenile pro­
grams, objected to the emphasie placed on improve­
ments in adult rehabilitation While largely 
ignoring youngsters-
IDes Moines Tribune, January 24, 1974, p. 1, J. Col. 
The si.mple fact of the matter, he said, 161 tha1 
'our children are more susceptible to treatment.'· 
Iowa Crl~lnal Code .~!vlB!on 
The Iowa Bar Association saw the need almost ten 
years ago to revise the state's criminal laws. A special 
bar committee was therefore established for this purpose. 
The committee worked for years and failed to produoe III 
report. 
The Iowa Legislature then appointed a Criminal Code 
Review Study Committee in 1969. The committee included two 
law professors. The input for the study came from criminal 
justice experts, jUdges, pollce and prosecutors. 
That study resulted. in a 247 pa.ge bill upda.ting the 
state's criminal statutes and has been presented to the 1974 
Legislature for review. The report has been characterized 
by some legislators as being too tough while other legisla.­
tors have indio.ted it is too soft. The future status of 
the stUdy rests in the handa of the legislators. 2 
MODEL CODE AVAILABILITY 
The investigator queried the American Bar ABsocia:tion, 
with offioes located in Chicago, for information of a source 
loea MQines ~ibune, January 25, 1974, p. 1. 3. Col. 
2Ned Willis, Atty. at Law. Perry, Iowa, Personal Inter­
view, February, 1974. Permission to quote secured. 
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for a model code.. The only source known to them was Judge 
Jeam Jaoobueoi. Hall of Justioe, Brighton, Colorado. 
JUdge Jacobuool was oontacted and an inquiry was made 
regarding a model code, He related he did have such a code 
and forwarded a copy to the researcherlJ 
Q,oloraclo Children'S Code 
The Colorado Children's Code, obtained from Judge 
Jacobuooi, includes sixty-eight pages of laws pertaining 
only to children. These sixty-eight pages are but one 
chapter. which is Chapter 22 of the Colorado state Code. and 
conta.ins ten articles. The ten articles are as follows I 
Artiole 1. General Provisions 
Article 2. Temporary Oustody, Detention and Shel"ter 
Article J. Petition. AdjudicBtion, Disposition 
Artiole 4. Relinquishment and Adoption 
Artiole Juvenile Probation Services and Detention5· 
Facilities 
Article 6. Paternity Prooeedings 
Artiele 7· Support Proceedings 
Article B. Institutional Facilities and Transfers 
Article 9. Juvenile Parole 
Artiole 10. Reporting of Child Abuse 
Article 1. Colorado Children's Code states, "This 
chapter shall be known and may be cited as the 'Colorado 
f"---------------------~
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1Children's Code.· .. 
The purpose of Chapter 22, Children's Code ia stated 
as followsl 
DECLARA TION OF PURPOSE (1)	 (a) The general assembly hereby deolares 
that the purposes of this chapter ares 
(b)	 To secure for each child, sU.bject to 
these provisions, such care and guidance,
preferably in his own home, as will best 
serve his welfare and the interests of 
society.. 
(0)	 To preserve and strengt.hen family ties 
whenever possible, including improve­
ment of home environment. 
(d)	 To remove a child from the custody of 
his pYents only when his welfare and 
safety or protection of the publio
would otherwise be endangered. and 
(e)	 To secure for any child removed from 
the custody of his parents the neces­
sary care, guidance and disoipline to 
assist him in becoming a responai~le 
and productive member of society. 
(2)	 To oarry out these purposes, the provisions 
of this chapter shall be liberally construed. 
Deflni tion ot terms are found starting on the first 
page	 of the Colorado Children's Code. They are olear, con­
cise, and oomplete. Having been so written, they are not 
repeated	 in the individual lawB nor is there a need for suoh 
redundanoy. The only time an exception exists is when the 
context otherwise requires. ThIs clarification is stated 
before any definitions are given as follows. 
1coloradQ Children's Code, Oh. 22, Art. 1, Aug. 191J, 
p. 1. 
2Ibid • 
so 
DEFINITIONS 
(1) As .used in this chapter, ~nle8e the context 
otherwise requiresl • • • 
The Colorado Children's Code does not contain all of 
the laws pertaining to juveniles. It does not include 
licensing, ed"lcation, drugs, tobacco or labor law!!.. It does, 
however. appear to include those laws pertaining to the 
courts, probate code, training institutions, neglected and 
dependent children, adoption, marriage and Medical institu­
tiona. 
The index of the Colorado Children's Code is easily 
usable. The law titles are descriptive and complete. Each 
law is listed alphabetlcally by the desoriptive title. There 
are no main topics or subtopics 1n the index. Thus there is 
redundancy in the compilation of the index. For example, 
laws pertaining to relinquishment and adoption cover the 
equivalent of two pages of the index with 'the words "relin­
quishment and adoption'· occurring as the first portion of the 
title for each law" 
Uniform Juvenile Court Aot 
Tbe Uniform Juvenile Court Aot was drafted by the 
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform state La.ws, 
at its annual conference meeting in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, July 22-August 1, 1968. This Aot was in t\lrn 
1Ibid., p. 1, 2. 
;1 
appro\"ed by the American Bar Assooiation at 11:8 meeting at 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Augt.lst7.1968. 
The Uniform Juvenile Court Act has been drawn 
with a view to fully meeting the mandates ot these 
deoisions. At the same time. the aim has been to 
preserve the basic objectives of the juvenile court 
system and to promote their achievement. In short. 
the Act provides for jUdicial intervention when 
necessary for the care of deprived children and for 
the treatment and rehabilitation of delinQ.uent and 
1.lnrI11ychl1dren, but under defined rules of law and 
throu.ghfair and constitutional procedure.
General adoption of this Act will also assure 
much needed uniformity in the law among the several 
states. The common underlying pattern of existingjuvenile oourt codes demonstrates the need for such 
uniformity. The trend in all areas of oourt pro­
cedure is in the direction of uniformity and the 
major part of a. juvenile court oode deals with 
matters of procedure_ Moreover, one of the results 
of Kent and Gault will be an increase in jUdioial
review of questions of law arising in juvenile court 
ca.ses.; If the oodes of the several states are the 
same, the resalting development of a common body of judicial precedent will greatly benefit the states 
generally-
with the greatly inoreased mobility of families 
among the states, there is need for a simple means 
of interstate cooperation between the several states 
in handling of delinquent, unruly. and deprived
children. The Council of state Governments prepared.
in 1958, an Interstate Compact on Juveniles which 
has been adopted by substa.ntially allot' the s'ta'tes. 
(suggested state Legislation, Program for 1958. 
Council of state Governments-) This interstate agree­
ment was designed to oover multi-s'ta.te problems of 
delinquents. The reoiprooal provisions contained in 
this Act will fUrther interstate cooperation in the 
handling of unruly and deprived children as well as 
delinquents- This objective requires a uniform act 
containing not only reciprocal provisions rut pro­
viding the same law in each of the states­
lNational Conference of Commissioners on state Laws, 
YnlformJuv,nl1e Court Act. Philadelphia, Aug. 1968, p. 3. 4. 
----------------
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The purposes of this Aot are oleaI'll' stated in Seo­
tion 1 of the Uniform Juvenile Court Act as tollowsn 
Section 1. (Interpretation.) This Act shall be 
construed to effeotuate the following public pur­
posesl 
(1) to provide for the oare, protection,
and wholesome moral. mental and physical de... 
velopment of children coming within ita prav!­
siems, 
(2) oonsistent with the protection of the 
public interest. to remove £rom children com­
mitting delinquent acts the taint of criminal­
ity and the consequences of criminal behavior 
and to SUbstitute therefore a program of treat­
ment, training, and rehabilitation. (3) to aohieve the foregoing purposes in a 
fandly environment whenever possible, separ­
ating the ohild from his parents only when 
neoessary for his welfare or in the interest 
of public safety;
(4) to provide a simple jUdioial prooedure
through which this Aot is executed and enforced 
and in whioh the parties are aSBured a fair 
hearing and their constitutional and other legal
rights recognized and enforced, and 
(5) to provide simple intersta~e procedures
which permit resort to oooperative measures 
among the juvenile courts of the several states 
when required to effectuate the purposes of 
this Act. 
The yniform JUvenile CQurt Ao~, as the title implies, 
is designed for the sole purpose of oreating uniformity be­
tween states for legislation in the area of the juvenile 
oourt itself. It does not include all juvenile laws. In 
addi tion, this "Aot" is not a law but rather a. guideline 
organized by a professional legal group for the purpose of 
uniformity of law development in all states- Therefore. 
1 Ibid •• p. 5. 
....----------------­;1:f{~j 
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this act cannot be utilized as a model juvenile code for 
purposes of comparison with the Iowa Juvenile Code. 
tIniforrn Parent§;ge Act 
The American Bar Association also provided the inves­
tigator with an approved draft of the Uniform Parentage Act.! 
This material, developed by the National Conference of Com­
missioners on Uniform state laws, pertains only to those 
laws relating to the child born out of wedlook. The re­
searoher ooncluded this material was not adequate or com­
plete enough to be deemed a model juvenile code. 
Q.alifornia Code 
other studies and pUblioations were investigated with 
the partiCUlar intent of locating a model juvenile code for 
the purpose of oomparing Iowats Juvenile Code to th8.t model. 
The Attorney General's office for the state of California 
was contacted and a. request was made for a copy of the Code 
of California Juvenile Laws. The investigator was informed 
the state of California did not have a model code but rather 
the juvenile laws were incorporated within the total Code of 
California. In addition, the juvenile laws had not been 
reviewed in a total perspeotive for years. 
1National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws, "Uniform Parentage Aot," Chicago, Unpublished. 
------------------
The investiga.tor was not able to find any model code 
with which to compare Iowa's juvenile code. The only recent 
publication of juvenile laws was the Colorado Children's Code. 
That document did not cover the total a.spect of juvenile laws 
and, therefore, could not be used for the purpose of oomparl­
son w1th Iowa juvenile laws in this investigation. 
____________~J
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES USED IN THIS INVESTIGATION 
ThE! research described in this dissertation was both 
historical and topical in approa.ch and was limited to the 
primary source data of the 1973 Code of Iowa. This source, 
oontaining the Iowa statutes governing all the people of 
Iowa, wa.s published by the State of Iowa. consisting of 
two volumes totaling 3416 pages. The time period covered 
in these volumes inclUdes Iowa laws adopted by the First 
General Assembly in 1846 through the Sixty-fourth General 
Assembly in 1972. 
other information, used tor purposes of analyzing the 
data and for oomparison, was obtained from published and un­
published literature, and 1s summarized in Chapter II. 
One pu.rpose of the study was to oolleot the Code of 
Iowa Laws pertaining to juveniles. The method for obtaining 
this colleotion of 58) laws oonsisted of III personal search 
by the investigator of the 1973 Code of Iowa. Verification 
of the completeness of this searoh was two-fold. Firert. the 
1973 Drake university summer sohool law olass oollectively 
investigated the code, by chapters, selecting those Chapter 
and section numbers applicable to the study. This was used 
8S II cross reference tor the personal search. Seoond, state 
Representative Edgar H. Bittle agreed, because ot his 
S6 
interest in the significance of the study, to direct a oom­
puter search of the juvenile laws. In order to conduct this 
computer searoh, the se~lcEls ot the Legislature Service 
Bureau, located in the Iowa State Capitol. were utilized. 
The terms used in this inquiry included twelVEl nouns which 
the researoher believed were moat commonly used as the 
langllageof the laws when references were made concerning 
3uveniles. Those terms were. 
1. Child 7- Minor 
2. Children 8. Minority 
J. Delinquent 9. Orphan 
4. Infent 10" Pupil 
5. Jl1venile 11. Student 
6. Legal Age 12. Youth 
The Legislature Service Bureau revised this list by 
separating legal age into two terms. legal and age, making a 
list of thirteen terms. These terms were grouped for the 
computer search as follows. 
1. Child, children, delinquent, infant and juvenile. 
2. Legal and age. 
J. Minor. minority, orphan, pupil, student and youth. 
4. All thirteen terms. 
The oomputer print-out resulted in 954 section numbers 
of the code where one or more of these thirteen terms were 
used. The number of sections identified using the four 
lists were as follows 1 
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L~tl	 ~1
 
List 2	 45 
List 3	 268 
List ~	 954 
Total	 954 
The researoher then used the computer print-out as a 
second means of verification that all juvenile laws were 
included. Of the 954 seotions cited by the oomputer, S8) 
included references to juveniles. The remaining 371 sec­
tions perta.ined to other sUbjeots such as "minority house 
leader," "delinquent taxes," and "legal authorities." 
Each law pertaining to juveniles was plaoed on a 
separate sheet for ease in manipulation. This also permits 
ohanging, deleting from or adding to this colleotion as the 
law changes. The initial treatment of the data., following 
satisfa.ction of the researeher that all data had been col­
lected. was to sort the laws by topio. It was originally 
anticipated that these laws could be organized under the 
following twelve topicSI 
1 ill Adoption	 ? ,Legal Status 
2. Courts	 8. Licensing 
J.	 Criminal Code 9. Marriage 
4. Eduoation & Training 10. Residence 
5. Employment	 11. Vehicle Law 
6 •	 Fe.ml1y 12 • W91fare 
The vast number of laws pertaining to juveniles was 
---------------------_.­
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not antioipated and. since the compl1a:tlon of laws by topics 
was to 'be the basis of detecting oontradiotion of' terms and 
inadequaoies 1n the laws, additional topics had to be used. 
with some of the original considered topics being used as 
sUbtopics. The final list of toplos used consisted of the 
following I 
1 .. Abu.se to Children 
2. Age
 
3- Aid to the Blind
 
4. AId to Dependent Children
 
5 • Alcoholic Beverages
 
6. Child Placing Agenoies 
7. Cigarettes and Tobaoco
 
8.. Cont.aglous and Infectious Diseases
 
9. County Home 
10. Courts 
11. Drugs, Uses end Penalties 
12. Education 
1.3 • Family 
14. Gifts to Minors 
15. Labor 
16. Licensing 
17. Medical Assistance 
18. Orphans 
19. PUblic offenses 
20. Rights and Liabilities 
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21 • Sooial Services, Depa.rtment ot 
22. Training Institutions 
23. Welfare 
24. workmen's Oompensation Benefits for Children. 
A listing of the chapter and section numbers of the 
Code of Iowa resulting from the compilation appears as 
Appendix C to this study. 
A oard index was then established using the twenty­
four topics as the Itindex." Each law was then filed by seo­
tion number under the topic to which it pertained. This 
process then became a problem in that many sections of the 
law oould be flled under more than one topio. After consid­
eration, it was deoided to file any given section of' the law 
wherever it applied even though that meant more than one 
file location for many of the laws. The rationale for this 
decision was two-fold. First, through cross-indexing, it 
wou.ld be possible to locate each law pertai.ning to a particu­
lar topic even though its major thrust would neoessarily 
result in its placement in another oategory. Second, it 
would permit, if it were deemed advisable at a later time, 
the development of a compilation of all laws concerning 
juveniles and related to broad topics, such as family, court, 
education. etc. This. then. could be used for the pUblication 
of separate codes for these areas of ooncern. A list of the 
seotions of the law that involved such multiple use was 
oompiled and formulated. This will be found as Appendix A. 
---------------
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During the prooess of developing the card file, using 
section titles and section numbers. the researcher was un­
able to fila by section titles. The section titles as they 
appear in the Code of Iowa are seldom desoriptive. It 
therefore became the task to extend or ohange the titles so 
they were desoriptive and meaningful for index purposes. 
One final step was the inclusion of cross reference oarcls to 
complete the index as a usable too,1 for references. This 
index was then compiled and is presented in its entirety a.s 
Appendix B. 
The second purpose of this study was to identify con­
tradiotions and/or confusions of terms. To accomplish this. 
comparison of speoific laws within each ohapter of the 1973 
Code of Iowa and specifio laws between ohapters by use of 
the index wa.s developed. That portion of the stUdy was 
developed under the following headings. 
1. Inconsistencies in terminology including age. 
2.	 Contradictions in the law. 
The results of this portion of the study are speci­
fically described in Chapter IV of this research. 
The final purpose of this research was to identify 
the apparent inadequacies in the juvenile laws of Iowa. 
Inadequacies were determined by a study of the laws to deter­
mine both what inadequaoies appeared in the law and what 
lna.dequacies existed because there was no law. Inadequacies 
that exist within the law are oited specifically in Chapter 
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IV and are listed as. 
1" Antiquated LaWf:h 
2. Duplication of Laws.
 
3" Discrimination by Laws.
 
4. Ineonsistencies in Design. 
lnadeqtl8.oies that exist because there are no specl.flc 
laws are cited in Chapter IV and are listed as Gaps in the 
Law. 
Based on the existing laws of Iowa pertaining to 
juveniles, and on the review of literature. recommendations 
and suggestions oonoerning the possible procedures for im­
proving these laws are set forth in Chapter V~ 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
INTRODUCTION 
The 1973 Code of Iowa contains the total laws of the 
state. inolu.ding those adopted by the First General Assembly 
in 1846 that have not been either deleted or altered. The 
1973 Code of Iowa is a compilation of laws enacted by the 
General Assemblies up to and including the Sixty-Fourth 
General Assembly in 1972. These laws are bound in two 
volumes conta.ining 795 cha.pters and a total of 3476 pages-
The juvenile laws are found in 58) sections of 97 dif­
ferent chapters. These laws are scattered from Chapter 35 
through Chapter 761. These laws have been compiled and a 
listing in numerical order of the chapter and section num­
bers are found in Appendlx C. 
Common topics are not always to be found in a single 
location. For example, sections pertaining to education are 
inclUded in Chapters 98, 232, 253, 261, 170, 279. 280, 280A, 
281, 282, 285. 287, 288, 289, 299, and 321. 
There appears to be no consistent design for the 
formula.tion of laws. Some sections include the law itself, 
the exceptions to the law, and the penalties far the violation 
of the law. In other cases the law, the exceptions and the 
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penalties are all separate sections and as such may be con­
tradictory. 
The 3uvenile laws are not always separate sections 
but rather ma.y be included in seotions pertaining primarily 
to adults. There are sections of the law that have many 
subsections or paragraphs but with only one paragraph appli­
cable to juveniles. An example is seen in Chapter 123. Sec­
tion J. paragraph 33. which defines the legal a.ge as nine­
teen years of age or more. This Is the only portion of this 
section which relates in any way directly to juveniles. 
(Notel Legal age has been subsequently reduced to eighteen.) 
There is no single definition for juveniles, whioh 
creates voids, overlapping, and contradictions of laws. 
Each chapter basically establishes its own definitions and 
those referring to age differ from one chapter to another and 
sometimes differ within a ohapter. 
rha ohapter titles and seotion titles are deoeiving in 
that the titles may not be descriptive of the contents. To 
illustrate. chapter 232, entitled Neglected Dependent and 
Delinquent Children. refers to ju.venile court. Section 8 
of chapter 2)2 113 entitled Personal Servioe. The reader 
should be able to conclude from the chapter title and. section 
title the sUbjeot would be personal servioe of neglected 
dependEmt and delinquent ohildren. This is not so. The sub­
ject 1s the personal service of a summons to appear before 
the juvenile oourt. This is an ex.ample of incongrul ty of 
----------------­
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chapter and section titles with the content throughout the 
Code ot Iowa. 
The analysis of the juvenile laws of Iowa 1s presented 
in the following order, 
A.	 Laws oonoerning juveniles which perta.in to more 
than one topic. 
B.	 The index of juvenile laws of Iowa 
C.	 Inconsistencies in terminology. 
D.	 Contradictions in the law. 
E.	 Inadequacies in the law. 
1.	 Antiquated laws. 
2.	 Duplication of laws. 
J.	 Discrimination by law. 
4.	 Inconsistencies in design. 
F.	 Gaps in the law. 
LAWS CONCERNING JUVENILES WHICH PERTAIN TO
 
MORE THAN ONE TOPIC
 
The process and rationale for the utilization of sec­
tions of the law in more than one file location was covered 
in Chapter III. Appendix A contains those seotions of the 
law deemed to be mUltiple purpose laws. 
There are 198 seotions of the law from 54 ohapters 
listed numerically in Appendix A that have been used two or 
more times for indexing purposes. Since there are 583 see~ 
tiona of the oode .from 97 chapters designated as laws 
------------_ _­
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pertaining to juveniles, the 198 sections appearing more than 
one time in the index represents 34 percent 01 the total 
number of sections and the 54 chapters in which the 198 
multiple purpose seotions occur represent 56 percent of the 
total number of chapters 1n which jl1venlle la.ws appear. 
The exaot title of a specific section of the code was 
not neoessarily used because they were often not descriptive, 
maklng indexing by exact title impossible. The section 
titles were changed when necessary to make them descriptive. 
An example of this is Section 4 of Chapter 98 listed on the 
first page of Appendix A. The actual section title as it 
appears in the Code of Iowa ia, Minors Reguired to Give 
~nformation. The title was made descriptive by inclUding the 
sUbjeot content of the specific law which then appears as 
J;nformatlon Required of Minors as to Source of' Cigarettes. 
Cross-indexing maC:1e it possible to pull together all 
the laws pertaining to one broad topic. It was this cross­
indexing that enabled the analysis of the juvenile laws to be 
made. 
THE INDEX OF JUVENILE LAWS OF IOWA 
The index, as developed in this study, is seen 1n 
Appendix B and includes the twenty-four major topics as out­
lined in Chapter III. These major topics appear in the 
alphabetical listing and are typed in capital letters. 
The croBB-references which were developed as a result 
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of in1tial processing were \.lsed in the struowrlng of this 
index. This makes it possible for any interested individual 
to identity those portions of the Oode of Iowa which pertain 
to any topio related to juveniles. Facilitating this pro­
cess is the fact that descriptive titles have been used to 
identify these laws. 
INCONSISTENCIES IN TERMINOLOGY 
Inconsistenoies in the Code ot Iowa regarding terms 
used synonym.o\1s1y with 3uveniles is the most common basis 
for the confusions and contradiotions 1n the laws relating 
to juveniles. Adulia are defined as persons nineteen years 
of age or older. However. full age 1s defined BS arriving 
at the age of nineteen years or having married. This is 
evidenced in Exhibit A. 
In order to be oonsistent, one or the other of these 
definitions should prevail in all cases. As it is. under 
one se't of la.ws a person is en adult only on the basis of 
age atta.ined, while under another set of laws, adulthood 
can also be attained by marrying­
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EXHIBIT A 
DEFINITIONS 
When used 1n this chapter, unless the oontext 
otherwise requires. • • • 
"Adult~ means a person nineteen years of age 
or older ••• (232.2(5) p. 1021). 
DEFINITIONS AND USE OF TERMS 
When used In this Code, unless otherwise 
required by the context, the following words and 
phrases shall be oonstrued as followsl ••• 
Full age...-the state of legal majority attained 
through arriving at the age of nineteen years or 
through having married, even though suoh marriage
1s terminated by divorce ••• (633.3(18). p. 3064. 
3065) • 
A juvenile eighteen years of age may donate blood 
without parental permission and Is oonsidered a qualified 
voter upon reaching age eighteen. A juvenile may also be 
employed in the sale or serving of alcohol it he be eighteen 
and if more than fifty percent of the employer's business 
constitutes the serving of food. Similarly, for purposes of 
admission to juvenile homes, such may be granted only to 
those under eighteen years of age. The specific laws are 
illustrated in Exhibit B. These laws in Exhibit B do not 
provide for the provision in ExhIbit A of attaining .t:full 
age" by marriage. These laws appear to contradiot the con­
cept of reaching adulthood at age nineteen. Certainly, 
voting age haa historioally been considered the age of 
adUlthood. 
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EXHIBIT B 
DONATING BLOOD 
Any person eighteen years of age or older may
donate blood to any voluntary and nonoompensatory 
blood program without obtaining parental permission.(599.6. p~ 2911). 
ADMISSIONS 
Juvenile home admissions shall be granted
resident ohildren of the state under eighteen 
years of age, as follows, giving preference 1n the 
order named I 
1. Destitute Children, and orphans unable 
to care for themselves, of soldiers, sailors 
or marines. 
2. Neglected, dependent. or delinquent
children oommitted thereto by the juvenile 
oourt. 
3• other des titilte Children. (244 • :3 , p. 1062). 
VOTER QUALIFICATIONS 
Voter qualifications as contained in this 
chapter area 
1. ~ery citizen of the United States of 
the age of eighteen years of age or older is 
presumed to have a residenoe some place in 
the United states for the purpose of voting
for president and vice-president of the 
United States. 
2. Every citizen of the united StAtes of 
the age of eighteen years or older who shall 
have been a resident of this state for thirty
days next preoeding the election shall be 
entitled to vote, subject to the provisions
of Chapter 48, if applioable, and Chapter 49, 
at all elections whioh may now or hereafter 
be aathorized by law. 
3. Every qualified voter of the state of 
the age of eighteen years or older shall have 
only one voting residence some plaoe in this 
state or any other state for the purposes of 
voting in any given election. 
4. A person I s residence. for voting pur­
poses only, 119 the place whioh he maintains 
as* his home with the intent to remain there 
permanently or for a definite or an indefinite 
or andeterminable length of time. 
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EXHIBIT B (Oontinued) 
.~.. • ;<l..... 
If a person who meets the above requirements 
moves to a new residenoe, within or without the 
state, and does not meet the voter residency re­
quirements at his new residence, he may vote at 
his former place of residence in Iowa until he 
meets the voter residency requirements of his new 
residence.. (47,4, p. 222.). 
MISCELLANEOUS PROHIBITIONS 
Any person under legal age shall not be em­
ployed in the sale or serving of alcoholio liquor 
or beer for oonsW'l1Ption on the premises where sold 
unless the person shall be at least eighteen years
old and the business of selling food or other ser­
vioes constitutes more than fifty percent of the 
groBs business transacted therein and then only
for the purpose of serving or clearing alcoholio 
beverages or beer, as an incident to a meal • • • (123.49, p. 614.615). 
DEFINITIONS 
As used in this chapter, unless the context 
otherwise requires. • • • 
hLegal age" means nineteen years of age or 
more • • • (123.3. p. 602)_ 
The term "child" is used throughout the Code of Iowa. 
In aomechapt.ers, child is defined in terms of particular 
ages, while in other chapters it is left undefined. In 
still other ohapters, the definition of bchild u is referred 
to as given in another chapter- Finally, by the addition of 
adjectives, such as "dependent," the age definition for 
"child tl may be markedly changed. 
­--------------_.... ! 
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EXHIBIT 0 
DEFINITIONS 
When used in this chapter, unless the oontext 
clearly lndleates otherwise. • • • 
"Child" means any person under the age of 
eighteen years ••• (2J5A.2, p. 1036). 
DEFINITIONS 
When used in this chapter. unless the context 
otherwise requires. .. •• 
"Child'· means a person less than eighteen years
of age ••• (232.2, p. 1021). 
DEFINITIONS 
As used in this cha.pter, • • .. 
nChild" means a. person less than eighteen 
years of age or a person who is at least eighteen 
years of age but less than twenty-one years of 
age who 1s regularly attending an approved school 
in pursuance of a course of study leading to a 
high school diploma or its equivalent, or regular­
ly attendin.g a course of vocational or technical 
training either as a part of a regula.r school 
program or under special arrangements adapting 
to the individual person's needs ••• 
(234.1, p. 1031). 
DEFINITIONS 
• • • "Child" is used in this ohapter and 
chapters 236. 231. and 238 as said terms are 
defined in section 234.1 ••• (2:3.5.1, p. 1034). 
DEFINITIONS 
As used in this chapter, • • • 
A "dependent child" means til needy child 
under the age of sixteen yea.rs, or under the 
age of twenty years and a student regularly
attending a high sehool in pursuanoe of a course 
of study leading to a high school diploma or its 
equivalent. or regularly attending a oourse of 
vocational or teohnioal training designed to fit 
him for gainfUl employment, who has been deprived
of parental support and care by reason of death, 
continued absenoe from home. or physica.l or 
mental inoapacity or unfitness of either parent,
and who is living with his father, mother, grand­
father, grandmother, brother, sister. stepfather,
stepmother, stepbrother, stepsister, uncle or 
aunt, in a place of residence maintained by one 
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EXHIBIT 0 (Continued) 
or more of suoh relatives as his or their home 
or has been plaoed in a licensed foster home 
or with a public or nonprofit ohild-oare agenoy by
the state division or by the county department of 
sooial welfare in lieu of living wlthany relative 
designated in this subsection ••• (239.1, p. 1048). 
"Minor'· is another term defined differently in vari. 
oue pla.ces in the code a.nd is sometimes used synonymously 
with "ohild." Since neither of the two terms have been 
given Qne definition and sinoe they are often used synonym­
ously, this adds to the total confusion of juvenile laws. 
Exhibit D illustrates two definitions for "minor." These 
differences make interpreting the laws a complex process. 
This complex! 'fry is oompounded when "minor" is used synon­
ymously with "childh and its definitions as seen in 
Exhibit C. 
EXHIBIT D 
DEFINITIONS
 
When used in this chapter, unless the
 
oontext otherwise requires. • • • 
uMinor" means a person less than nineteen
 
years of age or a. person who is at least nine­

teen years of age but lees than twenty-one years

of age who 1s regularly attending an approved

sohool in pursuance ot a course of stUdy leading
 
to a high school diploma or its equivalent, or
 
regUlarly a.ttending a course of vocational or
 
technioal training either as a part. of' a regular

school program oI'.under special arrangements

adapted to the individual person's needs • • •
 (232.2, p. 1021).
 
------------------
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EXHIBIT D (Oontinu.ed) 
DEFINITIONS 
In this chapter. unless the oontext 
otherwise requirest • • • 
A "minor" is a person whohaa not 
attained the age of twenty-one years • • • (S65A.l, p. 2852-2853). 
Exhibit E contains sections of the code whioh pertain 
to juvenile oourts and training schools. Chapter 232 states 
in effect that all juveniles under eighteen years of age, 
appearing in apy court. shall be transferred to the juvenile 
court. Chapter 242 impltes that a juvenile may be found 
guilty in the district oourt and does n21 have to be trans­
terred to the juvenile court. 
Chapters 2)2 and 242 both relate that a juvenile's 
commitment to a training school shall not extend 12.eyond 
attaining the age of nineteen. These two chapters also 
state that juveniles under eighteen years of age may be 
sent to the state training schools. 
Exhibit A defines an adult as being a person nine­
teen years of age or older. 'l'hose individuals who are 
eighteen yea.rs of age appear to have neither the rights of 
adults nor juveniles. 
----------------
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EXHIBIT E 
JUVENILES TRANSFERRED.....EXCEPTIONS 
All Juveniles appearing in any court other 
than the juvenile court and charged with e. public
offense not exempted by law and who are under 
eighteen years of age or who were under eighteen 
years of age at the time of the commission of the 
alleged offense shall immediately be 'transferred 
to the juvenile court of the county. (232.64, p.
1029) • 
CONVICTION FOR CRIME 
When a boy or girl over twelve and under 
eighteen years of age, of sou.nd mind, ia found 
guilty in the district court of anycrlme except
murder. the aoart may order the ohild sent to the 
state training school for boys" or for girls, as 
the case may be. (242.6, p. 1061). 
ORDERS CONTINUE TO MAJORITY OF CHILD 
All orders for supervision, oustody, or com­
mitment shall be enforoed until the minor reaches 
the age of nineteen ye.ars unless otherwise speoi­
fied by the court. All orders ahall be reviewed 
by the oou.rt at least annually unless the court's jurisdi.ction has been terminated. The oourt m.ay 
make on its own motion or on the motion of an 
interested party and after notioe to the parties
and a hearing some other disposition of the case 
so long a.s the oourt retains jurisdiotion. (2J.J6, 
p. 1026). 
ARTICLES OF AGREE~mNT 
Children of such training sohools shall be so 
plaoed under artioles of agreement, approved by
the state director and signed by the person or 
persons taking them and by the superintendent.
Said artioles shall provide for the oustody, oare, 
education, a.aintenanoe, and earnings of said 
children for a time to be fixed in said articles. 
which shall not extend beyond the time when the 
persons bound shall attain the age of nineteen 
years. (242.8, p. 1061). 
BINDING OUT OR DISCHARGE 
The binding out or the discharge of an inmate 
as reformed. or having arrived at the age of nine­
teen years, shall be a complete release from all 
penalties incurred by the conviction for the offense 
upon which the child was committed to the sohool. 
(242.1J, p. 1061). 
It can be Been from the preceeding examples that 
inconsistencies occur principally in terms of age. This 
contributes to the contradictions which occur in juvenile 
laws which are reviewed in the next section. 
CONTRADIOTIONS OF THE LAWS 
The juvenile laws of Iowa are so written. without a 
specific definition of' juveniles and without a specific 
format, that contradictions occur. These contradictions 
occur within a specific law, among the various sections of a 
chapter, and between chapters. 
Exhibit F is an example of a section of the code 
where a. contradiction occurs within a specific section of 
the code. Chapter 232, shown in Exhibit O. defines a. "ohild" 
as being less than eighteen years of age and a "minor" as 
being less than nineteen years of age. Section) of this 
seme chapter. seen as Exhibit F, then uses the term child 
and minor synonymously. The reader can thus became 'totally 
confused and the specific law beoomes contradictory when the 
definition 1s used in place of the term. 
EXHIBI'I' F 
INFom~UTION-INVESTIGATION-PETITION 
Whenever the court or any of its officers are 
informed by any competent person that l3. minor is 
within the purview of this chapter, an inquiry
shall be made of the facts presented which bring
the minor under this chapter to determine whether 
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EXHIBIT F (Oontinued) 
the interEu:Jts of the publio or of the minor re­
quire that further action be taken. After such 
an inquiry the judge, probation officer. or 
county attorney may authorize the filing of a 
petition with the clerk of the court by .any in­
formed person without payment of a filing fee. 
If the f'aote pleaded are admitted by the minor 
and consent is obtained from the parents. or 
guardian of the minor, the court may make what­
ever informal adjustment is practlcal without 
holding a formal hearing. Efforts to affect 
informal adjustment may be continued not longer than 
three months without review by the judge.
The petition and subsequent court documents 
shall be entitled UIn the interest of •••••••••• 
a child. f. The petition shall be verified and any 
statements may be made upon information and beliet. 
The petition shall set forth plainlYl 
1. The facts whioh bring the child 
within the purview of this chapter.
2. The name, age. and residence of the 
child. 
3. The nameS and residences of the 
parents of the child. 
4. The name and residence of the legal
guardian of the child if there be one, of 
the person or persons having custody or 
control of the child,. or of the nearest known 
relative of the child if no parent or 
guardian can be found. 
If any of the facts herein required are not 
lmown by the petitioner the petition shall so state. 
Complaint with referenoe to more than one 
child may be embraced in one court of the petition
SUbject to being later divided or separated hearings
held on order of the cour1;. (232.3, p. 1022). 
Exhibit G illustrates a. section of the code which 
contradicts itself. Paragraph one and two are contradictory 
while paragraph three 1s totally confusing in relationship 
to paragraphs one and two. Sinoe no age restrictions are 
given in paragraph three. there is no way to determine which 
of the previous definitions applies, if either. Another 
portion of thaaode (239.·1, p. 1048) defines such children 
as those under sixteen years of age. 
EXHIBIT G 
AUTHORITY TO AGENCIES 
Any Instltution inoorporated under the laws 
of' thlsstate or maintained for the purpose of 
oaring for,. placing out for adoption, or other­
wise improving the oondition of unfortunate 
children may, under theoonditions specified in 
this chapter and when lioensed in acoordanoe 
with the provisions of this ohapter, 
1. Reoeive negleoted, dependent, or 
delinquent children who are under eighteen 
years of age, under commitment from the 
3uvenile oourt. and control and dispose of 
them sUbjeot to the provisions of chapter
232. 
2. Reoeive neglected, dependent and 
delinquent children under nineteen years
of a.ge, under oommitment from the juvenile 
oourt. and oontrol and dispose of them as 
in this chapter provided.
J. Reoeive, control and dispose of all 
minor children voluntarily Burrendered to 
such institutions, (238.32. p. 1044). 
The law pertaining to obscenity and indeoency, cited 
in Exhibit H, speoifies. " ••• Any person who, as owner. 
manager, director, or agent, or in any other oapacity • • • •If 
and then. in the last sentenoe, exempts employees. The ex­
emption of employees does not conour with "person ••• in 
any other capacity." 
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EXHIBIT Ii 
OBSCENITY AND INDEOENCY-IMMORAL PLAYS. EXHIBITIONS 
AND ENTERTAINMENTS 
Any person wh.o, as owner. manager director 
or agent. or in any other capacity, prepares, ad­
vertises, gives, presents, or participates in any
obsoene. indecent, immoral or impure drama, place,
exhibition, erhow. or entertainment. which would 
tend to the corruption of the morals of youth or 
others, and every person aiding or abetting such 
act and every owner or lessee or manager of any
garden, building, room, place, or structllre, who 
leases at' lets the same or pennlts the same to be 
used for the purposes of any such drama. play,
exhibition, show" or entertainment,. or who assents 
to the use of the same for any such purpose, it 
it be so used J shall be gull ty ·of a misdemeanor, 
and upon conviotion thereof shall be punished by 
a tine not exceeding one thousand dollars. or 
imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding one 
year, or by both suoh :fine and imprisonment. This 
section shall not apply to 9. motion picture
maOhine operator or any other employee of a 
licensed motion picture theater with the exoeption 
of the m~ger if suoh person has no financia.l 
interest in the entertainment presented or in the 
theater or place where he is employed other than 
wages or salary. (72!>- J, p. 32.55). 
cases were also found where sections of the code 
contradict other seotions of the code within the same chap­
ter. Exhlbi~ I through Exhibit Mare examples of this 
nature. 
The compulsory education laws are a series of laws in 
Chapter 299. Exhibit I includes these laws. This exhibit 
shows the compulsory eduoatlon attendance requirement to be 
between the age of seven and sixteen with a provision for 
equiva.lent instruction. The exceptions of completing the 
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eighth gra.de or regularly employed over the age of fourteen 
Is cited. The exception of completing the eighth grade is 
specific while , , • OVer 'the age of fourteen is not speci­
fic. Thiacould mean fourteen years ~d one day old or it 
could mean a child must be fifteen years old to be over 
fourteen. 
A truant then is defined as "••• Any child over 
seven and under sixteen years of age • • • who fails to 
attend school ., This could be interpreted as meaning 
that a child legally able to remain out of school, either 
because of working or having oompleted eighth grade, could 
be deemed a truant. 
EXHIBIT I 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION-ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENT
Any person having control of any child over 
seven and under sixteen years of age. in proper
physical and mental oondition to attend Bome 
pUblic school for at least twenty-four consecu­
tive school weeks in eaoh school year, commencing
with the first week of school after the first day
of September, unless the board of school directors 
shall determine upon a later date. whioh date shall 
not be later than the first Monday in December. 
The board may, by resolution, require attend­
ance for the entire time when the sohools are in 
session in any sohool year.
In lieu of such attendance SlAch child may
attend upon equivalent instruction by a certified 
teacher elsewhere. (299.1. p. 124)-1244). 
COMPtJLSORY EDUCA TION-EXCEPTIONS 
seotion 299.;1 shall not apply to any ohild. 
1. Who is over the age of fourteen and 
1s regUlarly employed.
2. Whose educational qualifioations are 
$.0.·. us.l to those of pupils who have oompleted 
tl'le eightl'i grade. 
----~u _ 
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EXHIBIT I (0ontlnued ) 
-.. 
~h Who is excused for sUfficient 
reason by any court of reoord or jUdge.
44 While a'ttend.ing religious ser... 
vices or reoeiving religious instructions. 
5. Who is attending a private college 
preparatory sohool approved or probation.... 
ally approved under the provisions of 
section 257.25, subsection 14. (299.2, 
p. 1244). 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION-VIOLATIONS 
Any person who shall violate, any of the 
provisions of section 299.1, to 299.5, inolu­
sive, shall be fined not less than five dollars 
nor more than twenty dollars for eaoh offense. (299.6, p~ 1244) 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION.... tlTRUANT" DEFINED 
Any child over seven and under sixteen 
years of age, in proper physical and mental 
oondition to attend school, who fails to attend 
sohool regul.arly as provided in this ohapter,
without reasonable excuse for his absence,
shall be deemed to be a truant. (299.8. p. 1244). 
The guidelines given to the juvenile court by laws 
are exemplified in Exhlbi t J. This exhib! t contains the laws 
pertaining to records of juveniles and the reporting of the 
oourt. The laws providing these guidelines are totally con­
tradiotory and ambiguous. 
Reoorda ere to be ke2t_sJE,arate but they are to be 
made puQll0. Records a.re to be configential unless other­
wise ordered by the judge. Legal reoords of the court sha1l 
be a public record. Petitions and. reports of proceedings 
lhallnot be a public reoord but the court may make them 
publio, It appears the guidelines given the court are to 
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do as it pleases, !,t its disoretion. 
,.... -- ., 
EXHIBIT J 
RECORDS CONFIDENTIAL 
All information obtained and soclal reoords 
prepared in the discharge of offioial duties by 
an employee of the oourt shall not be disclosed 
directly or indirectly to anyone other than the 
jUdge or others entitled under this ohapter to 
receive such information unless otherwise ordered 
by the jUdge. (2,32.57, p. 1028). 
RECORDS KEPT SEPAHA 1"£ 
Peace officers' records of children except
for offenses exempted from this chapter by law 
shall be leept separate from the reoords of per­
sons eighteen years of age or older. These 
records shall be public records. (232.56, p. 1028). 
LEGAL RECORD NOT CONFIDENTIAL 
The legal record. of the juvenile court shall 
be a pUblic reoord, and shall include the petition,
information or indiotment. notices, orders, de­
crees, and jUdgment. (232.54, p. 1028). 
PETITIONS AND REPORTS SEGREGA TED 
The proceedings ooncerning delinquency peti­
tions filed by parents and petitions concerning
negleoted or dependent children; the reports of juvenile court probation office~s, sooial workers, 
doctora, and psychologists, a.nd the reports of juvenile homes shall not be public records, but 
the court may make them publio in its discretion. 
(232.55, p. 1038). 
Exhibit K is a. display of two sections of the code 
that are oontradictory in content and which ma.y orea.te can'" 
fusion in at.tempting to interpret the law. Section 73 of 
Chapter 232 states a child may be transferred to criminal 
court and tried as an adult. Zection 64 of Chapter 2)2 
indicates, however. li ••• all juveniles appearing in any 
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court other than the juvenile oourt shIll be transferred to 
the juvenile court • ••• If 
EXHIBIT K 
JUVENILE TRANSFERRED-EXCEPTIONS 
All juveniles appearing in any court other 
than the juvenile court and charged with a public
offense not exempted by law and who are under 
eighteen years of age or who were under eighteen 
years of age at the time of the commission of'the 
alleged.offenae shall immediately be transferred 
to the juvenile oourt of the county. (232.64. 
p. 1029). 
INFOR[IIf.ATION OR INDIC 'l'MENT 
A child referred to juvenile court pursuant 
to section 232.64. may alao be transferred to 
criminal court and tried as an adult by the filing
of a county attorney's information or grand jury in­
dictment charging the chi~d with an indictable 
orfense. No suoh oounty attorney·$ information, 
grand jury indictment, or information ahall be 
fi~ed. or valid to affect suoh transfer after there 
had been an adjUdication of delinquency in juvenile 
oourt. (232 .. 73. p. 1030). 
Exhlbi t 1.1 contains those sections of the code provid... 
ing for admission to and exclusion from training sohools. 
Section 8 of Chapter 242 sta.tes the maximum age n ••• shall 
not extend beyond the time when the person shall attain the 
age of nineteen years. • • • t. Seotion 6 of the same ohapter 
states that the oourt may order a child sent to the training 
school n. • .. \'Jhan a boy or girl over twalva and under 
eighteen years of age .. • • is found guilty. • • • '" These 
two sections are either contradictory or there is 8 gap for 
the individual who is eighteen years of age. 
EXHIBIT L 
... 
CONVICTION FOR GRIllE-TRAINING SCHOOLS 
When a. boy or girl over twelve and: under 
eighteen years of age, of sound mind, is found 
guilty in the district court of any crime ex.... 
cept murde~, the court may order the ohild sent 
to the state training school for boys, or tor 
girls, as the case may be. (242.6, p. 1061). 
ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT-TRAINING SCHOOLS 
Such ohildren shall be so plaoed ~der ar.ticles 
of agreement, approved by the state direotor and 
signed by the person or persons taking them and by 
the superintendent. Said articles shall provide
for the oustody, ca.re, eduoations, maintenanoe, and 
earnings of said chil'dren for a. time to be fixed In 
said articles, whioh shall not extend beyond the 
time when the person bound shall attain the age of 
nineteen years. (242.8, p. 1061). 
The seotions of the code in Exhibit Mpertain to 
licensing for school bus drivers. section 177 of Chapter 
321 state that lioenses shall not be issued 11 ••• to any 
person, as a chaUffeur, who is under the age of eighteen 
years. • • Section 1'79 of Chapter 321 limits chauffeurs.11 
licenses to age nineteen exoept to drive a school bus. 
Section 375 then specifies the minimum age for bus drivers 
I.. . . shall be sixteen years. • • ..1 These laws are eon­
tradictory in nature, and confusion is increased because 
there are 198 intervening sections between 'these portions 
of the code pertaining to the seme topio. 
EXHIBIT M 
... ! G .... 
PERSONS NOT TO BE LICENSED 
The department shall not issue any lioense
hereunder. 
1. To any person, as an operator, Who 
is under the age of sixteen years, provided
that, effective August 1, 1966. the depart­
ment shall not issue a lioense to any per­
son, as an operator, who is under the age of 
seventeen years and effective August 1, 1961, 
the department shall not issue a license to 
any person, as an operator, who is under the 
age of eighteen years, without his first 
having successfully completed an approved
driver education course, in which case, the 
minimum age shall be sixteen years. However, 
the department may issue restricted licensetit. 
as provided in seotion )21.194, or an in­
struction parmlt as provided in seotion 
321.180, to any person Who is at least four... 
teen years of age. 
2. To any person, as a chaUffeur. who is 
under the age of eighteen years. (Referred 
to in 321 i :376) • 
). To any person, as an operator or 
chaUffeur whose license or driving privilege.
has been revoked. until the expiration of 
one year after such revocation. 
4. To any person, as an operator or ohauf­
feur, who is a chronic alcoholic. or is ad­
dicted to the use of narcotic drugs.
5. To any person, as an operator or 
chaUffeur, who has previously been adjUdged to 
be afflicted with or suffering from any mental 
dis.ability or disease and who has not at the 
time of application been restored to oompetenoe 
by the methods provided by law. Provided, how­
ever, that the department may issue such license 
when said mentally... ill is placed on parole or 
oonvalescent leave, when advised in writing that 
the medical staff and superintendent of the 
institution 1n which the person has been 
hospitalized recommend the issuance of said 
license. 
6. To any pereon, as an operator or 
chauf'feur, who 1s required by this chapter to 
take an examination unless such person shall 
have successfully passed such examination. 
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EXHIBIT.M (Continued) 
7. To any person when the commissioner 
has good cause to 'believe that su.ch person 
by reason of physical or mental disability
would not be able to operate a motor vehicle 
with safety upon the h~ghways. (321.177. 
p. 1;75). 
SPECIAL. RESTRICTION ON CHAUFFEURS 
No person who 1s under the age of nineteen 
years shall drive any motor vehicle while in use 
AS a carrier ot flammables or combustibles or as 
a public or common carrier of persona, except a 
school bus. (321.179, p. 13(6). 
DRIVERS 
The drivers of school buses must. (1) be 
at least eighteen years of age, unless such per­
son has successfully completed an approved d.river 
education course, in which case, the minimum age
shall be sixteen yeare~ (2) be physically and 
mentally competent, (3) not possess personal or 
moral habits which would be detrimental to the 
best interest of safety and welfare of the children 
transported, (4) have an annual physical examination 
and meet all established reqUirements for physical
fitness. 
Use of alcoholic beverages or immoral conduct 
on the part of the driver shall automatically
cancel his contract and his re-employment for the 
balance of the year is hereby prohibited. (32t.375, 
p. 1405). 
Existing within the Code of Iowa are chapters which 
contain laws that contradict laws in other chapters. 
Examples of these contradictions are cited in Exhibits N and 
o. 
Exhibit N inoludes those sections of the law pertain­
ing to desertion and to neglected children. Seotion 1 of 
Chapter 731 indlca.tes that any person is responsible for the 
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willful neglect of his children , • • under 'the age of six... 
teen years •• • • Wanton neglect is defined in Section 1 of 
Chapter 731A to inolude ohildren , , • under the age of 
eighteen years. • • • Section 1 of Chapter 239 defines a 
dependent ¢hl1d as being • • • under the age of sixteen 
years, or under the age of twenty years. . , . It appea.rs a 
deserted child has no protection when ~e exceeds the age of 
sixteen while a neglected child. has protection until he 
reaches the age of eighteen. A dependent child on the other 
hand may be needy until age twenty. These sections of 
Exhibit N are contradiotory ~~d confusing. 
EXHIBIT N 
"DESERTION" DEFINED 
Every person who shall without good oause t 
willfully neglect or refuse to maintain or pro­
vide for his wife, she being in a destitute con­
dition, or who ahall, without good cause, abandon 
his or her legitimate or legally adopted ohild or 
children under the age of sixteen years, leaving
suoh child or children in a destitute condition or 
shall, without good cause willfully neglect or 
refuse to provide for such child or ohildren they
being in a destitute condition, shall be deemed 
guilty of desertion and upon conviction shall be 
punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for 
not more than one year, or by imprisonment in the 
county jail for not more than six months.. (731.1, 
p.. 3261). 
WANTON rmGLECT UNLAWFUL 
Wanton negleot on the part of a parent in 
the care or supervision of his or her child under 
the age of eighteen years shall be unlawful. (?31A81, 
p. 3261) .. 
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EXHIBIT N (00nt1nued) 
DEFINITIONS-AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN 
As used 1n this chapter.
1. "Division" orltState Division" 
means the division or child and famil¥ 
services of the department of soclal ser­
vices, "director" or "state director" 
means the direotor ot the division of child 
and family services of the department of 
sooial services. 
2. "County board" means the county board 
of sooia.l welfare provided for in section 
234.9. 
,. A "dependent child" means a needy child 
u.nder the age of sixteen years, or under the 
age of twenty years and a student regularly
attending a high sohool in pttrBUlU1Ce of a 
course ot study leading to a. high school 
diploma or 1ts equivalent, or regularly
attending a course of vocation or technical 
tra1n1ng designed to fit him for gainful
employment, who has been deprived of parental 
support and oare by reason of death, oontinued 
absence from home, or physical or incapacity 
or un!itness of e1ther parent and who 1s 
living with his father, mother, grandfather,
grandmother. brother, sister, stepfather,
stepmother, uncle or aunt, in a. place of 
residence maintained by one or more ot such 
relatives at his or their home or haa been 
placed in a licensed foster home or with a 
publio or nonprofit child-care apncy by the 
state division or by the county department
of social welfare in lieu of living with any
relative deslgnated in the SUbsection • • • 
(239.1, p. 1048). 
Exhibit 0 includes sections of the laws specifying 
that minors attain the age of major! ty at a.ge nineteen or by 
marriage. Exhibit B. however, inclUded laws allowing only 
minora of eighteen years of age to volunteer blood, persons 
only nineteen years of age the right to dr1nk alcoholic 
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beverages, andspecifled the minimum voting age to be 
eighteen. No allowances aee made in Exhibit B tor married 
juveniles for these privileges. Thus, marriage appears to 
force the responsibilities of adulthood onto a person under 
the age of nineteen without providing for the same indtvld.... 
ual the full rights and privileges of adulthood. 
EXHIBIT 0 
PERIOD OF MINORITY 
The period of' minority extends to the age
of nineteen years, but all minors attain their 
majority by marriage. (599.1, p. 2910). 
PROBATE CODE-DEFINITIONS AND liSE OF TERMS 
When used in this Code, u.nless othe,rwise 
required by the context. the following words 
and phrases shall be construed as tollows. • • • 
S, Child .... inclu.des an adopted child 
but does not include a grandchild or other 
more remote desoendants, nor, except as 
provided in sections 633.221 and 633.222, 
an illegitimate child. 
18. Full age - the state of legal
majority attained through arriving at the 
age of nineteen years ot through having
married, even though such marriage is 
terminated by divorce,
27. Minor - a person who is not of 
full age. (633-3, p. 3064-3065). 
It Can be Been from Exhibits F through 0 that contra­
dictions of the law occur within laws and between laws. 
These contradictions added to the antiquated laws, covered 
in the next section, compounds the problems of inadequaoies. 
------------------
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INADEQUACIES IN THE LAW 
Antiquated l.aw! 
The 3uvenile laws of Iowa. have neVer b;een reviewed in 
a total perspective. Many of these laws originated :f"rom 
bureauoratic departmental reoommende:t:lon£h Many others are 
the result of revisions of existing laws. such revisions 
based on the same type of recommendations. In addition, a 
large n.umber of these laws are the result of initiative on 
the part of individualst OVel' the past 127 years, this 
varied approaoh to enaoting legislation concerning juveniles 
hae resulted in suoh laws being scattered across more than 
ninety-seven chapters of the Code of Iowa. 
The confusion attendant to such dispersion has re­
sulted in antiquated laws. Exhibit p is outdated beoause it 
is no longer recognized by the Mo~or Vehicle Department of 
the state of Iowa. 
EXHIBIT P 
MINORS' SCHOOL LICENSES 
Whenever the necessity therefore is shown, a. 
restricted license may be issued to any person be­
tween the ages of fourteen and e1ghteen yea.re which 
license shall entitle the holder thereof, while 
ha.ving such license in his immediate possession. to 
opera.te a motor vehicle during the hours of 7 A.M. to 
6 P.M. over the most direct and accessible route 
between the lioensee's residence and his school of 
enrollment for the purpose of attending dU.ly 
schedUled courses of ins*ruction at such sohool or 
at any time when aocompanied by a parent or guardian
who 1s a holder of a valid operator's or chauffeur's 
license. and who is actually oocupying a seat beside 
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EXHIBIT P (Continued) 
u ... 
the driver. Such license shall expire on the 
licensee's eighteenth birthday or upon issuance of 
a 'temporary driver's permit. For the purpose of 
establishing a need for the lioense pr~vided for 
in this section, each applioation shall be aooom.... 
panied by an affidavit froln the school board or 
superin.'tendent of the applioant- s sohool which 
affidavit shall be upon a form provided by the 
department and shall state the facta deemed to jus­
tify the issuance of a license to the applioant. 
Neither such affidavit nor the inability ot obtain 
the same shall be Binding on the department bat may
be considered by the department in its determining
of whether or not to grant the applloation. The 
fact that the applicant resides at a distance less 
than one mile from his school shall be prima-facie
evidenoe of the nonexistence of any necessity for 
the issuance of such a license. A license issued. 
hereunder is SUbject to suspension or revooation 
in like manner as any other lioense or permit
issued under any law of this state and in addition 
thereto the department may Buspend euch license 
apon receiving satisfactory evidenoe that the 
licensee has violated the restrlctions of such 
lioense chargeable to such licensee end the depart­
ment shall revoke any license issued hereunder 
upon receiving B reoord of such licensee's convic­
tion for two or more violations of any law of this 
state or oity ordinance, other than parking regula­
tions, regUlating the operation of motor vehicles 
on highways and after revoking a lioense herel1nder 
the department shall not grant application for any 
new license or permit until the expiration of one 
year or until the licensee attains his sixteenth 
birthday whichever ie the longer period, (321.194, 
p. 1378...1379). 
In Exhibit Q, the "children" of World Wa.r I and 
World War II aocording to the code. would have oeased 
being "ohildren" as of 194) and 1966 respectively. 
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EXHIBIT Q 
EXPENDITURE BY BOARD 
Said bonus board is a.uthorized to expend not 
to exceed four hundred dollars per year tor any one 
ohild who shall have lived in the state of Iowa 
tor two years preoedingapplication for aid here­
under, and who is the chltd of a man or woman who 
died during World War It between the dates of April
6, 1917. and June 2. 1921, or during World War II 
between the dates of Septem.ber 16, 1940, and 
September 2, 1945, both dates inclusive, or the 
Korean Confiiot at any time between June 27, 1950, 
and JUly 27, 19.53, both dates inclusive. or the 
Vietnam Conflict at any time between August 5, 1964, 
and ending on the dat8 the armed foroes of the 
United states are directed by formal order of the 
govenunent of the United States to cease hostilities, 
both dates inclusive, while serving in the military 
or naval forces of the United states, to inclUde 
members of the reserve components performing service 
or duties required or authorized under Chapter J9, 
united states Code and Title 32, United States Code, 
Sections 502, through 50.5. inolusive, and active 
state service required or authorized under Chapter 
29A, or as a result of such service, to defray the 
expenses of tuition,mtrieulatlon, laboratory and 
similar fEH'!S, books and supplies, board. lodging, 
8.nd any other reasonable necessary expense for such 
child or children incident to attendance at any edu­
cational or training institution of college grade, 
or in any business or vocational training school of 
standards approved by said bonus board, said educa­
tional institutions to be located within the state 
of Iowa. 
A child eligible to receive funds under the 
provisions of this section shall not receive more 
than two thousand dollars during his lifetime. 
(J5.9. p. 156). 
Shown in Exhibit R is an illustration of a law that 
may have been meaningful in the 19th centu.ry or early 20th 
century but is no longer practi.cal for present day interpre­
tation. For example, muskets, spinning wheels, looms and 
other posses.slons 01ted in the law 
necessary articles in a household. 
are no 
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longer considered 
EXHIBIT R 
GENERAL EXEMPTIONS 
If the debtor is a resident ot this state and 
the head of a family, he may hold exempt from exeou­
tion the following propertyt
1. All wearing apparel athlmself and 
family kept tor aotual use and suitable to 
their oondition, and the trunks or other 
reoeptacles nece.ssary to contain the sue. 
2. One musket or rifle and shotgun. 
,. All private libraries, family Bibles, 
portraits, pictures, musioal instrument. 
and paintings not kept for the purpose of 
sale. 
4. A seat or pew occu.pied by the debtor 
or his family in any house of public 'wor­
ship. t 
5. An interest in a pUblic or private 
burying ground, not exceeding one acre for 
any defendant. 
6. Two cows and two calves. 
7. Fifty sheep and the wool therefrom 
and the materials Manufa.ctured from such 
wool. 
8. six stands of bees. 
9. Five hogs. and all pigs under six 
months. 
10. The necessary food for all animals 
exempt from execution for six months. 
11. One bedstead and the necessary bedding
for 6V'ery two in the family. 
12. All oloth manufactured by the defend­
ant, not exceeding one hundred ya.rds in quantity.
1:3. Household and kitchen furniture, not 
exceeding two hundred dollars in value. 
14. All spinning wheels and looms. 
15. One sewing machine and other instru­
ments of' domestic labor kept for actual use. 
16. The necessary provisions and fUel for 
the usa of the family for six months. 
17. The proper tool, instruments, or books 
of' the debtor. if a farmer, meChanic. surveyor.
professional engineer, architeot. olergyman.
lawyer. physician, dentist, teaoher, or professor. 
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EXHIBIT R (Continued) 
18. If the debtor 1s a physician. publio
officer, farmer, teamster. or other laborer, 
steam, oonsisting of not more than two 
horses or mules, or two yoke of cattle, and 
the wagon or other vehiole, with the proper
harness or taokle by the use of whioh he 
habitua.lly earns his living, otherwise one 
horse. 
19. If Ii printer. a printing press and 
the types, furniture, and material necessary 
for the use of suoh printing press and at. news­
paper office connected therewith, not to ex­
ceed in all the value of twelve hundred dollars. 
20. Poultry to the value of fifty dollars. 
21. If the debtor is a resident of this 
state and is the head of a family, and does 
not own one or more of the foregoing items of 
property, his wife, if she is an actual member 
of the family, and owns one or more of such items. 
and is the debtor. shall be entitled to hold 
such items exempt from execution. 
22. If the debtor is a. resident of this 
state and a woman other than the head of a 
family, she may hold exempt from execution 
one sewing machine, and poaltry to the value 
of fifty dollars. (621.6, p. 3048). 
The laws pertaining to minors in billiard halls, 
illustrated in Exhibit S, is outdated for three reasons. 
First, the law is rarely, if ever, enforced. Second, the 
term minor is not defined. Third, the terminology in 
Section 10 1s not clearly stated. The penalty for the vio­
lation of Section 9 could be interpreted as meaning the 
oouncil in any city or town could be a violator. 
The ooncept of II poolll 1s a oommonly acoepted family 
entertainment. Pool tables are socially acceptable and are 
oOMm@nly Bold in such ratail outlets as Sears and Penneys 
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department stores. 
EXHIBIT S 
MINORS IN BILLIARD ROOlt1S-DUTY OF OWNER 
No person who keeps a billiard hall where 
beer lSBOld. or the agent. clerk. or servant of 
any such person. or any person having charge or 
control of any such hall, shall permit anymlnor 
to remain in Buch hall, or to take part in any of 
the games known as billiards. The oouncil in 
any city ortbwn shall have power by ordinance to 
establish minimum age limits for minors for the 
purpose of regUlating their admittance to billiard 
halls which do not sell beer and their participa­
tion while therein in the games known as pool and 
billiards. (726.9 •. p. 3258). 
PUNISHMENT 
A violation of the provisions of section 
726.9 shall be punished by a fine not less than 
five nor exceeding one hundred dollars, or impri­
sonment in the oou.nty .1e.il not exceeding thirty 
days. (726.10, p. 3258). 
Laws prohibiting the sale or gift of tabaoco. as 
shown in Exhibit T, is outdated because it is not enforced 
and the activities whioh this law prohibits have become 
common practice. This section of the code has not oonsidered 
the vending machines. The vending machine does not have any 
restriotions other than adequate money requirements. In 
add!tion the pen.al ty for a violation of section 2 could not 
apply to the vending machine. Most importantly, however, 
this law does not prohibit smoking by juveniles. 
EXHIBIT T 
.,.. 
SALE OR GIFT TO CERTAIN MINORS PROHIBITED 
No pers·on shall furnish to any minor under 
eighteen years of age by gift •. sale, or otherw1se. 
any oigarette or cigarette paper, or any paper or 
other substance ma.de or prepared for the purpose
of use in making of oigaretteEh No person shall 
directly or indirectly by himself or agent sell, 
bat-tel', or give to any minor under eighteen years
of age any tobaoco in any other form whatever except 
upon the written order of' his parent or guardian or 
the person in whose custOdy he is. (98.2, p. 473) 
VIOLATIONS 
Any person who shall violate any of the provi­
sions of seotion 98.2 shall for the first offense 
be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five
dollars nor more than one hundred dollars. or by
imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 
thirty days. For a second or any sUbsequent viola­
tion such person shall be punished by a fine of not 
less than one hundred dollars nor more than :rive 
hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail
for not less than one month nor more than six months 
or by both such fine and imprisonment. (98.), p. 473). 
Those sections of the code referring to obscenity and 
indecency, illustrated in Exhibit U, are outdated because 
the types of ma.terials which the law is apparently trying to 
suppress are 1n widespread distribution and thus has become 
common practice in present day soeiety as evidenced in 
theater advertisements, television programming, and book 
stores. 
In addition, this section of' the code uses ambiguous 
terms open to many interpretations end as ouch, is totally 
uninterpretable. 
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EXHIBIT U 
OBSCENITY AND INDECENCY-OBSCENE BOOY~ OR PICTURES, 
PRINTING OR DISTRIBUTING 
If any person import, print, pUblish, sell, 
or distribute a.ny book, pamphlet, ballad, or any
printed or written paper containing obscene langu­
a.ge or obscene prints, pictures, or descriptions, 
man~fe8tly tending to currupt the morals of youth, 
or ~ntroduce into any family, school, or place of 
education. or buy, procure. receive. or have in his 
possession any such book, pamphlet, ballad, printed 
or written paper, picture, or description, either 
for the purpose of loan, sale, exhibition, or 
circulation, or with intent to introduce the same 
into any f~lmily, school, or place of education, he 
shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary not more 
than one year, or be fined not exceeding one thousand 
dollars. (725.4, p. 3255-3256). 
GIVING OR SHOWING OBSCENE LITERATURE TO MINORS 
Whoever sells; lends, gives away. or shows, or 
ha.s in his possession with intent to sell, give 
away, or show, to any minor, any book, pamphlet; 
maga~ine, newspaper, story paper or other paper de­
voted to the pUblication, or principally made up of 
criminal. news, police reports, or accounts of crim­
inal deeds, or pictures a.nd stories of immoral deeds, 
l~st or crime, or exhibits upon any street or high­
way or any place within the view, or which may be 
wi thin the view, of any minor. any of the above 
desoribed books, papers, or pictures, or uses or 
employs any minor to give away, sell, or distribute, 
or who, having the Care, custody. or control of any
minor, permits him to sell. give away, or distribute, 
any such bo,oks, papers, or pictures, shall be fined 
not more than five hundred not less than fifty dol­
lars, or be imprisoned not more than six months in 
the oounty jail, or both. (725.8, p. 3256). 
The preceding laws were shown to be antiquated because 
they were either outdated or because of ohanges in social 
mores. These laws and the laws that are duplications, as 
cited in the following seotion, are annecesaarily confusing. 
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puplication of LIWfiJ 
Many laws under the Probate Code, Ohapter 63:3, are 
unnecessary dUplications in varying torms ot the laws. 
Exhibit V 1s an example of identioal laws. the only exoep­
tion being the code number of the law. 
EXHIBIT V 
PROBATE CODE, GUARDIANS AND OONSKRVA TORS-NO 
NOTICE REQUIRED, MINOR 
No notice of the filing of such petitlonneed
be given when the proposed wa.rd is a minor and. 
such petition 1s filed by the person having custody
of the proposed wards. (63)-553, p. 3111). 
PROBATE OODE., GUARDIANS AND CONSERVATORS-NO 
NOTICE REQUIRED, MINOR 
No notioe of the filing of such petition
need be given when the proposed ward is a minor 
and such pet!tion is flled by the person having
custody of the proposed wards. (633.561, p. 3112). 
Section 551 and Seotion 572, shown in Exhibit @, are 
an illustration of duplicate laws with the exoeption being 
that one seotion relates to guardian and one seotion relates 
to conservator. However, since the section titles inclUde 
both guardian and conservator. both laws are not needed. 
The oontents of the two sections are identical except for 
the one word (guardian or conservator) and the obvious impli­
cation le that a single law incorporat.ing both descriptions 
would be adequate. 
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EXHIBIT Vi 
.­
GUARDIANS AND CONSERVATORS...APPOINTMENT OF 
GUARDIAN ON VOLUNTARY PETITION 
A guardian may also be appoi.nted by the oourt 
upon the verified petition Of the proposed ward. 
without fUrther notice, if he is o~her than a minor 
under the age at fourteen years, provided the court 
determines that such an appointment will inure to 
the best interest of the applicant. However. it an 
involuntary petition is pending, the court shall 
be governed by seotion 633.635. (633-557. p. 3111). 
GUARDIANS AND CONSERVATORS-APPOINTMENT OF CONSERVA TOR 
ON VOLUNTARY PETITION 
A conservator may also be appointed by the 
oourt upon the verified petition of the proposed
ward, without fUtther notice, if he is other than 
a minor Wlder the age of fourteen years, prOVided
the court determines that such an appointment will 
inure to the best interest of the applicant. How­
ever, it an involuntary petition Is pending, the 
court shall be governed by seotion 633.635. (633.572, 
p. 3112). 
Section 559 and Section 571, appearing as Exhibit X, 
represent additional duplications tor guardian and conserva­
tors. Like Exhibit W, one section perta.ins to guardians while 
a separate seotion pertains to conservator. The law is re­
dundant sinoe the wordIng is identical for both situations. 
EXHIBIT X 
GUARDIANS AND CONSERVATORS-PREFERENCE AS TO 
APPOINTMENT 
The parents of a minor. or either of them it 
qualified and suitable. shall be preferred over 
all others for appointment as guardian. Preferenoe 
shall then be given to any person. if qualified
and suitable, nominated as guardian tor a minor 
ohild by a will executed by the parent having cus­
tody of a minor child. and any qualified and 
EXHIBIT X (Oontinued) 
I!'!' TIs 
suitable person requested by a. minor fourteen 
years of age or older. Subjeot to these p.reterences,
the court shall appoint as guardian a qualified and 
suitable person who is willing to serve in that 
capacity. (63:h559,. 1" alii). 
GUARDIANS AND CONSER-VATORS-PREFERENCE AS TO 
APPOINTMENT OR CONSERVATOR 
The parents ota minor, or·elther of them, 
if qualified and suitable. shall be preferred over 
all others for appointment as conservator. Prefer­
enoe shall then be given to any person. if qualified
and suitable, nominated as conservator for a minor 
child by a will executed by the parent having custody
of a minor child, and any qualified and suitable 
person requested by a minor fourteen years of age 
or olderi SUbject to these preferences, the court 
shall appoint as conservator a qualified and Buit­
able person who is willing to serve in that capacity.
(633-;'71, p. 3112). 
seotion 552, shown in Exhibit Y, is the same law as 
the one regarding Pet1tien for Appointment for Conservator, 
with the added exception of paragraph six in the section of 
Petition for Appointment of a Conservator. The titles ot 
both seotions of the law are different only in the use of 
gu.aroian end conservator- The effeot here is to repeat a 
law unnecessarily ei.mply beoal1se a paragraph was added. 
EXHIBIT Y 
PETI TION FOR APPOINTMENT OF GUARDIAN 
Any person may tile with the clerk a verified 
petition for the appointment of a guardian. The 
petition sha.ll sta.te the following information so 
far as known to the petitioner.
1• The name, age, a.nd pos t-office a.ddress 
of the proposed ward. 
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EXHIBIT Y (Continued) 
2. That the proposed ward is B. minor or 
is	 incapable of caring for his own person.
). The name and post-office address of 
the proposed guardian, and that such person
113	 qualified to Berve in that oapacity_
4. That the proposed ward 1s a resident 
of.the state of Iowa.or 1s present 1n the state, 
and that his beat interests require the appoint­
ment of a guardian 1n this state. 
S. The name and address of the person or 
institution, if' any, having the care. ol1stody 
or control of the proposed wards. (633.552. 
p-	 3310-3311). 
PETITION FOR APPOINTMENT OF CONSERVATOR 
Any person may file with the olerk a verified 
petition for the appointment of a conservator. The 
petition shall state the following information, eo 
far as known to the petitioner. 
1. The name. age and post-offic. address 
of the proposed ward. 
2 • The.t the proposed ward is a minor 01" is 
incapable of managing his property.
3. The name and post-offioe address of the 
proposed conservator. and that such person is 
qUalified to serve in that capacity.
4. The estimated present value of the real 
estate, the estimated value of the personal 
property, and the estimated gross annual income 
of the esta.te. If any money is payable, or to 
beoome payable. to the proposed ward by the 
United States through the veterans administration, 
the petition shall so state. 
S. The name and address of the person or 
institution. if any, having the care, custody 
or control ot the proposed ward. 
6. That the proposed ward resides in the 
state of lows. is a non-resident, or that his 
residence is unlmown, and that his best interests 
require the a.ppointment of a oonservator in 
the state of Iowa. (63).566, p. 3111-3112). 
The la.ws oited as duplioations in the preceding sec­
tion were found to be exact duplications, duplioations with 
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the exception otone word. or identical exoept for an added 
para.graph. The following section contains laws that are 
disorimina.tory• 
Uiscrimination by Law 
Discrimination in the form of references and implica­
tions are built into certain juvenile laws or Iowa. 
The law displayed as Exhibit Z is discriminatory in 
its references. if any person over the age of twenty­tf •• 
five years carnally knows and abuses any female under the 
age of seventeen•••• U discriminates against a person 
twenty-five years of age or over. 
EXHIBIT Z 
RAPE-DEfl~ITIONMPUNISHMENT 
If any person raviSh and carnally know any
female by force or against her will, or if any 
person oarnallyknow and abuse any female child 
under the age of sixteen years, or if any person 
over the age ot twenty-five years carnally know 
and abuse any female under the age of seventeen 
years, he shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary
for life, or any term of yea.rs, not less than five, 
and the oourt may pronounce sentence of a lesser 
period than the maximum, the provisions of the 
indeterminate sentence law to the contrary notwith­
standing. (698.1, p. 3220). 
Section 1 of Chapter 731, designated as Exhibit AA is 
discriminatory in that it specifies that the wife must be in 
"a destitute condition" for the husband to be deemed guilty 
of desertion and that the child or children must be ~'in a 
FE 
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destitute oondition" for the father to be deemed gal1ty of 
desertion. It implies that only the husband and/or father 
shall be deemed guilty of desertion. This is discrimination 
by sex. 
EXHIBIT AA 
"DESERTION" DEFINED 
Every person who shall without good cause, 
willfully negleot or refuse to maintain or pro­
vide for his wife, she being in 8 deerti tute oon­
dition, or who shall, without good cause, abandon 
his or her legitimate or legally adopted child or 
children under the age of s~xteen years, leaving 
such child or ohildren in a destitute condition, 
or shall, without good cause willfully neglect or 
refuse to provide for such child or children they 
being in a destitute condition, shall be deemed 
guilty of desertion and upon conviction shall be 
punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for 
nat more than one year, or by imprisonment in the 
county jail for not more than six months. (131 .. 1, 
p. 3261). 
The law pertaining to a -tramp," illustrated in 
Exhibit DB. discriminates by sex in that it includes only 
male perSIans .. 
EXHIBIT BB 
VAGRANCy-ftTRAMP" DEFINED 
Any male person sixteen years of age or over, 
physically able to perform manual labor, who is 
wandering about, practicing common begging, or 
having no visible calling or business to maintain 
himself, and is unable to show reasonable efforts in 
good faith to secure employment, is a tramp, and any 
person convicted of being a tramp shall be punished 
by imprisonment at hard labor in the county jail not 
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EXHIBIT BB (Oontinued) 
4 « 
ex~ee~lng ten days, or by imprisonment in such ja~l 1n solitary confinement not exceeding five 
days. ( 746 .. 2 , p. 3282). 
Section 2 of Chapter 595, appearing as Exhibit cc, is 
discriminatory against males in that it states 1n the first 
paragraph Q ••• A marriage between a male of eighteen and a 
female of' sixteen years of age is valid••• It , thUB giving 
rights to females sixteen and seventeen years old while 
denying these to males of the same age. 
EXHIBIT CC 
AGE-MARRIAGE 
A marriage between 9 male of eighteen and a 
famale of sixteen years of age is valid, but if 
either party has not attained the age thus fixed, 
the marriage will be a nullity or not. at the 
option of such party, made known at any time be­
fore he or she is six months older than the age thus 
fixed. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing. the district 
court m~t when application is made by parties, one 
or both of whom are under the age thus fixed and 
the female of whom is pregnant or, having given
birth to, is still in custody of a child, grant an 
order authorizing issuance of a marriage license by 
the clerk of the district court to said applicants
and the marria.ge under such license shall be valid. 
The records of the court which pertaln to such con­
dition of pregnancy shall be sealed and available 
only to the contracting parties or to any interested 
party securing an order of court. (595.2, p. 2900). 
Section 4 of Chapter 245. shown in Exhibit DD, per­
taining to female commitments generally, is discriminatory 
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when it eta.tea c All females over eighteen years ofII I I I 
age and married females under eighteen years at age, who are 
convicted I This discriminatea against married fema.lesI. • tI 
under eighteen years ot age. This is supported by Section .5 
since unmarried females under eighteen years of age may be 
committed to the training sohool for girls even under apos­
sible sentence of life imprisonment. 
EXHIBIT DD 
COMMITMENTS GENERALLY 
All females over eighteen years of age, and 
married females under eighteen years of age. who 
are convicted in the district court of offenses 
punishable by imprlsomnent in excess of thirty
days, shall, if imprisonment be imposed, be 
mitted to the women's reformatory. (245.4. 
1064) I 
com­
p. 
OPTIONAL COMMITMENTS FOR LIFE 
Any unmarried female over ten and under 
eighteen years of age convicted of an offense 
punishable by life imprisorunent may be committed 
either to the Iowa training school for girls or 
to the women's refOl~atory. (245-5. p. 1064). 
section 178 of Chapter 321, contained in Exhibit EE, 
discriminates against persons attending public or private 
schools offering an approved driver's education course. 
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EXHIBIT EE 
DRIVER EDUCATION 
YOllths not attending school ....no driver's 
training required. 
Any person under the age of eighteen who is 
not attending a public or private school in which 
an approved driver's education cou.rse is offered 
or available, shall not be required to complete 
an approved driver's education Oourse prior to 
being entitled to receive a one-year probatlona~ 
operator's license from the department of public
safety, 
Any person who re-enters any private or public
school prior to age eighteen shall be required to 
attend a.n approved driver's education course. 
(J2t .. 178, p. 1375). 
The law found in Exhibit FF regarding Special Restric­
tion on Chauffeurs. contains a discriminatory implication 
against age by allowing sixteen year old minora to drive 
school buses while prohibiting them from driving motor 
vehicles Which are used as common carriers. If, however, 
the intent of the law was td provide older more mature 
drivers of common carriers for safety reasons. then that 
same safety concern was not provided for Q..hildren who ride 
Bchool buses. 
EXHIBIT FF 
LI 
SPECIAL RESTRICTION ON CHAUFFEURS 
No person who is under the age of r~neteen 
years shall drive any motor vehicle while in 
use as a carrier of flammables or combustibles 
or as a public or common oarrier of persons, 
exoept a school bUB. (321.179. p. 1J76). 
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EXHIBIT FF (Continued) 
1 .. 
DRIVERS 
The drivers of school buses must. (1) be 
at least eighteen years of ege, unless such per­
son has successfully oompleted an approved driver 
education course, 1n which case, the minimum age
shall be sixteen years, (2) be physically and 
mentally competent. ()) not possess personal or 
moral habits which would be de~rimental to the 
beat interests of safety and welfare of the 
chil~ren.transported. (4) have an annual physical
examJ.na:tJ.on and meet all established requirements
for physical fitness. 
Use of alcoholio beverages or immoral con­
duct on the part of the driver ahall automatically
cancel his contract and his re-ernployment for the 
balance of the year is hereby prohibited. (321.375. 
p. 1404) .. 
section 2 of the law shown in Exhibit GO defines 
felony as a pUblic offense when it is committed by a male. 
Section 3. how91Ter. ls so worded that a female can 
only be prosecuted for a public offense as 8 felony if it 
can also be deemed a. felony when committed by a male. 
EXHIBIT GG 
PUBLIC OFFENSES - tJF'ELONY" DEFINED 
A felony is a pUblic offense which is. or in 
the discretion of the court may be, punished by 
imprisonment in the penitentiary or men's 
reformatory. (687.2, pI' 3209). 
PUBLIC OFFENSES - FELONIES BY FEMALES 
Prostitution and resorting to houses of ill 
fame for the purpose of prostitution aha~l be 
deemed felonies. and also all other publ:lc offenses 
committed by females if the offense, under section 
687.2 constitutes a felony when committed by a male. 
(687.3. p. 3209). 
------------------·.....I_~ ...."",~~.;,~-j 
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Thus it can be seen that discrimination ocours in the 
law on the basis of age, sex and marital status. 
Inconsistencies in Design 
The juvenile laws taken from the Code of Iowa do not 
have aspeclfic design. Some inolude the law itself, the 
exceptions to the law, the penalty for viOlations and are 
clear and precise. Other laws have separate seotions for 
the exceptions and the violations. In other words, there Is 
inconsistency in the formulation of laws. 
The law shown in Exhibit HH is an example in whIch the 
law is defined, the sentenoe to be imposed and the fine to 
be administered. All are written within the law itself. 
EXHIBIT HH 
ADMINISTRATION OF DRUGS-USE OF INSTRUMENTS 
If any person with intent to produce the 
miscarriage of any woman, willfUlly administer 
to her any drug or substance whatever, or with 
such intent, use any instrument or other means 
whatever, unless such miscarriage shall be neces­
sary to save her life, he shall be imprisoned in 
the penitentiary for a term not eXCeeding. five 
years, and be fined in a sum not exceeding one 
thousand dollars. (701.1, p. 3221). 
Section 2, shown in Exhibit II, is an illustration 
which states only the law but makes no mention of the viola­
tion or the fine to be imposed. The violation provided for 
in Chapter 98. section ). is written as a separate segment 
of the Code of Iowa rather than being incorporated into the 
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law itself. 
EXHIBIT II 
SALE OR GIFT TO CERTAIN MINORS PROHIBITED 
No person shall furnish to any minor under 
eighteen years of age by gift, or otherwise, any
cigarette or cigarette paper, or any paper or 
other substanoe made or prepared for the purpose
of use in making of cigarettes. No person shall 
direotly or indirectly by himself or agent sell, 
barter, or give to any minor under eighteen years
of age any tobacco in any other form whatever ex­
cept upon the written order of his parent or 
guardian or the person in whose custody he is. (98.2. p. 473). 
VIOLATION 
Any person who shall violate any of the pro­
visions of' section 98.2 shall for the first 
offense be punished by a fine of not less than 
twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred 
dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail
for not more than thirty days. For a second or 
any subsequent violation, such person shall be 
punished by a fine of not less than one hundred 
dollars nor more than five hundred dollars. or 
imprisonment in the county jail for not less than 
one month nor more than six months or by both such 
fine and imprisonment. (98.3. p. 473). 
Laws are found in one section of the code, the viola­
tions in still another part and the penalties as a separate 
section. There is no consistency in the manner in which 
these laws are written- One finds a viOlation in one part 
of the section and a penalty in another. Suoh laws are oited 
in Exhibit JJ. 
---------------"~~:"
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EXHIBIT JJ 
CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO-MINORS REQUIRED TO GIVE 
INFORMATION 
Any minor under eighteen years of age in any 
place other than at the home of his parent or 
parents. being in the possession of a cigarette or 
cigarette papers, shall be required at the request
of any peace officer. juvenilecQurt officer, truant 
officer. or teaoher in any sohool to give informa­
tion as to where he or she obtained such articles (98.4, p. 473). 
VIOLA nON-CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO 
Any minor under eighteen years of age refusing 
to give information as required by section 98.4 
shall be guil ty of a misdemeanor. Said minor shall 
be certified by the magistrate before whom the case 
is tried to the juvenile court of the county for 
such aotion as said court shall deem proper. 
If any minor having been convicted of violating
section 98.4 shall give information whioh shall lead 
to the arrest of the person or persons having vio­
lated any of the provisions of seotion 98.2 and 
shall give evidence as a witness in any proceedings 
that may be prosecuted against said person or per­
sons. the oourt in its discretion may suspend sen.. 
tence against the offending minor. (98 •.5. p. 473). 
Section 40 of Chapter 98 is a law stating What oannot 
be done, 
given. 
shown as 
but no statement of penalty or fine 
This is inoluded in a separate law. 
Exhibit KK. 
to be levied is 
These laws are 
EXHIBIT KK 
ADVERTISEMENT NEAR PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
No bills, pictures, posters. plaoards or 
other matter used to advertise the sale of 
tobaooo in any form shall be distributed, posted,
painted or maintained within four hundred feet 
of premises occupied by a publio school or used 
for school purposes. This provision shall not 
i 
L 
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EXHIBIT KK (Continued) 
apply to.advertieement in newspapers regularly
published and distributed to subscribers and pu.r.... 
chasers as such. (98.40, p. 482). 
PENALTY 
.Any person violating any of the provisions of 
sectJ.on 98.40 shall be punished by a fine not 
exceeding one hundred dollars or imprisonment in 
the county jail not exceeding thirty days. (98.41, 
p. 4,82). 
Laws relating to minors selling and delivering poisons 
are illustrated in Exhibit LL. The penalty or fine to be 
levied, if the law is broken, 1s provided for in an addi­
tional law. The actual penalty or fine which is possible is 
incorporated in yet another law. 
EXHIBIT LL 
PROHIBITED SALES-SALE OF POISONS 
It shall be unlawful for any person in this state 
to sell or deliver any polson to any person known 
to be of unsound mind or under the influence of 
intoxioants, and it shall likewise be unlawful for 
any person in this state to sell or deliver any
poieon enumerated in section 205.5 to any minor u.nder 
sixteen years of age except upon a written order 
signed by some responsible person known to the person
selling or delivering the sa.me, which sa.id written 
order shall contain all of the information required 
to be entered in the poison register under the provi­
sions of section 205.6 (205.9. p. 922). 
FALSE REPRESENTATIONS-SALE OF POISONS 
Any person who obtains any poison enumerated 
in section 2>5.5 under false name or statement shall 
be guilty of a misdemea.nor and punished as provided
i.n chapter 198. (20.5.10. p.922.). 
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Exhibit MM contains a law which encompasses five 
areas. The penalty for any of these violations is not in­
cluded, nor is the suspension of sentence which relates to 
it. They are written as separate laws. These laws are also 
found in Exhibit &~. 
EXHIBIT MM 
CONTRIBUTING TO DELINQUENCY 
It shall be unlawful. 
1. '1'0 encourage any child under eighteen 
years of age to commit any act of delinquency
defined in chapter 232 of this title. 
2. To send, or cause to be sent, any
such child to a house of prostitution or to 
any place where intoxicating liquors are un­
laWfully sold or unlawfully kept for sale, 
or to any policy shop, or to any gambling place, 
or to any public poolroom where beer is sold, 
or to induce any such child to go to any such 
places, knowing them to be such. 
J. To knowingly encourage, contribute. 
or in any manner cause such child to violate 
a.ny law of this state, or any ordinance of any 
city or town. 
4. To knowingly permit, encourage, or cause 
such child to be guilty of any vicious or 
immoral conduct.5. For a parent willfully to fail to sup­
port his child under eighteen years of age
whom he has a lega.l obligation to support. 
(233.1, p. 1030). 
PENALTY-BAR 
A violation of section 233.1 shall be punish­
able by a fine of 110t exceeding one hundred doll~rs 
or by imprisonment in the county jail not exceed1ng 
thirty days, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
Said conviction shall not bar a prosecution of such 
convicted person for an indicta.ble offense when the 
acts which caused or contributed to the delinquency 
or dependency of such child are indictable. (233·2, 
p. 1030). 
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EXHIBIT MM (Continued) 
SUSPENSION OF SENTENCE 
Upon sa.id conviction being had, the court 
may, for a period not exceeding two years, sus­
pend sentence under such conditions as to good
behavior as it may prescribe. Should said con­
ditions be fulfilled the court may at any time 
enter an order setting said oonviction aside and 
wholly releasing the defendant therefrom. Should 
said oondition be not fulfilled to the satisfaction 
of the court an order or sentence may at any time 
be entered which shall be effective from the date 
thereof. (233.3, p. 1030). 
The law regarding Wanton Neglect was written in three 
parts and as three separate laws, one of which declares such 
action to be unlawful while the other two define 1t and 
specify the punishment. These laws are also subject to 
criticism in that in terms of order, something is declared 
illegal before it is defined. These laws appear as Exhlbi~ 
NN. 
EXHIBIT NN 
WANTON NEGLECT UNLAWFUL 
Vlanton neglect on the pa.rt of a parent in 
the care or supervision of his or her child under 
the age of eighteen years shall be unlawful. 
(?31A.1, p. 3261). 
DEFINITION 
"Wanton neglect" a.s oontemplated by sec­
tion 731A.1 is willful neglect of such nature, 
arising under such circumstances as a parent of 
ordinary intelligence actuated by normal and 
natural concern for the welfare of the child 
would not permit or be a party to. (731A.2. p. 3261). 
..
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EXHIBIT NN (Continued) 
PUNISHMENT 
A violation of section 731A,l shell be 
punishable of a fine of not exceeding one 
hundred dollars or by imprisonment in the 
county jail not exceeding thirty days.(731A.), p. 3261). 
Al though the following is not an inconsistency in de­
sign, it is an apparent inconsistency which should be noted. 
The penalties for violations of the code are sometimes not 
consistent with the relative nature or severity of the vi.o­
lations. A parent could violate the law of compulsory educe­
tion and be fined ", , . not lesa than five dollars nor more 
than twenty, • • • n 
Comparatively speaking, an owner of a billiard hall 
could be fined n ••• not leas than five nor exceeding one 
hundred dollars, or imprisonment••• " for permitting a minor 
to remain In a. billiard hall where beer is sold or in such an 
establishment where beer Is not Bold if the minor is below 
the age specified by local ordinance. 
Wanton neglect by a parent in the care of' children is 
punishable of a. fine '1. • • not exceeding one hundred dollars 
or by imprisonment. • • n 
These laws regarding penalties for violations are also 
typical of inoomplete laws. They do not indioate what the 
penalty is for without first referring to another section. 
These are cited in Exhibit 00. 
----------------.....
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EXHIBIT 00 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION - VIOLATIONS 
.Any person who shall violate, any of the 
provisions of sections 299.1 to 299.5, inclusive, 
shall be fined not less than rive dollars nor 
more than twenty dollars for each offense. (299.6. 
p. 1244). 
PUNISHMENT 
A violation of' the provisions of section 
726.9 shall be punished by a fine not less than 
five nor exceeding one hundred dollars, or impri­
sonment in the count,y jail not exceeding thirty
days. (726.10, p. 3258). 
PUNISHMENT 
A violation of section 731A.1 shall be punish­
able of a fine of not exceeding one hundred dollars 
or by imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding
thirty days- (731A.3, p. 3261). 
Inoonsistencies are shown in the preceding examples to 
exist in terms of design and form of various laws. 
Gaps in the laws as well as in a lack of laws also 
occurs and is discussed in the next section. 
GAP;;; IN THE LAWS 
Gaps in the juvenile laws also exist in the Code of 
Iowa. These gaps are treated in two separate manners. First, 
when a law exists that relates to a particular gap, that sec­
tion of the code is cited as an exhibit and special reference 
1s made ooncerning the gap which exists. These gaps are 
illustrated in Exhibits pp through YY. Eleven sections of the 
code are displayed in these exhibits. Second, gaps arB found 
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in the oode that had no related laws. These gaps then are 
treated in written form only in that there are no laws to 
cite. There are eight such areas discussed. 
~aps in the Code Related to Existing I,aws 
Thera is no law outlining the precise role of the 
juvenile officer. This lack of role specification can be 
seen in the law contained in Exhibit PP. 
EXHIBIT PP 
PROBATION OFFICERS-SALARIES 
The jUdge designated as jUdge of the juvenile 
court in any county, or where there 1s more than 
one judge designated Buch judges acting jointly, 
may appoint such probation officers as may be neces­
sary to carry out the work of the court. In counties 
where more than one officer is appointed one of such 
officers shall be designated as chief probation
officer. The salaries of such officers shall be 
fixed by the jUdge or jUdges making the appointments 
but in no case shall the salary of a chief probation
officer exceed seventy percent of the salary of the 
district court jUdge nor shall the salary of a deputy
probation offioer exceed sixty percent of the salary 
of suoh jUdge.
Probation officers may be appointed to serve 
two or more counties. The salaries of such officers 
and their deputies e if any, shall be fixed by the jUdges of the judicial district who are designatedjuvenile court jUdges for such counties and such 
salaries and the expenses of the probation officers 
shall be prorated among the counties served in such 
proportion as may be determined by said jUdges who 
aha1-l in making such determination, consider the 
volume of work in the several counties. Such officers 
may be pald not to exceed sixty percent of the salary 
of a district court jUdge.
All probation offioers so appointed shall serve 
at the pleasure of the juvenile court judge or judges
and shall be selected and appointed in accordance 
with such rules, st~ndards, and qualifications as 
shall be established by the supreme court pursuant 
-----------------•••- __L,:..,i_~";;;:;:;·.'"',, 
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EXHIBIT PP (Continued) 
to section 684.21. The provision of this section 
shall not affect in any way the appointment or 
term of office of any probation officer presently
serving in any county or counties. 
Such secretarial and clerical help as may bG 
needed in the administration of any probation 
office may be appointed by the jUdge or jUdges of 
the juvenile court who may fix their salaries, sub­ject to the approval of the board of supervisors, 
at not more than forty percent of the salary of a 
district court jUdge. (231.8, pc 1013-1014). 
There is no law mandating specific training for 
juvenile court jUdges and probation officers. This is 
further complicated by the problem of rotation of assignment 
of judges to the juvenile court system, and the appointment 
of juvenile officers by these judges. The law shown in 
Exhibit QQ points up this inadequacy. 
EXHIBIT QQ 
DESIGNATION OF JUDGE-REFEREE 
The chief jUdge of the district shall 
designate one or more of the district jUdges 
or district associate jUdges, or both, to act 
as jUdge or jUdges of the juvenile court in any 
county or counties. 
The jUdge of the juvenile cour~ may appoint 
a referee in juvenile court proceed~ngs. The 
referee shall be qualified for his duties by train­
ing and experience and shall hold off~ce at the 
pleasure of the judge- The compensat~on of the 
referee shall be fixed by the jUdge. The jUd~e 
may direct that any case or class.ofca8e~ ar1sing 
under chapter 2J2 shall be heard ln the f1rst 
instance by the referee in the manner provided 
for the hearing of cases by the court. 
--------------------
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EXHIBIT QQ (Continued) 
Upon oonclusion of a hearing held as pro­
vided herein, the referee shall transmit to the jUdge findings at fact. Notice of the findings
of fact· of the referee. together with a state­
ment concerning the right to a rehearing, shall 
be given to the parties to the proceeding heard 
by the referee, inoluding the parents, guardian 
or oustodian of a minor, and to any other inter­
ested person as the court may direct. This 
notice may be given orally at the hearing. or by 
certified mail or other service as directed by
the court. 
The parties to a prooeeding heard before the 
referee shall be entitled to a rehearing by the judge of the juvenile court is requested within 
seven days after receivil1g notice of the findings
of fact of the referee. In the interest of justice. the court may allow a rehearing at any 
time. If a rehearing is not requested, the court 
may enter any appropriate order based upon the 
referee's findings of fact. 
In counties having a population of more than 
two hundred fifty thousand, the jUdge of the juvenile court may appoint a director of court 
services and shall fix his compensation. (231.3, 
p. 101.3). 
If the court places the child in the custody of the 
state department of Bocial services, the court at that point 
loses jurlsd.ictlon over the child and all decisions are made 
by that state department (see Exhibit RR). There is no law, 
however, that returns the jurisdiotion of the child to the 
court once the ohild has been released from the department 
of Bocial services. 
------------------
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EXHIBIT RR 
COMMITMENT TO STATE DIRECTOR 
Commi~ment to the state director shall vest 
guardiansh~p of the person of the child so com­
mitted in the state director and shall terminate 
the court's jurisdiotion. (2)2.35, p. 1026). 
There is no law prohibiting rape or seduction of male 
juveniles (see Exhibit 3S). 
EXHIBIT SS 
RAPE-DEFINITION-PUNISID~ENT 
If any person ravish and carnally know any
female by force or against her will, of if' any 
person carnally know and abuse any female child 
under the age of sixteen years, or if any person 
over the age of twenty-five years carnally know 
and abuse any female under the age of seventeen 
years, he shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary
for life, or any term of years, not leEm than 
five, and the court may pronounce sentence for a 
lesser period than the maximum, the provisions of' 
the indeterminate sentence law to the contrary
notwithstanding. (698.1. p. 3220). 
SEDUCTION-~EFlmrTION-PUNISHMENT 
If any person seduce and debauch any unmar­
ried woman of previously chaste character, he 
shall be punished by imprisonment in the pen!'"
tenti.a.ry not more than five years, or by fine not 
exceeding one thousand dollars and imprisonment 
in the county jail not exceeding one year. 
(700.1. p. )220). 
There is no law prohibiting lascivious acts with 
children over sixteen years of age as shown by the law 
cited in Exhibit TT. 
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EXHIBIT TT 
LASCIVIOUS ACTS WITH CHILDREN 
Any person over eighteen years of age who 
shall willfully oommit any lewd, immoral, or 
lascivious aot in the presence, or upon or with 
the body or any part or member thereof, of a 
child of the age of sixteen years or under, with 
the intent of arousing, appealing to, or gratifying
the lusts or passions or sexual desires of such 
person, or of such child,or of corrupting the 
morals of such child, shall be punished by impri­
sonment in the penitentiary not more than three 
years, or by imprisonment in the county jail not 
more than six months, or by tine not exceeding
:five hundred dollars. (725.2, p. 3255). 
There is no law prohibiting female tramps (EXhibit 
uu) • 
EXHIBIT UU 
TRAMP DEFINED 
Any male person sixteen years of age or 
over, physically able to perform manual labor, 
who is wanderlng about, practicing oommon 
begging, or havlng no visible oalling or business 
to maintain hims.elf, and is unable to show rea­
sonable efforts in good faith to secure employment,
is a tramp. and any person convicted of being a 
tromp shall be punished by imprisonment at hard 
labor in the county jail not exoeeding ten days, 
or by imprisonment in such jail in solitary con­
finement not exceeding five days. (746.2, p. 3282). 
There is no law mandating an authority at the looal 
level to enforce ohild labor laws with penalties provided 
for failure to do so (Exhibit vv). 
----------------
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EXHIBIT VV 
LABOR COMMISSIONEH TO ENFORCE 
It shall be the duty or the labor commis­
sioner, his deputies, inspectors, and assistants. 
to enforce the provisions of this chapter~ It 
sha.ll also be the duty of all mayors and police
officers, town and city marshals, sheriffs, and 
their deputies, school superintendents, school truant 
and attendance officers, within their several juris­
dictions, to cooperate in the enforcement of such 
provisions and furnish the commissioner, his deputies
and assistants all information coming to their 
lmowledge regarding any violations of such provisions.
All such offioers and any person authorized in 
writing by any court of reoord sha.ll have authority 
to enter for the purpose of investigation any of the 
establishments and places mentioned in this chapter 
and to freely question any person therein as to any
violations of such provisions.
It shall be the duty of county attorneys to 
investigate all complaints made to them of violations 
of any such provisions, ~nd to prosecute all such 
cases of viOlation within their respective counties. 
( 92 .22. p. 404). 
By statute. any juvenile reaches the age of ma.jority 
by marriage. This affords the married individual the full 
obligations of an adult regardless of age (Exhibit Vi'll). Laws 
have not been written, however, to afford these same indi­
viduals all the rlgh ts of adulthood, such 8S voting. holding 
public office. etc. 
EXHIBIT WW 
PERIOD OF MINORITY 
The period of minority extends to the age
of nineteen years, but all minors attain their 
majority by marriage. (599.1, p. 2910). 
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No law has been written regarding the wife's abandon­
ment of her husband and children as has been done for casas 
where the husband abandons the family (Exhibit XX). 
EXHIBIT XX 
CUSTODY OF CHILDREN 
If the husband abandons the wife she is 
entitled to the custody of the minor children, 
unless the district cou.rt, upon application for 
that purpose, shall otherwise direct. (597.15. 
p. 2905). 
In the true sensa of the definition of misdemeanor, 
it could be interpreted as meaning each alternating public 
offense is a misdemeanor (Exhibit YY). Further descriptions 
or limitations are needed if the interpretation of this 
statute is to be consistent. 
EXHIBIT YY 
PUBLIC OFFENSES - I'MISDEMEANOR" DEFINED 
h'very other public offense is a misdemeanor. 
(687.4, p. 3209). 
ga.es in tbe.CQde HaVing No Rela,ted Laws 
There is no law that prevents the oonflicts of 
interest abounding within the juvenile system such as intake 
screening, probationary services. a.nd the overuse of deten­
tion. 
----------------
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statutory standards governing dispositional orders 
for juvenile court oases are all but wholly lacking. There 
is no clear, ooncise law. 
Police contacts with children are handled in a non­
jUdicial manner by the exercise of disoretionary power by the 
police. Whether or not guidelines or standards have been 
locally established in Iowa for law enforcement officers in 
making a. proper decision in this respect is not known. There 
are no statutory guidelines. 
There is no statute authorizing an authority to seize 
children for protective custody during early investigations 
of child abuse. 
There are no laws that provide specific guidelines for 
juvenile commitments to training institutions, reformatories, 
or penitentiaries. This:s left to the discretion of the 
jUdge. 
Laws generally are designed to Erosecute offenders of 
juveniles. Laws are not designed to ~otect juveniles. 
No one clear, concise t complete. authoritative law 
has been adopted to define If juvenile" and other terms used 
as synonyms for it. 
The findings of th~s study provide conclusive evidence 
that there are inconsistencies, contradictions. inadequacies 
a.nd gaps in the juvenile la.ws of Iowa. Another result of the 
-
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study was the identification of all statutes in the Code of 
Iowa that pertain to juveniles_ These juvenile laws of Iowa 
are identified by ohapter and section numbers and entered in 
that fashion into this report as Appendix C. An index of 
the juvenile laws of Iowa was developed. providing descrip­
tive titles and oross references. This index appears as 
Appendix B. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY 
This study was designed in order to obtain a complete 
collection of the Code of Iowa laws pertaining to juveniles. 
A compilation of laws was completed and a listing of the 
chapter and section numbers of these la.ws appears as Appendix 
C of this study. It contains 583 laws gleaned from 97 of the 
code's 795 Chapters. 
A oomprehensive index was designed for those laws per­
taining to juveniles. This index oonta.ins twenty-four major 
topics and also inoludes SUbtopics and cross referencing. It 
appears as Appendix B of this stUdy. 
The process of analyzing the juvenile laws necessi­
tated the use of oertain sections of the law more than one 
time. As an example, laws pertaining to eduoation were filed 
under the topio of eduoation. In addition many of these same 
laws applied to the family, and therefore, were filed under 
the topio of family. As a method of analysis, main topics 
suoh as age were used to collect those laws relating to age 
under one topic. Many of these laws relating to age also 
should be classified under other topics. For example, the 
compulsory eduoation law states the requirements of children 
---~-----------
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for school attendance. That information should be available 
to both school personnel and parents. That section of the 
code was then filed under age, education and famll¥. The 
numerical listl.ng of sections of the law that were used more 
than once, the deacriptiYe title given these statutes, and 
the location for their filing in the index appear as Appendix 
A of this study. One hundred ninety-eight such multi­
referenced laws were found. 
The intent of this investigation was also to asoertain 
what, if any, inconsistencies, oontradictions, inadequaoies 
and gaps oocur in the Juvenile Laws of Iowa. As evidenced by 
exhibits in Chapter IV, they do in fact occur. 
There are a total of ninety-nine examples cited in 
Chapter IV encompassing eighty laws and illustrated in fifty­
one exhibits. The inconsistenoies in terminology are shown 
in Exhibit A through Exhibit E. Nineteen laws are cited in 
these exhibits as being inconsistent. Contradictions of the 
law are illustrated in Exhibit F through Exhibit o. Twenty­
three laws are shown to be contradictory. 
Inadequacies in the law were found in forty-six sec­
tions of the code and may be seen in Exhibits P through 00. 
These were sub-divided into antiquated laws. duplioation of 
laws, disorimination by laws. and inoonsistencies in design 
of the laws. Antiquated laws appear as Exhibit P through (J 
and constitute nine laws- Eight duplications of laws are 
illustrated in Exhibits V through Y. Eleven disoriminations 
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by law are ehown in Exhibit z through Exhibit GG. Eighteen 
inoonsistencies in the formulation of laws appear as Exhibits 
HH through 00. 
Gaps in the juvenile lawB also exist in the Code of 
Iowa. These gaps ware treated in two Beparate manners. 
First, when a law existed that displayed a particular gap, 
that section of the code was cited as an exhibit and 
special reference was made concerning the gap Which exists. 
Eleven suoh gaps are illustrated in Exhibits pp through YY. 
Second, gaps were found in the code that had no related 
laws. These were then treated in written form only in that 
there were no laws to cite. There were eight such areas 
discussed. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are the results of this 
study. 
1.	 No separate compendium of the juvenile laws of Iowa 
is available for general use. These laws are soat­
tered throughout the Coda of Iowa in such a way that 
it is virtually impossible to identify all statutes 
relating to a particular topic in a convenient manner. 
Associated with this problem is the faot that laws 
pertaining to juveniles are sometimes only parts of 
•.--------------------...•••,­
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more general laws pertaining to adults. 
2.	 The index of laws, which is fO\1nd in the Code of 
Iowa. is not pa.rticularly useful since titles of 
laws on whioh this index is baaed are not always 
desoripti'Ve of the contents of the laws. 
).	 There are inoonsistencies 1n the laws pertaining to 
juveniles, particularly in the lack of a speoifio 
definition for juvenile and for terms u.sed synony­
mously with it. 
4.	 Contradictions exist 1n the 3uvenile laws of Iowa. 
Many of these are a result of the inoonsistencies 
in dafinltions. Such oontradictions oocur within 
laws and between laws. 
5-	 Inadequacies in laws of Iowa pertaining to juveniles 
occur in the following ways. 
a.	 Some laws are no longer pertinent since their 
content is antiquated. 
b.	 Duplications exist to the degree that some laws 
are exact duplicates of others. 
Ch	 Discrimination by law was found in terms or sex, 
age and marital status. 
d.	 The design of laws was inconsistent in that som.e 
laws included the violations and penalties to be 
assessed while others provide for these in separ­
ate seotions. Also, some laws fall to be com­
plete since their interpretation is dependent on 
------------
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other laws. 
6.	 Gaps in the laws concerning juveniles were identified 
in the following areaSI 
a.	 No precise role description is provided for 
juvenile officers. 
b.	 No guidelines are provided concerning the disposi­
tion of juvenile oourt casas. The discretion of 
the judge prevails. 
c.	 No specific and pertinent training for their role 
is required of juvenile court Judges or probation 
officers. 
d.	 There is no legal provision for returning a 
juvenile to the jurisdiction of a court after 
referral to the Department of Social Services. 
e.	 There is no authorization for seizure of 
juveniles for their protection in cases of 
suspected child abuse. 
7.	 There are a number of apparent problems associated 
with the juvenile laws of Iowa which do not conven­
iently fit into the conclusions above. For example, 
even though juveniles must be kept separate from 
adults in a confinement faoility, there is no statute 
requiring oompletely separate confinement facilities 
for juveniles that are designed specifically for them. 
Also, laws appear to be designed primarily to 
prosecute offenders whether such offenses are 
--------------
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oommitted against or by ju.veniles. Laws do not seem 
to be designed to protect juveniles. 
A question could be raised ooncerning the 
constitutIonality of juvenile laws, partioularly with 
reference to due process and a trial by jury within 
the juvenile court system. The juvenile code is not 
clear rega.rding the juvenlle' Ell right to appropria.te 
notice, to ,counsel, to confrontation and crOSB­
examination, to the privilege against self­
incrimination. to application of a standard of proof 
beyond a reaoonable dOUbt. and to the confidentiality 
of records. 
Finally, no statutory basis was found for remov­
ing juvenile offense records from the recording sys­
tem when the individua.ls reach the age of majority .. 
RECOMMENDA TION FOR DEVELOPING A MODEL JUVENILE CODE OF IOWA 
The following recommendations are the results of this 
stUdy. 
1.	 The juvenile 19.\418 of Iowa should be so orga.nized thE. t 
a juvenile Code of Iowa. would result or that e. separ­
ate division within the Code of Iowa would include 
all the laws pertaining to juveniles. 
2.	 Chapter and section titles of the juvenile la.ws should 
be made descriptive of the contents of the laws. 
J.	 An index should be provided end kept current using 
-------------
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desoriptive titles, thUB enabling any interested 
party to readily locate speoific juvenile laws. 
4.	 Inconsistencies. contradiotions and inadequacies cu.r­
rently existing in the juvenile laws of Iowa sho~ld 
be oorrected. 
5·	 Statutory provisions should be made to correct the 
gaps that exist in the juvenile Laws that have been 
oited in Chapter IV and the conclusions of this 
study. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
There are a number of apparent problems associated with 
the juvenile laws of Iowa that were not the direct results of 
this study. It appears that additional stUdies need to be 
initiated. Recommendations for further stUdy are as follows. 
1.	 An investigation should be made of the need for and 
feasibl11 ty of rewriting or adding legislation designed 
speaifically to protect juveniles. 
2.	 The need for separate confinement facilities for 
juveniles which are designed specifically for them 
should be stUdied. 
J.	 The oonstitutionality of all juvenile laws should be 
studied. Of concern in this areEl would be rights to I 
a.	 Due prOCess 
b.	 Appropriate notice 
c.	 Counsel 
130 
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d. Confrontation and oross-examina.tion
 
e • ~ltandards for proof of gull t
 
f.	 Confidentiality of recorda 
g.	 'J'rial by jury within the juvenile court system. 
4.	 A study should also be made of the advisability of 
sealing permanently records of juvenile offenses at 
the conclusion of the period of minority or when 
retribution for the offense has been exacted. 
»
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APPENDIX A 
MULTIPLE PURPOSE LAWS , '!'HEIR DESCRIPTIVE TITLE AND WHERE 
THEY ARE LOCATED IN THE INDEX 
A DESCRIPTION OF APPENDIX A 
The first oolumn of this Appendix designates the sec­
tion or sections of each chapter of the Codeo! Iowa that 
have been used in the index more than one time. 
The center column contains the desoriptive titles of 
these sections. 
The third oolumn lists the locations where each of 
these laws is indexed. 
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MULTIPLE PURPOSE LAWS. THEIR DESCRIPTIVE TITLE AND WHERE 
THEY ARE LOCATED IN THE INDEX 
Chapter Descriptive 
and Title of Index 
Section Seotion Headings 
15A.4 
8.5·31 
8.5.43 
98·3 
98.4 
98.40 
World War II 
Survivors 
Korean Confiict 
survivors 
Death Cases­
Dependents 
Dependents, Con­
clusively Presumed 
Spouse. Payment to 
Sale or Gift of 
Cigarettes and 
Tobacco to Minors 
Prohibited 
Violations of 
Cigarette and 
Tobaooo Sales 
to Minors 
Information 
Required of Minors 
as to Source of 
Cigarettes 
Violation. 
Cigarettes and 
Tobacco Information 
by Minors 
Advertising of 
C!garettee and 
Tobaooo Near Sohools. 
Prohibited 
Orphans 
Rights &Liabilities 
(Inheritance) 
Orphans
Rights & Liabilities 
Rights & Liabilities 
Workmen's Compensation 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Workmen's Compensation 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Workmen's Compensation 
Cigarettes & Tobacco 
Education 
Family 
cigarettes & Tobacco 
Public OrfeMas 
Cigarettes & Tobacco 
Eduoation 
Family
Public Offenses 
Cigarettes & Tobacco 
Education 
Family
Public Offenses 
Cigarettes & Tobacco 
Eduoation 
Public Offenses 
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= :Ch.apter Descriptive
and Title of IndexSection Section Headings 
98.41 
110.11 
123.48 
12).49 
123·.59 
12).92 
Penalty for 
Violation of 
Cigarette and 
Tobacoo Advertisement 
Fish and Game 
License-License 
not Required 
Legal Age 
Sale of Alcoholic 
Beverages to Persons 
Under Legal Age
Prohibited 
Evidence of Legal Age
for Purchase of 
Alcoholic Beverages
Demanded 
Miscellaneous Prohi­
bitions Regarding
Alcoholic Beverages 
Bootlegging 
CIvil Liability
Applicable to Sale 
or Giit oi Beer or 
Intoxicant by Licensee 
Estate of Alcoholic's 
Child 
Medical Attendance 
for Contagious 
Diseases. County
Liability 
Cigarettes & Tobacco 
Education
 
Public Offenses
 
Family
Licensing 
Rights & Liabilities 
Age
 
Alcoholic Beverages
 
Alcoholio Beverages

Family
 
Public Offenses
 
Alcoholic Beverages

Public Offenses
 
Age 
Alcoholio Beverages
Labor 
Public Offenses 
Alcoholic Beverages
Public Offenses 
Alcoholic Beverages
Rights & Liabilities 
Alooholio Beverages
Pamily 
Contagious and Infeo­
tious Diseases 
Courts, Juvenile 
(Neglected, Dependent 
and Delinquent
Children)
Pamily 
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Chapter 
and 
section 
Desoriptive 
Title of 
Seotion Index Headings 
140.9 
140.11 
140.13 
155·)0 
204.406 
205.10 
222.13 
222.15 
222.16 
Exposing Another to a 
Contagious Disease 
Medical Treatment of 
Venereal Disease 
Blood Tests for 
Venereal Diseases 
of Pregnant Women 
Medical Treatment 
of Newly Bom 
Sale of Drugs to a 
Minor 
Distribution of Drugs 
to Persons Under 
Eighteen Years of Age
Shall be Punished 
Poisons. False 
Representation in 
Sale of 
Mentally Retarded­
Voluntary Admissions 
by Parents or Guardians 
Mentally Retarded­
Discharge of voluntary
Patients by Parente 
or Guardians 
Mentally Retarded­
Adjudication of 
Retardation by any
Reputable Citizen 
Contagious and
Infectious Diseases 
Rights & Liabilities 
Publio Offenses 
Contagious and 
Infectious Diseases 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Contagious and 
Infectious Diseases 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Contagious and
Infectious Diseases 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Drugs
Public Offenses 
Drugs
Public Offenses 
Rights & Liabilities 
Drugs
Public Offenses 
Family
Training Institutions 
Family
Training Institutions 
Family
rr,raining Institutions 
... 
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Chapter
and 
section 
DesorIptive
Title of 
Section 
Index 
Headings 
222,52 
222.78 
2;2.2 
232.15 
232.16 
232.18 
2)2.21 
Mentally Retarded­
Hearings 
Mentally Retarded­
Conviction of Crime 
Mentally Retarded­
Parents and Others 
Liable for Support 
Definitions-Court­
Judge-Child-Minor­
Adult-Legal Custody­
Guardianship of other 
Person, etc. 
Custody, Child Taken 
Into 
Custody, When Immediate 
Custody Ma.y Be Taken 
Custody, Notice to 
Parents When Child 
Taken Into Immediate 
Custody 
Detention, NotifYing
Court of Child's 
Detention 
Detention, When Child 
May be Detained 
Juvenile Home 
Authorized 
Juvenile Home 
Education 
Right to Counsel for 
Juvenile Court 
Courts, Juvenile 
Family 
Courts, District 
Family 
Family
Training Institutions 
Age
Courts, Juvenile 
Courts, Juvenile 
Family (Custody) 
courts, Juvenile 
Family (Cus tody ) 
Courts, Juvenile 
Family (Custody) 
Courts, Juvenile 
Family, (Custody) 
Courts I Juvenile 
Family, (Custody) 
Courts, Juvenile 
Training Institutions 
Courts, Juvenile 
Education 
Courts, Juvenile 
Pamily 
- -------------_..
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Chapter Desoriptive
and Title of Indexsection Section Headings 
232.41 
232·73 
235A .2 
236.22 
236.25 
Court Orders Continue 
to Majority of Child 
Court Termination of 
Relationship Between 
Parent-Child 
Juvenile Appearing
in Other Than 
Juvenile Court 
Criminal Court 
Proseoution Authorized 
Delinquency, Contribu­
ting to 
Child and Family Ser­
vices, Definitions of 
Definitions for Abuse 
of Children 
Child Placement by
Maternity Hospitals 
Birth. Report as to 
Deaths, Report as to 
Authorit,y of Child 
Placing Agencies 
Aid to Dependent
Children, Definitions 
Age
 
Courts, Juvenile
 
Courts, Juvenile 
Family 
Age
 
Courts. Juvenile
 
Courts, District
 
Courts, Juvenile
 
Age
 
Courts, Juvenile
 
(Neglected, Dependent
and Del1nq,uent 
Children)
Public Offenses 
Age 
Social Services 
Abuse to Children 
Age 
Child Placing Agency
Family (Vital Statistios)
Medical 
Family (Vital Statistics)
Medioal Assistance 
Family (Vital Statistics)
Medica.l Assistanoe 
Age
Child Plaoing Agency 
Age
Aid to Dependent
Children 
-

Chapter Descriptive 
and Title of Index 
Section Section Headings 
240.2 
242.6 
242.8 
242.13 
244·3 
245·4 
245·5 
261.1 
261.10 
287.1
 
Educational Institu­
tions for Neglected 
Dependent and Delinquent 
Children 
Conviction for Crime 
Training School
 
Placement
 
Binding out or
 
Discha.rge from
 
Training Schools
 
Admissions to
 
Juvenile Homes
 
Commitments to
 
Women's Reformatory
 
Optional Commitments
 
for Life
 
Education of Children
 
in County Homes
 
student Loan
 
Obligations
 
Tuition Grant
 
Qualifications
 
Labor of Pupils for
 
School of the Deaf
 
Use of Tobacco 
Secret societies
 
and Fraternities
 
Rushing Prohibited 
Age 
Education 
Training Institutions 
Age
Training Institutions 
Age
Training Institutions 
Age
Training Institutions 
Age
Training Institutions 
Age
Training Institutions 
Age
Training Institutions 
County Homes
 
Education
 
Education 
Rights & LIa.bilities 
Education 
Rights & Liabilities 
Education
 
Labor
 
Cigarettes & Tobacco 
Education 
Public Offenses 
Education 
Public Offenses 
Rights & Liabilities 
Education
 
Public Offenses
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Chapter
and 
Section 
288.2 
288.) 
289.1 
289.6 
299.1 
299.2 
299.4 
299·5 
299.8 
299.11 
Desoriptive
 
Title of
 
Section
 
Evening School­
Establishment Mandatory 
Evening Schools­
Eligibility 
Part-Time Schools 
Authorized with 
Mandatory Attendance 
Violations of Attend­
ance to Part-Time 
Schools 
Compulsory EdUCBtion. 
Attendance Requirements 
Compulsory Education. 
Exceptions 
compulsory Education. 
Reports as to Private 
Instruction 
Compulsory Eduoation. 
Proof of Abnormality 
Compulsory Education. 
Violations of 
Compulsory Education. 
Truant Defined 
Compulsory Education­
Truancy Officer. 
Duty of 
Compulsory Educe.tion­
Incorrigibles 
Index
 
Headings
 
Education 
Rights & Liabilities 
Education 
Rights & Liabilities 
Educa.tion 
Family 
Education 
Family 
Pub! ie Offenses 
Age 
Education 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Age
Education 
Rights & Liabilities 
Education
 
Family
 
Education
 
Family
 
Education
 
Public Offenses
 
Age
Education 
Public Offenses 
Rights & Liabilities 
Education
 
Family

Public Offenses 
Courts, Juvenile
 
Education
 
Public Offenses
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Chapter
and 
section 
Descriptive 
Title of 
Section Index Headings 
299.19 
299.20 
299.22 
321.177 
)21.178 
)21.1 '79 
)21.180 
321.184 
Compulsory Education 
for the Handicapped
Mandatory 
Compulsory Education 
for the Handicapped
Mandatory, Violations 
Compulsory Education 
for the Handicapped 
Mandatory by Court 
Order 
Compulsory Education­
Contempt of Court 
Compulsory Education 
for Handicapped 
Children Excused 
Compulsory Education 
for Religious Groups 
Excepted from School 
Standards 
Persons not to be 
Licensed 
Driver's Education 
Driver's License 
Special Restrictions 
on Chauffeurs 
Driver's Instruction 
Permits 
Driver's Temporary 
Permits 
Driver's License Appli­
cation by Minors 
Education 
Family 
Training Institutions 
Courts, Juvenile
 
Education
 
Family
 
Courts, Juvenile
 
Education
 
Courts, Juvenile 
Education 
Education 
Family 
Training Institutions 
Education 
Rights & Liabilities 
Education 
Licensing 
Education 
Licensing
Rights & Liabilities 
Education 
Licensing 
Education 
Family 
Licensing 
Education 
Licensing 
Fa.mily
Licensing 
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Chapter Desoriptive
and Title of Index 
Section Section Headings 
321.185 
321.219 
321.372 
321.375 
56SA.2
 
Driver's License Appli­
cations Effected by
Death of Person Signing
Application 
Driver's Lieense 
for Schools Permits 
Driver's License 
Violations 
School Bus Regulations 
School Bus Regulations 
School Bus Driver's 
License 
Prisoners and the 
Support of Dependents 
Inheritance Tax 
Exemptions 
Inheritance TaX Rate 
ownership of special
Shares and Acoounts 
Share Accounts 
Gifts to Minors 
Gifts to Minors 
Gifts Irrevocable 
Family
Licensing 
Education 
Family
Licensing 
Licensing
Public Offenses 
Education 
Licensing 
Education 
Licensing 
Education 
Licensing 
Courts, District 
Family
Public Offenses 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family (Insurance)
Rights & Liabilities 
Family (Insurance)
Rights & Liabilities 
Age
Gifts to Minors 
Family
Gifts to Minors 
Family
Gifts to Minors 
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Ohapter Descriptive
and Title of Index 
section Section Headings 
S65A.4
 
565A.8 
595.2 
596.1 
596.2 
596.4 
598.)4 
599.1 
599.2 
Gifta to Minors: wi th 
Management by oustodian 
Gifts to Minors with 
Oompensation Bond and 
Liability of Custodian 
Gifts to Minors with 
Suocessor to Custodian 
Gifts to Minors witb 
Petition for Accounting 
by Custodian 
Marriage Age 
Marriage License 
Marriage with 
Consent o;f Parent 
Marria.ge License 
Reqaires Examination 
by Physician 
Marriage Lioense 
Requires Certificate 
by Physician 
Marriage Lioense, 
Exoeptions as to 
Pregnant Women 
Marriage Dissolution­
Support Payments 
Marriage Results in the 
Attainment of the 
Rights of the Majority 
Contracts Disaffirmance 
Family
Gifts to Minors 
Famlly
Gifts to Minors 
Family
Gifts to Minors 
Family
Gifts to Minors 
Rights & Liabilities 
Age
Family 
Age
Family
Licensing 
Family 
Licensing
PUblic Offenses 
Contagious &: InfectiouB 
Diseases 
Family
Licensing 
Family 
Licensing 
Family
Licensing 
Family
Welfare 
Age
Family, (Marriage)
Rights & Liabilities 
Rights & Liabilities 
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Chapter Descriptive
and Ti tIe of 
Section Section 
"'".ll11f 
"i .. @ it ri( .. 
Index 
Headings 
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights &Liabilities 
Age
Rights & Liabilities 
Age
Rights &; Liabi11ties 
Child Placing Agency
Family, (Adoption)
Rights &; Liabilities 
Courts, District 
Family. (Adoption) 
Courts, District 
Family, (Adoption) 
Family, (Adoption)
Rights &; Liabilities 
Family, (Adoption)
Rights &; Lla.blli ties 
Cou.rts, District 
Family
Rights & Lia.bilities 
courts, District 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Cuurts. District 
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts. District 
Rights & Liabilities 
S99~4 
599 •.5 
599 .. 6 
600.4 
600·5 
600.6 
622.1 
Contract Mlsrepresenta...
tions 
Contraot Payments 
Veterans Minority
Disabilities 
Blood Donations 
Adoption Consent 
Adoption with 
Notice of Hearing 
Adoption Decree with 
Change of Name 
Adoption Status of 
the Child 
Adoption Annulment 
Legal Defense of 
Parties to Action 
Legal Defense of 
Incompetent in 
Parties to Action 
Parental Responsibility
for Action of Children 
Evidenoe as a Witness 
Evidenoe as a Witness 
and Civil Liability 
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Chapter Descriptive 
and Title of Index 
section section Headings 
622.14 
622,16 
627.6 
627.12 
627.19 
6330108 
633·219 
633.220 
633.222 
633.223 
Evidence as Witness, 
Criminating Questions 
Evidence as Witness 
Immunity from Prosecu­
tion 
Debt Exemptions 
Debt Exemptions for 
Support of Illfinors 
Debt Exemption for 
Adopted Child 
Probate Code. 
Definitions 
Wills for Minors 
Estate Settlement 
to Heirs 
Estate settlement 
to Afterborn Heirs 
Estate Settlement to 
Illegitimate Child 
Estate Settlement to 
Illegitimate Child 
from Father 
Estate Settlement to 
Adopted Child 
Estate Settlement 
Limitations on 
Disposal by Will 
Courts. District 
Rights &: Liabilities 
Courts. District 
Rights & LIabilities 
Family, (Debts) 
Rights &: Liabilities 
Family. (Debts)
Rights &: Liabilities 
Fa.mily. (Debts)
Rights &: Liabilities 
Age
Courts. Probate 
Courts, Probate 
Rights,&: Liabilities 
Courts. Probate 
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Rights & Liebilities 
courts. Probate 
Rights & 1iabllities 
Courts. Probate 
Rights & Liabilitias 
Courts. Probate 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
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Chapter Descriptive
and Title of IndexSection Section Headings 
633·280
 
633-320
 
633-377 
633-433 
633-553 
633-559 
633-571
 
Estate Settlement for 
Children Adopted After 
Execution of Will 
Wills, Competency of 
Witness 
Wills, Determination 
of Last Will 
Estate Established by 
Wrongful Death 
Eetate Allowance to 
Minor Children Who Do 
Not Reside with Sur­
viving Spou.se 
Estate Review of Allow­
ance to Minor Children 
Estate Administrators 
Payment of Debts 
Guardian Appointment 
Petition 
Guardians and Conserva­
tors not Required to 
Give Notice 
Guardians and Conser­
vators Appointment by 
Proposed Ward 
Guardians and Conser­
vators Preference as 
to Appointment 
Guardians and Conser­
vators not Required to 
GIve Notice 
Guardians and Conserva­
tors Preference as to 
Appointment of 
Conservator 
Courts, Probate 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Family, (Guardianship) 
Courts, Probate 
Family, (Guardianship) 
Courts, Probate 
Family, (Guardianship)
Rights & Liabilities 
courts, Probate 
Family, (Guardianship)
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Proba.te 
Family, (Guardia.nship) 
Courts, Proba.te 
Family, (Guardianship)
Rights & Liabilities 
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Ohapter Descriptive
and Title of Index 
Section section Headings 
633 •.572 Guardian and Conser­
vator Appointed 'by 
Proposed Ward 
633 •.574 G~ardians and Conserva­
tors Procedures in Lieu 
of Conservatorship 
633•.582 Guardians and Conser" 
vatars Notice on 
County Attorney 
Guardians and Conser­
vators Cause for 
Termination 
Guardians and Conserva­
tors Terminated When 
Assets of Minor Were 
Exhausted 
Paternity of Children 
Obligations of Parents 
675.2 Paternity of Children 
Reoovery by Mother from 
Father 
Paternity af Children 
Reoovery by Others than 
Mother 
67.5 •.5 Fatern!ty of Children 
Discharge of Father's 
Obligation 
Patern!ty of Children 
Liability of Father's 
Estate 
Paternlty of Children 
Who May Institute 
proceedings 
Courts, Probate
 
Family, (Guardianship)

Rights &: Liabilities
 
Family, (Gu.ardlanship )

Rights & Liabilities·
 
OOUI;""ts, Probate
 
F.amily, (Guardian.ship)
 
Courts, Probate
 
Family, (Guardianship)
 
Courts, Probate 
Family, (Guardianship)
Rights &: Liabilities 
Family
Rights &: Liabilities 
Family
Rights &: Liabilities 
Family
Rights &: Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Courts, Probate 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Paternity of Childr~n Family
Non-ReslC1ent Complainant Rights & Liabilities 
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= :. : ::: ::Chapter Descriptive
 
and Title of
 IndexSection Seotion Headings 
675·14 
675·25 
675.26 
675·30 
675.31 
675·35 
675·36 
701.1 
Paternity of Children 
SUbstanoe of Complaint 
Paternity of Children 
Death Absence or Mental 
Illness of Mother-
Testimony Receivable 
Paternity of Children 
Judgment in General 
Paternity of Children 
Form of JUdgment 
Paternity of Children 
Expense of Confinement 
Paternity of Children 
Desertion Statute 
Patern!ty of Children 
Agreement or Compromise 
Regarding Support of 
Children 
Paternity of Children 
Continuing Jurisdiction 
over Support 
Paternity of Children 
Foreign Judgments 
Paternity ot Children 
Reference to Ille­
gitimacy Prohibited 
Paternity of Children 
Vital statistics 
Abortion. Attempt to 
Produoe 
Obscenity and Indecency.
Immoral Plays, Exhibi­
tiona and Entertainment 
Family 
Rights & Liabilities 
Family 
Rights & Liabilities 
Family 
Rights & Liabilities 
Family 
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Family
Rights & Liabilities 
Drugs
Public Offenses 
Eduoation 
Publio Offenses 
153 
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:: : : : : :;:=: = :=:Chapter Descriptive
a.nd Title of IndexSection Section Headings 
725.4 
726.9 
726.10 
731.1 
731·3 
731.6 
731·7 
731A.l 
731A .2 
731A .. 3 
731A .4 
746.2 
Obscenity~and Indecency,
Obscene Books, or Pic­
tures, Printing or 
Distribution 
Gambling, Minors in 
Billiard Rooms, Duty 
of Owner 
Gambling, Punishment 
Desertion and Abandon­
ment, Desertion Defined 
Desertion and Abandon­
ment, Release on Bond 
Conditioned on Support 
Desertion and Abandon­
ment, Evidence Neglect 
of Children Prima. Facie 
Desertion and Abandon­
ment, Exposing and
Abandoning Child 
Wanton Neglect of 
Children Unlawful 
Wanton Negleot 
Defined 
\>'ianton Neglect, 
Punishment 
wanton Neglect,
JuriSdiction and 
Appeal 
Vagrancy "Tramp II 
Defined 
Eduoation 
PUblic Offenses 
Alcoholio Beverages
Publ ie Offenses 
Alcoholic Beverages 
PUblic Offenst9s 
Family, (Desertion and 
Abandonment)
Public Offenses 
Family, (Desertion and 
Abandonment)
Public Offenses 
Family, (Desertion and 
Abandonment)
Public Offenses 
Family. (Desertion and 
Abandonment)
Public Offenses 
Courts, Juvenile 
Family
PUblic Offenses 
Courts, Juvenile 
Family
Public Offenses 
Courts. Juvenile 
Family 
Courts, Juvenile 
Family
Public Offenses 
Public Offenses 
Rights & Liabilities 
-

Chapter Descriptive 
and Title of Index 
section Section Headings 
Vi i tness. Security Courts. District761. 22 for Appearance Rights &Liabilities 
761. 23 Witnesses May be Courts, District 
Bound Rights & Liabilities 
-APPENDIX B
 
THE INDEX OF JUVENILE LAWS OF IOWA
 
A DESCRIPTION OF APPENDIX is (THE INDEX) 
The twentY....fou.rmaj or topics under whioh the initial 
classifioations were made appea.r in the alphabetical listing 
in oapital letters. Those topics used as cross-references 
appear in the listing in the same manner as the major 
topics but with only first letters of major words capital.­
ized. 
Subtopics are included under the major topics in 
alphabetioal order in each case. They are indented with the 
first letter capitalized and followed by chapter and section 
numbers where they may be found in the Code of Iowa. 
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THE INDEX OF JUVENILE LAWS OF IOWA 
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Abandonment of Juveniles, see FAMILY, Desertion and Abandon­
ment, this index. 
Abortion, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, this index. 
ABUSE TO CHILDREN 
Definitiona for abuse of children, 23SA.2. 
Investigation and other action necessary to protect
child, 235A.5. 
JuriSdiction and transfer to county where ohild' s home 
is loca.ted, 235A.6. 
Policy for providing children with protection against
abuse. 2J,SA.1. 
Reports and oontents and to whom made by examining dootor 
of abused ohild, 235A.4. 
Reports by doctors examining child believed to have been 
abused, 235A.J. 
Adjudioation. see COURTS, Juvenile, this index. 
Adoption, see FAMILY, Adoption, this index. 
AGE 
Admissions to juvenile homes, 244.3·
 
Aid to dependent children, definitions, 239.1.
 
Authority of ohild plaoing agenoies, 238.32 •
 
Binding out or disoharge from training sohools, 242.13·
 
Blood donations, 599.6. 
Child and family servioes, definitions of, 234.1.
 
Commitments to women's reformatory, 245·4.
 
Compulsory eduoat1.on. attendanoe requirements, 299·1.
 
Compulsory education, exceptions, 299.2.
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= AGE (Continued) 
Compulsory education, truant defined, 299.a. 
Conviction for crime, 242.6. 
Court orders continue to majority of child. 2)2.)6. 
Definitions of court judge, child, minor, adult, guardian­
ship of other person, legal oustody, eto., 2)2.2, 
Definitions for abuse of children, 235A. 2. 
Delinquenoy, contributing to, 233.1. 
Educational institutions for neglected, dependent or 
delinquent ohildren, 240.2. 
Gifts to minors, 565A.t. 
Juvenile appearing in other than juvenile court, 232.64. 
Legal age, 12J.3 (JJ). 
Marriage age, 595.2. 
Marriage lioense, 595.3, 
Marriage results in the attainment of the rights of 
majority, 599.1. 
Miscellaneous prohibitions regarding alcoholic beverages. 
123.49. 
Optional oommltments for life. 245·,· 
Probate code, definitions, 633·J· 
Training school placement, 242.8. 
Veteran's minority disabilities, 599.5· 
Voter's qualifications, 47·4. 
AID TO THE BLIND 
Definitions of applicant. recipient, blind person, 242.1. 
Ellg.ibility for assistance. 241.2. 
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AID TO THE BLIND (Continued) 
Other dependents. aid to disabled person, 242.2.3. 
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN 
County appropriations for aid to dependent children,
239.11. 
Definitions of dependent child, assistance. recipient.
239.1.
 
Eligibility for aid to dependent children, 239.2.
 
Fraudulent acts, 239.14.
 
Funds for aid to dependent children, 239.12.
 
Grants or contributions for assistance to dependent

children accepted only without conditions, 239.15. 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
Bootlegging, 123.59. 
Civil liability applioable to sale or gift of beer or 
intoxicants by licensees. 12.3.92. 
Estate of alooholic's ohild, 12JB.t4. 
Evidenoe of legal age for purchase of alcoholic beverages 
demanded, 123.48. 
Ga.mbling. minors in billiard rooms t duty of owner t 726 •9. 
Gambling, punishment, 726.10. 
Legal age. 12.3-3 (J3)· 
Misoellaneous prohibitions regarding alcoholio beverages, 
123·49­
Sale of alcoholio beverages to persons under legal age 
prohibited, 123·47. 
Alien's Rights, see RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES, this index. 
Alimo~, see FAMILY, Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage, this 
index. 
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Annie Wittenmyer Home, see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, Training.Schools, this index. 
Annulment of Adoption, see FAMILY, Adoption, this index. 
Area Vocational Schools and Community Colleges see 
EDUCATION, this index. ' 
Beer, Bee ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, this index.
 
Birth Certifioates, see FAMILY, Vital Statistics, this index.
 
Blind, see AID TO THE BLIND, this index.
 
Blood Donations, see RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES, this index. 
Boarding Homes for Children, see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, 
Children's Boarding Homes, this index. 
Bonus Board for veteran's Benefits and Their Immediate 
Families, see ORPHANS. this index. 
Boys Training Schools, see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, Training 
Schools, this index. 
Change of Name, see FAMILY, Name Changing, this index­
Chauffeur's Lioense, see LICENSING, Operators and Chauffeurs, 
this index. 
Child Abuse, see ABUSE OF CHILDREN, this index. 
Child Labor, see LABOR. this index. 
CHILD PLACING AGENCIES 
Adoption consent, 600.3· 
Agreement in placing ohild, 238.42. 
Annual report of agency, 238023· 
Appeal of licensee having lioense revoked. 238.120 
Appeal. pleadings on. 238.13­
Assumption of oare and custody of child under fourteen.
 
238~25" 
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CHILD PLACING AGENCIES (Continued)
 
Authority of child placing agenoies, 238.32.
 
Burden of proof. relationship of defendant, 238.44.
 
Charges against licensee of child placing agency, 2}8.11.
 
Child placing agenoy, definition, 238.2.
 
Child placing agreements containing financial commitments. 
238·37.
 
Child placement by maternity hasp!tals, 2}6 .22.
 
Court author!ty to plaoe ohild in another atate t 2)8.39. 
Definitions of appropriate authority in the receiving 
state. 2J8.J6 .. 
Definitions of appropriate public authorities, 238.35. 
Definition of person or agency, 238.1. 
Exoeptions to agraeD'lent on child placing, 238.43. 
Executive head of interstate compact on child placing,
238.40. 
Finanoial responsibility of child placing, 238.34. 
Forms for registration and records of child in placing 
agency, 2J8 .17. 
Granting of lioense to maintain home for children condi­
tional, 2J8.4.
 
Hearing on appeal by licensee, 238.14.
 
In:formation relative to any agency or any person oa.red 
for by such agency. confidential, 238.24. 
Inspeotion by offioers of party state institutions. 2J8.38. 
Inspect.!on of child plaoing agency by agents of state
 
direotor •. 238.19.
 
Inspeotion of child pla.cing agency by departments of
 
health, sta.te a.nd local, 238.21.
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CHILD P:LACING AGENCIES (Continued) 
Inspection of foster home by state director, 238.31.
 
Interstate compact on ahild placement, 238.33.
 
License forrn of child placing agenoy, 238.6.
 
License, posting of, 2~8.7.
 
License, power to, 238.3.
 
License, record of, 2J8 •.8.
 
License, required, 238.5.
 
License, revocation of, 238.10.
 
License, tenure of, 238.9.
 
Lioensee, duty of, 238.18.
 
Licensee to aid inspection, 238.22.
 
Monthly reports by agenoy on all ohild placements, 238.30.
 
Penalties for violations of child placing provisions,

238.45. 
Recovery by parents after relinquishment of child, 238.29. 
Relinquishment of child by one parent, 238.27. 
Relinquishment of child by parents not married, 238.38. 
Riellnqulshment of custodial rights and duties to another, 
238.26. 
Required inspections of child placing agencies by officers 
of state director, 238.20. 
Rules and regulations of ohild placing agency, 238.16. 
statutes not affected, 238.41.
 
Trial on appeal by licensee. 238.15·
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Child Services, see SOCIAL SERVIC.ES, this index. 
Child Welfare .. see WELFARE, this index. 
CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO 
Advertising of cigarettes and tobacco near school pro­
hibited. 98.40. 
Information required of minors as to source of cigarettes,
98.4. 
Penalty for violations of oigarette and tobacco advertise­
ment, 98.41. 
Sale or gift of cigarettes and tobacco to minors pro­
hibited, 98.2. 
Use at tobacco, 279.9. 
Violations of cigarette and tobacco information by minors, 
98·5· 
Violations of cigarette and tobacco sale to minors, 98.3· 
Commitment to Institutions, see COURTS, Juvenile, Disposition, 
this index. 
Compulsory Education, Bee EDUCATION, this index. 
Confinement of Juveniles, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, Jails, this 
index. 
Conservator, see COURTS, Probate, Guardians and Conservators, 
this index. 
CONTAGIOUS AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
Blood tests for venereal diseases of pregnant women, 140.11. 
Blood tea ts :feports for pregnancy oases, 140.12.
 
Exposing another to a contagious disease, 139·31.
 
Marriage licenses requires examination by physioian, 596.1.
 
Medical attendance for contagious diseases, county
 
liability, 139.24. 
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CONTAGIOUS AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES (Continued) 
Medioal treatment otnewly born, 140.13. 
Medioal treatment of venereal disease" 140.9. 
Contempt, Bee COURTS, Juvenile, this1ndex. 
Contraots ,Bee RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES. this index. 
COUNTY HOMES 
Education of ohildren in county homes, 253.9. 
COURTS 
District Courts 
Adoption decree with change of name, 600·5· 
Adoption with notioe of hearing. 600.4. 
Criminal court proseoution authorized. 232.72• 
Evidence as a witness, 622.1. 
Evidence ae a witness and civil liability, 622.13· 
Evidenoe as a witness oriminating questions. 622.14. 
Evidenoe as a witness immunity from proseoution, 622.16. 
Legal defense' of Incompet6nt in parties to action, 
613.15· 
Legal defense of parties to action. 613·7. 
Mentally retarded. oonviction of orime. 222.53· 
Prisoners and the support of dependents. 356.34. 
Witnesses may be bound, 161.23.
 
Witnesses, seourity for appearanoe, 761.22.
 
Juvenile Oourts 
Appeal by interested aggrieved party regarding deoree 
of court in regard to minor ohild, 232·58. 
: ,: : 
COURTS 
Juvenile Courts (continued) 
Appointment of jUdge and referee, 2,31 •. 3, 
Clerk. of Juvenile court, 231.7. 
Criminal oourt proseoution authorized, 232.73. 
Contempt. failure to appear or to bring ohild when 
summoned or subpoenaed, 2,32.10. 
Compulsory educe.tion for the handicapped manda tory by 
court order, 299,20. 
Compulsory education, contempt ofoourt, 299.21. 
Oompulsory education for the handioapped mandatory, 
violations, 299.19. 
Compulsory education, incorriglbles, 299.13. 
Court cases and how transferred, 232.65. 
Court orders continue to majority of child, 232.36. 
Court termination of relationship between parent-child,
232.41. 
Court transfer of case by court order, 232.70. 
Courts, juvenile, always open. 2)1.5. 
Courts, juvenile, exclusive jurisdiotion only when con­
cerfiing delinquent, neglected or dependent child. 
232.63· 
Courts, juvenIle, how constituted, 231.2. 
Courts, juvenile. jurisdiction attaches immediately 
upon signing of order of court, 232.66. 
Courts, limited jurisdiction, 232.67. 
Courts, resident of another state, 232.71. 
Custody, ohild taken into, 232.1. 
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COURTS 
Juvenile Courts (Continued) 
Custody. notioe to parents when child ta.ken into immedi­
ate custody, 2;2.16. . 
Custody, transferred to agency or institution. 232.38. 
Custody, when immediate oustody may be te.ken, 2)2.15. 
Definitions, court. jUdge, child, minor, adult, gu..ardian­
ship of the person, legal custody, etc., 2)2.2. 
Delinquency, oontI"ibutlng to, 233.1. 
Delinquency, contributing to and penalty of, 2)).2. 
Delinquenoy, contributing to, preliminary hearing, 233.4. 
Delinquency, contributing to, suspension of sentence, 
233.)· 
Delinquents, confinement of, 231.15. 
Detention, notifying court of child's detention, 232.17· 
Detention, when child may be detained, 2)2.18. 
Disposition of case of neglect or dependency, 2)2·33· 
Disposition of delinquency case, 232.34. 
Evidence, county attorney to present, 232.29. 
Evidenoe, who may present, 232.31. 
Examination of ohild, 232.13·
 
Expenses, charge to county, 232.52.
 
Expenses, reoovery of expenses from another county or
 
state. 232.;J.
 
Expenses, who is responsible, 232.51.
 
Guardian, removal of, 232.5°.
 
of parties petitioned,Hearing, appearance. summons 
232.4. 
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COURTS 
·Juvenile Courts (Oontinued) 
Hearing, how conducted, 232.27. 
Hearing, notioe of time, place and purpose ot hearing
served on parents, 232.45. 
Hearing of' additional issues, 232.12. 
Hearing, parent or guardian tabs present, 232.11. 
Hearing, presence of ohild waived, 232.30. 
Hearing, reporter requdired, 232.32. 
Hearing, termination of parent-ohild relationshlp,
232.",8. 
Homes, juvenile. approval of standards bY' state director, 
232.25· 
Homes, juvenile, approved and financial aid from state, 
232.26. 
Homes, juvenile, authorized, 232.21. 
Homes, juvenile, edueation, 232.23. 
Homes, juvenile, providing end maintaining fo!' homes, 
232.22. 
Int.erstate compacts, 231.14. 
Investigation,. information, petl tio,n regarding neglected 
or delinquent child, 232.3. 
Jails, custodian or jail to notifY juvenile court if 
minor 1s received, 232.20, 
Jails, detention in and when, 232.19. 
Judge of juvenile court. 231.4. 
Jurisdiotion, cha.nge of residency of delinquent, 2:32.39. 
Jurisdiction, juvenile oourt, 2)1.1. 
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COURTS 
Juvenile Courts (Continued) 
Juvenile appearing in other than juvenile court •.2)2.64. 
Juvenile tried 8.S an adult. 2)2.73. 
Medical attendance for contagious disea.ses. county
liability. 139.24. 
Mentally retarded, hearings. 222.52. 
Notioe, serving of. pendency of case and time and 
place of hearing. 232.5. 
Petitions, reputable person having knowledge which 
indicates change of parent-child relationship.
232.43. 
Probation officers. duties of, 2)1.10. 
Probation officers. how appointed and their salaries. 
231.8 s 
Records, juvenile court. 2)1.6 
Records, legal records of juvenile court not confi­
dential. 232.54. 
Records, peace officers' records kept separate. 2)2.56. 
Records. petitions and reports segregated, 232·55· 
Records, prepared in discharge of official duties, 
confidential. 232 .57. 
Relationship of parent-child not terminated but con­
ditions of neglect exist. 232.47. 
Relationship of parent-child not changed, 2)2.40. 
Relationship of parent-child terminated, 232.44. 
Relationship. termination of parent-child. degree of 
proof, 2)2.46. 
Relationship. termination of parent-ohild, findings 
forwa.rded, 232.49. 
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COURTS 
Juvenile Courts (Continued) 
Religious belIefs of child, 232.60. 
Reports, annual reports from juvenile courts and insti­
tutions receiving children. 232.59. 
Reports ,by agency or person having legal custody.
232·37· 
Reports, social investigation by officer presented to 
a jUdge, 232.14. 
Right to counsel for juvenile court. 232.28. 
state director. commitment of child to state director, 
232,,15 .. 
Subpoena, 232.6. 
Summons, made personally to person summoned to appear,
2)2.80 
Summons, who may serve, 232.9. 
Venue, place of, 232.68. 
Venue, termination of parent-child relationship, 2,)2.42. 
Venue, transfer of, 232.69. 
Wanton neglect defined, 731A.2. 
Wanton neglect, jurisdiction and a.ppeal, 731A..4. 
Wanton neglect, punishment, 73111·3· 
Wanton neglect of children unlawful, 731A.1. 
Probate Courts 
Conservator appointment petition, 633·566. 
Probate code, definition, 633·3·
 
Estate administrators pa.yment of debts, 63,)·43,)·
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Probate Courts (Continued) 
Estate allowance to minor children who do not reside 
with surviving spouse, 633.376. 
Estates established by wrongful death, 633-336. 
Estate review of allowanoe to minor ohildren, 633-371. 
Eed;ate settlement for children adopted after execution 
of will, 633.267. 
Estate settlement limitation on disposal by will,
633.266(4). 
Estate settlement to adopted ohild, 633·22). 
Estate settlement to afterbom helrs, 633.220. 
Estate settlement to heIrs, 633.219. 
Estate settlement to illegitimate child, 63).221. 
Estate settlement to 111egitl~ate child from father,
633.222. 
Gua.rdians and conservators appointment by proposed 
ward, 633.557. 
Guardians and conservators appointment by proposed 
ward, 633.572. 
Guardians and conservators, cause for termination, 
633.675· 
Guardians and conservators not required to give notice, 
633.553· 
Guardians and conservators not required to give notice, 
633.567. 
Guardians and conservators notice on county attorney,
633·582. 
Guardians	 and conservators preference as to appoint­
ment,. 633.559. 
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Probate Courts (Continued) 
Guardians and conservators preference as to appoint­
ment, 6:;:;.571. 
Guardians and conservators procedures in lieu of con­
servatorship, 6:;3.574. 
Guardians and conservators terminated when assets of 
minor ward exhausted, 63:;.681. 
Guardian appointment petition, 633.552. 
Paternity of children, liability of father's estate, 
615·6. 
Probate court, power of clerk, 633.22. 
Probate fees, 63:;.Jl(2,K). 
Wills, competency of witness, 633.280. 
Wills, determination of last will, 633.320. 
Wills, for minors, 633.108. 
Criminal Court, see COURTS, District. this index. 
Criminal Offenses, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, this index. 
Criminal Proceedings, see COURTS, Juvenile, this index. 
Custody of Children, see FAMILY, Custody, this index. 
Death Certificates, see FAMILY, Vital statistics, this index. 
Debts, see FAMILY, this index.
 
Delinquency, Contributing to, see COURTS, Juvenile, this
 
index. 
Delinquent, see COURTS. Juvenile, this index. 
Dependent Children, see COURTS, Juvenile, this index. 
Detention, see COURTS, Juvenile, this index. 
II 
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Desertion of Juveniles, see FAMILY, Desertion and Abandonment, 
this index. 
Disease, see CONTAGIOUS AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES, this index. 
District Court, see COURTS. this index.
 
Divorce, Bee FAMILY, Marriage and Dissolution ot Marriage,
 
this index. 
Dr!ver' s Edu,cation, Bee EDUCA TION, this index. 
Driver's Lioensing, see LICENSING, this index. 
Driver's Permits. Bee LICENSING, this index. 
DRUGS fUSES ".ND PENALTIES 
Abortion, attempt to produoe. 701.1. 
Distribution to person. under age eighteen, controlled 
substance. 204.406.
 
Poisons, false representation in sale ot, 205.10.
 
Poisons, prohibited sales of, 205·9.
 
Sale of drugs to a minor, 155·JO.
 
EDUCATION 
Admission and Exclusion
 
Admission and exclusion of pupils. 282. 3·
 
Admission. sohool for the deaf, 270.).
 
Readmission of pupils, 282·5·
 
Suspension of student, 282.4.
 
Suspension or dismissal, 287·3·
 
Advanced courses, high school students Bttending. 282.26. 
Area vooational and oommunity colleges, policy. 280A.1. 
Attendanoe centers determined, 279.11. 
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EDUCATION (Continued) 
Bible, s~udy of, 260.9. 
Board, powera of state vocational. 289.5.
 
Census by school officer. 299.16.
 
Clgare'ttes and Tobacco
 
Advertising of cigarettes and tobacco near school 
prohibited, 98.40. 
Information required of minors 88 to source of 
cigarettes, 9B.4. 
Penalty and violation of oigarettes and tobacco ad­
vertisement, 98.41. 
Sale or gift of ci.garettes and tobacco to minors pro­
hibited. 98.2. 
Use of tobaoco, 279.9. 
Violations. cigarettes and tobacco information by 
minors, 98.5. 
Compulsory Education 
Attendance requirement, 299·1. 
Common school studies, 280.)­
Contempt of court. 299.21. 
Courses of study for sohools, 280.1. 
Custody of records, 299.7·
 
Eduoation for the handicapped children exoused. 299·22.
 
Eduoe.tion for the handioapped ohildren mandatory. 
299.18. 
Eduoetion for the handioapped Mandatory by court order, 
299.20. 
Education	 for the handioapped mandatory, violations, 
299.19· 
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EDUCATION 
Compulsory Education (Continued) 
Education in juvenile homes, 232.23. 
Eduoation of ohildren in county homes, 25:3 •. 9. 
Education of incorrlgibles, 299.1). 
Educational institutions for neglected dependent or 
delinquent children, 240.2. 
Enforcement of school attendance law, relative to deaf 
and blind ohildren, 299.23. 
Exceptions from compulsory education, 299.2. 
Length of course, 280.14. 
Proof of abnormality of minor child, 299.5. 
Religious groups exoepted from school standards, 299.24. 
Reports as to private instruction, 299.4. 
Reports by school officers and employees, 299.15. 
Residence of' Bchool during vacations, 270.8. 
Rushlng prohibited, 287.4. 
Seoret societies and fraternities, 287.1. 
Students from oharitable institutions, 282.18. 
StUdents from charitable institutions, no school in 
district of residenco, 282.25· 
Students from county homes, 253·9. 
StUdents, non-resident, school tax deductible from 
tuition, 282.2. 
Superintendent, sohool for the deaf, 270.1. 
Superintendent, school for the deaf, duties of, 270.4. 
Truancy o1'ficer, duties oft 299.11. 
Truancy officer, neglect of his duties, 299.12. 
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EDUCATION 
Compulsory Education (Continued) 
Truancy officer, when appointed, 299. to. 
TrUant defined, 299.8. 
Truant schools, 299·9. 
IFruant schools. discharge from, 299.14. 
Violation with regard to compulsory education, 299.6. 
Definitions. public school, 280.2. 
Driver' seduce.tion, )21 .178. 
Driver's License 
Driver's instruction permits, )21.180. 
Driver's license for school permits, )21.194. 
Driver's license special restrictions on ohauffeurs, 
321.179.
 
Driver's temporary permits, 321.181.
 
Persons not to be licensed, )21.171.
 
School bus driver's license. 321.316. 
Enforcement of school rules and regulations, 287. 2• 
Evening schools authorized. 288.1. 
Evening schools, eligibility, 288.). 
Evening schools establishment mandatory, 288.2. 
Eye protective devices in public or private schools. 
280.20.
 
High school outside home district. 282.17·
 
Labor of pupils for school of the deaf, 270.2.
 
Loan.6, Grants and Financial Aid to students.
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EDUCATION 
Loans, Grants and Financial Aid to Students. (Continued) 
Grants, tuition, amount of, 261.12. 
Grants, tuition, extent of, 261.11. 
Loans, student reserve fund, 261.5. 
Loans, stUdent restrictions, 261.8. 
Minors, etudent loan obligations, 261.7. 
Other financial aid to students, 261.14. 
Tuition grant qualifications, 261.10. 
Obscenity and indecency, immoral plays, exhibitions and 
entertainment, 725-3. 
Obscenity and indecency, obscene books or pictures, 
printing or distribution, 725-'~. 
Part-Time Schools 
Authorized with mandatory attendance, 289.1. 
Enforcement of rules, 289.7­
Support of part-time schools, 289-2. 
Time of instruction for part-time schools, 289-3· 
Violations of attendance, 289.6­
Private schools, reports from 299·3· 
School age or non-resident students, 282.1. 
School bUB regulations, 285·1.
 
School bus regulations, 321_312 •
 
School bUB regulations, 321.375 •
 
Special Education
 
Examination of child, 281.7· 
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EDUCATION 
Special Eduoa.tlon (Continued)
 
Exoeptions to attendance, 281.8.
 
Parent's or guardian's duties, 281.6.
 
Powers and duties of board of directors, 281.4.
 
Powers and duties of state department, 281.3.
 
Reimbu.rsement to district or county boards, 281.9.
 
Seoretary's report. 281.5.
 
servioes of special eduoation, 280.22.
 
Eminent Domain, see FAMILY~ Guardianship, this index.
 
Employment, see LABOR. this index.
 
Evening Schools, see EDUCATION, this index.
 
Evidence, see COURTS, District, this index.
 
FAMILY 
Adoption
 
Adoption annulment, 600.7.
 
Adoption certl~icate, 144.19.
 
Adoption consent, 600.3.
 
Adoption decree amended or annulled, 144.21.
 
Adoption decree with change of name, 600·5·
 
Adoption petition and who may adopt, 600.1.
 
Adoption with notice of heering, 600.4.
 
Child plaoement by maternity hospitals, 236.22.
 
Debt exemptions for adopted child, 627·19.
 
Financial assistanoe for adoptive parenta of handioapped 
child, 600.1:3. 
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FAMILY 
Adoption (Continued) 
Investigation of child and tho proposed foster home, 
600.2. 
Status of the adopted child, 600.6. 
Cigarettes and Irobacco 
Information required of minors as to source of oigar­
ettes, 98.4. 
Sale or gift of cigarettes and tobacco to minors pro­
hibited, 98.2. 
Violations of ciga.rette and tobacco information by 
minors, 98.5. 
Contagious	 and Infectious Diseases 
Blood tests for venereal diseases of pregnant women, 
140.11. 
Medical attendance for contagious diseases, county 
llabili ty, 139.24. 
Medical treatment of newly born, 140.1J. 
Medical treatment of venereal disea.se, 140.9· 
Contract payments to minors, 599.4• 
Court Proceedings 
Court tel~ination of relationship between parent­
ohild, 232.41. 
Detention, notifying court of ohild's detention, 232.17· 
Detention, when child may be detained, 232.18. 
Legal defense of incompetEmt in parties to action, 
613.15. 
Legal defense of parties to action, 613·7· 
Right to counsel of ohild, parent. guardian or custodian, 
232.28. 
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FAMILY 
Court Proceedings (Continued) 
wanton neglect defined, 731A.2. 
Wanton neglect, jurisdiction and appeal, 731A.4. 
Wanton neglect of children unlawful, 7J1A.l. 
Wanton neglect, punishment, 731A.3. 
Custody 
Child taken into custody, 232.7.
 
Custody of children, 597.15.
 
Notice to parents when child taken into immediate
 
custody. 232.16. 
When immediate custody may be taken, 232.15.
 
Debt exemptions, 627.6.
 
Debt exemptions for support of minors. 627.12.
 
Dependents, Uniform Support
 
Additional civil remedies provided by this chapter, 
2.52A.8. 
Construction of provisions for support of dependent. 
252A.9 .. 
Custody of respondent in cnse of flight, 252A.l1. 
Definitions, state, Ohild. dependent, petitioner,
respondent, petitioner's representative. summons, 
initiating state, responding sta.te, 252A.2. 
Exchange llots of courts, 252A.12. 
Husband liable for support, 252A.J. 
Jurisdiction of courts over support of dependents. 
252A.4. 
Legal proceedings under this chapter, 252A.6. 
b 
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FAMILY 
Dependents, Uniform Support (Continued) 
Petitioner's representativo to appear in this state 
during every legal proceedings, 252A. 7. 
Proceeding to compel support of dependent. 252A.5· 
Desertion and Abandonment 
Desertion defined, 731.1. 
Evidence. neglect of children, prima-fanie, 731.6. 
Exposing and abandoning ohtld, 731.7. 
Release on bond oonditioned on support, 731·3· 
Educa.tion 
Attendance requirements, 299.1. 
Compulsory education for handicapped children excused, 
299.22. 
Compulsory eduoation for the handicapped mandatory, 
299.18. 
Compulsoryeducatien .£or the handicapped ma.nda tory, 
violations, 299.19. 
Driver's Instru.ction permits, 321.180. 
Driver's license application by minors, 321.184. 
Driver's license applications effected by death of 
person signing application. 321.185· 
Driver's license for school permits, 321.194. 
Pa~t-time schools authorized with mandatory attendance, 
289·1. 
Proof' of abnomality of minor child, 299·.5· 
Reports as to private instruction, 299·4. 
Truancy offioer, duty of. 299.11. 
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FAMILY 
Education (Continued) 
Violations of attendance to part-time schools, 289.6. 
Fish and game license, license not required, 110.17· 
Gifts to Minors
 
Gifts irrevocable f 565A. J.
 
Gifts to minors, how made, 565A.2.
 
Liability of custodian. 565A.5·
 
Management by custodian. 565A.4.
 
Petition for accounting by custodian, 565A.8;
 
Successors to oustodian, 565A·7·
 
Guardians 
Appointlnent by proposed ward of guardian and conser­
vator, 633.557· 
Appointment by proposed ward of guardian and conser­
vator, 633.572 , 
Appointment petition of guardian, 633 .. 552 " 
Cause for termination of guardian and conservator, 
633·675· 
Conservator appointment petition, 633·566. 
Decrees for sale of real estate by guardian. 587·4. 
Eminent domain, guardianship appointment, 472.15· 
Eminent domain, power of guardian, 472,16. 
Notice on county attorney by guardian and conservator, 
633.582. 
Preference as to appointment of conservator, 633·571. 
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FAMILY 
Guardians (Continued) 
Preference as to appointment of gue.rdian and conser­
vator, 633.559. 
Procedures in lieu o·f conservatorship, 633·574. 
Termine.tion of guardian or oonservator when assets of 
minor ward exhausted~ 633·681. 
When notice of petition not required, 633·533. 
When notioe of petition not required, 633·567. 
Homestead, removal of spouse or ohildren, 561.15· 
Inheritance 
Estate of alcoholic's child, 12JB.14. 
Estate settlement for children adopted after execution 
of will, 633. 267. 
Estate settlement lim!tations on disposal by will. 
633.266(4). 
Estate settlement to adopted child, 633. 223. 
Inheritance tax exemptions, 450.9·
 
Inheritanoe tax rate, 450.10.
 
Ownership of special shares and acoounts, 533·13·
 
Share accounts. 534 .11. 
Insuranoe 
Fraternal benefit societies. applioation for benefits. 
512.60. 
Fraternal benefit societies, authorization, 512.56 • 
Fraternal benefit societies, general regulations, 512.59. 
Group insuranoe, 92.23·
 
Insurable age, 510.10.
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FAMILY 
Insurance (Continued} 
Pensions, surviving spouse, children, dependents, 
410.10. 
Spouse, payment to, 85.4:3. 
Marria.ge and Dissolution of Marriage 
Adoption involving children of parents or ~ardians 
whose marriage has been dissolved, 598·5· 
Age, 595.2. 
Age and qualification, verified application, waiting 
period, exceptions, 595.4. 
Alimony, 598.)2. 
Alimony, custody of children, 598.21. 
Attorney for minor child in a marriage dissolution, 
598.12. 
DIsabilities, veterans minor!ty, 599·5· 
Dissolution and flnanclal statements filed, 598.1). 
Evidence of breakdown of relationships, 598.17· 
Legitimacy of child born ~fter marriage dissolution, 
598.31. 
Marriage diesolution w1th support payments. 598. 22 • 
Marriage, issue legitimatized, 595·18. 
Marriage license, 595·)·
 
Marriage license, exceptions as to pregnant women, 596.4.
 
Marriage license requires certificate by phys!'cj.anJ 
596 .. 2. 
Marriage license requires examination by physici~n, 
.596.1. 
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FAMILY 
Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage (Continued) 
Marriage results in the attainment of the rights o~ 
majority, 599.1. 
Marriage wi.th consent of parent, 595·8. 
Temporary support, 598.11. 
Termination of jurisdiotion of court granting marriage 
dissolution, 598.25­
WeLfare recipients receiving support paymonts, 598.34. 
Mentally Retarded 
AdjUdication of retardation by any reputable citizen, 
222.16. 
Conviction of crime, 222·53·
 
Dependents oonclusively presumed, 85.42.
 
Discharge of voluntary pat.1ents by pa.rents or guardians,
 
222.15· 
Guardian of mentally retarded person and power of, 
222·33. . 
Hearings. 222.52. 
Parent~ and others liable for support. 222.18. 
Purpose of state schools, 222.1. 
Voluntary admissions by parents or guardians, 222.13· 
Name Changing 
Legal lUime of spouse and children. 674.12. 
Name changing of minor children. 674.9. 
Spouse must join. 674.6. 
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FAMILY 
Paternity o:f Children and Obligation&: of Parents 
Agreement or oompromise regarding support of child, 
675-30. 
Attendance of school requirements, 299.1. 
Continuing jurisdiction of court over support, 615.)1. 
Death, absence or mental illness of mother, testimony 
reoeivable. 675.21. 
Desertion statute applicable, 675.29. 
Discharge of father's obligation, 675·5· 
Expenses of confinement for birth of child, 675·26. 
Foreign judgments of court of another state, 675·34. 
Form of jUdgment with regard to support by father, 
675·25· 
JUdgment of court in declaring patemi ty of child, 
675·24. 
Liability of fa thaI" s estate, 67.5·6. 
Non-resident complainant. 675·11.
 
Obligation of psrents, 675·1.
 
Parental responsibility for action of childre.n, 61).16.
 
Paternity of children born out of wedlock, 144.40. 
Recovery by mother from father, 675. 2 • 
Recovery by others than mother. 67.5. 4 • 
Reference to illegitimacy prohibited. 675· JS· 
Report to registrar of vital statistics, 675·J6. 
Substance of the oharge by complainant. 67.5·14. 
Who may institute support proceedings, 675.8 • 
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FAMILY (Continued) 
Prisoners and the support of dependents, 356. )4. 
Sale of alcoholic beverages to person under legal age
prohibited, 123.47. 
Support of the Poor 
AbandorLment, order as to property, 252.10. 
Dafin!tion of support of the poor, 252.1. 
:Enforoement of liability, 252.6. 
Father, definition of, 252·3· 
Order of support, 252.8. 
Settlement and how acquired, 252.16. 
Vital statistics 
Birth records, 144.13 
Births, delayed registration of, 144.15· 
Births. report as to. 236.24 .. 
Deaths, fetal. 144.29. 
Deaths, report aa to. 236.25· 
Definitions, vital statistics, live birth, fetal death, 
144.1. 
Registrar of vi-tal s·tatistics, 144.4.
 
Family Services, Bee SOCIAL SERVICES, This index.
 
FelollY. Bee PUBLIC OFFENSES. this index.
 
Firearms, see PUBLIC OFPENSES, this index.
 
Foster Homes, Bee CHILD PLACING AGENCIES, this ind~x.
 
Fraternities and societies. see EDUCATION, Compulsory. this
 
index. 
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Gambling, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, this index. 
GI FTS TO MINORS 
Custodian and responsibilit,y of others, 565A.6. 
Definition of adult, bank, broker, coart, custodial 
property, 565A.l.
 
Glf~8 irrevocable, 565A.3­
Gifts to minors, how made, 565A.2.
 
Laws not applicable, 565A.11.
 
Liability of custodian, 56,A.'.
 
Management by custodian, 565A.4.
 
Minors, cons truction o:f provisions, 565A. 9 •
 
Pet!tlon for accounting by custodian, 565A .8.
 
Successors to custodian, 565A.1­
Title of chapter, 565A.l0­
Girl's Training Schools, see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, Training 
Schools. this index. 
Guardianship, see FAMILY, this index­
Heirs, see COURTS, Probate, this index. 
Homestea.d, see FAMILY. this index. 
Hospital Care, see MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, this index. 
Illegitimate Children, see FAMILY, Adoption, this index­
Inheritance, see RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES, this index­
Institutions, st.ate, see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, this index. 
Insurance, see FAMILY, this index­
Intersta:te Compact, see COURTS, Juvenile, this index.
 
Jails, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, this index.
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Jurisdiction of Court, see COURTS, this index. 
Juveniles. see COURTS, Juvenile. this index. 
Juvenile Court, see COURTS, this index. 
Juvenile Homes. aee !RAINING INSTITUTIONS AND COURTS. this 
index. 
Kidnapping, see PUBLIC OFFENSES. this index. 
Korean Conflict, Veteran Benefits and Their Immediate Family.
 
see ORPHANS, this index.
 
LABOR 
Child Labor 
Committee on child labor, 92.21. 
Contents of work permits, 92.14. 
Enforcement of provisions by labor commissioner. 92.22. 
Exceptions to child labor, 92.17·
 
Group insurance, 92.23·
 
Issuance of work permits, 92.11.
 
Labor of ohild over ten and under sixteen, 92.2.
 
Oocupations not permitted for fourteen and fifteen
 
years of age. 92.6. 
Ocoupations permitted for fourteen and fifteen years 
of age, 92 •.5­
Occupations permitted under fourteen years of age, 92.3· 
Occupations permitted under sixteen years of age. 92.4. 
Penalty of violations by guardian or parent, 92.20. 
Prohibited ocoupations under eighteen. 92.8. 
Refusal of permit optional. 92.13· 
Violations by parent or guardian. 92.19. 
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LABOR 
Child Labor (Oontinl.1ed) 
Work hours permitted under sixteen years of age, 92.7. 
Work permits, 92.10.
 
Labor of pupils for school of the deaf. 270.2.
 
Migratory labor, 92.1.
 
Miscellaneous prohibitions regarding alcbhollc beverages,
 
12:3.49. 
Permits of migrant labor. 92.12. 
Laseivious Aeta, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, Obsoenity and Indecency. 
this index. 
Legacies, see COURTS, Probate, this index. 
Legal Age, Bee AGE, this index. 
Legal Custody, see COURTS, Juvenile. this index. 
Legal Name of Spouse and Children, see FAMILY, Name Changing. 
this index.
 
Liabilities, see RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES, this index.
 
LICENSING 
Driver's License 
Appl1catlon for driver's license or permit, )21.182. 
Driver's eduoation offered in school, not offered in 
school, 321,,178. 
Driver's instruction permits, )21.180.' 
Driver's license applications by minors, 321.184. 
Driver's license applioations effeoted by death of 
person signing application, 321.185· 
Driver's license for school permits. 321,,194• 
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LICENSING 
Driver's Lioense (Continued) 
Driver's license, special restrictions on ohauffeurs, 
321.179. 
Driver's license violations, 321.219. 
Operator's and chauffeur's licensed. 321.174. 
Persons not to be licensed for driving, 321.177· 
School bus drivers. 321.375. 
School bus driver's license. )21. :376. 
School bus regulations, 321·372. 
Temporary permits, 321.181. 
Fish and game license, license not required, 110.17· 
Marriage Lioense 
License to marry, 595.3. 
Marriage license exception as to pregnant women. 596.4. 
Marrl~e license requires certificate by physician, 
596.2. 
Ma.rriage license requires examination by physician, 
596.1.
 
Marriage with consent of parent. 595·8.
 
Liquor, see ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, this index.
 
Marriage, see FAMILY. this index.
 
Marriage License, see FAMILY, this index.
 
Maternity Hospitals, see MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, this index.
 
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE 
Materni~y Hospitals 
Attending physician. 236.2) .. 
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MEDICAL ASSISTANCE 
Maternity Hospitals (Continued) 
Births, reports ae to, 236.24. 
Child placement, 236.22. 
Deaths, reports as to, 236.25. 
Inspection of records, 236.26. 
Reoords and inspeotions, 236.27· 
Assista.noe for the Poor 
Authorization of treatment, 25;·22. 
Complaint ae to need for medioal attention, 255·1. 
Eligibility for assistance, 249A·3· 
Emergency, court order in case of, 255·11. 
Expenses, how paid, 255·14. 
Infants, treatment £or, 2;5·9. 
Mental Health Institutions, see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, this 
index. 
Mentally or Physically Handioapped, see FAMILY, Mentally 
Retarded, this index. 
Misdemeanor, see PUBLIC OFFENSES. this index-
Motor Vehioles and Law of Roads, see LICENSING, this index. 
Name Cha.nglng, see FAMILY. this l.ndex. 
Negleoted. Dependent and Delinquent Children, see COURTS, 
Juvenile. this index. 
Night Sohools, see EDUCATION, Evening School. this index. 
Obscenity and Indeoency, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, this index­
Order of Court, see COURTS. Juvenile. this index. 
-------------~-------~=­
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ORPHANS 
Eduoational fund, eligibility and payment of ald, 35.10.
 
Educational fund, expenditure of, 35·9.
 
Educational fund for children of vietnam prisoners of war,
 
3.5·12.
 
Educational fUnd for war orphans, 35·7.
 
Korean conflict. 35B.4.
 
Orphan fund, county, 444.1t.
 
World War II survivors. J.sA.I~.
 
Ownership. Bee RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES, this index.
 
Parent-child Relationship. see COURTS. Juvenile. this index.
 
Parole, see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, this index.
 
Paternity of Children and Obliga.tion of Parents. see FAMILY,
 
this index.
 
Penal Institutions, see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, this index.
 
Penitentiary, see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, this index. 
Pensions, seQ FAMILY, Insurance, this index.
 
Pharmacists and Wholesale Druggist, see DRUGS, this index.
 
Physically Handicapped, see FAMILY, Mentally Retarded, this 
index. 
Placing Agencies. see CHILD PLACING AGENCIES, this index. 
Poisons, aee DRUGS, this index.
 
Private Instltutions, Bee TRAINING INSTITUTIONS. this index.
 
Private Schools, see EDUCATION, this index-

Probate Courts, see COURTS, this index.
 
Probation Officers. aee COURTS. Juvenile, this ind9x,
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Prost1tution. Bee PUBLIC OFFENSES, this index. 
Public Health and Safety, Nuisance Declared. see PUBLIC 
OFFENSES, this index. 
Public Schools. see EDUCA TION, this index. 
PUBLIC OFFENSES 
Abortion, attempt to produce, 701.1. 
Alooholic Beverages 
Bootlegging. 123.59. 
Evidenoe of legal age for purchase of alcoholic beverage 
demanded. 123.48. 
Miscellaneous prohibitiona regarding alcoholic beverages, 
123·49. 
Sal.e of' alcoholio beverages to person under legal age 
prohibited. 123.47· 
Cigarettes and Tobacoo 
Advertlsing of oigarettes end tobacco near school 
prohibited, 98.40. 
In.formation required of minors as to source of 
cigarettes. 98.4. 
Penalty, violations of cigarettes and tobacco 
advertisement. 98.41. 
Violationa of cigarettes and tobacco informs.tion by 
minors. 98.5· 
Violations of oigarettes and tobacco sales to minors. 
98.3­
Compulsory eduoation. Incorriglbl6s, 299·11. 
Compulsory eduoation. truancy offioer, duty of. 299.11. 
Compulsory eduoation, truant defined. 299·6. 
Compulsory education, violations of, 299.6. 
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PUBLIC OFFENSES (Continued) 
Delinquenoy, contributing to, 2)3.1. 
Desertion and A.bandonment 
Desertion defined, 731.1.
 
Exposing and abandoning ohild, 131·7.
 
Evidenoe. negleot of children, prima facie, 731.6.
 
Release on bond oonditioned on support, 731·3· 
Distribution of drugs to person under eighteen years of 
age shall be punished, 204.406.
 
Driver's license violations, 321.219.
 
Exposing another to a oontagious disease, 139.)1.
 
Felonies by females, 687.3·
 
Felony defined, 687.2.
 
Gambling, minors in billiard rooms, duty of owner, 726.9.
 
Gambling, punishment of~ 726.10. 
Jails
 
Escapes. punishment fair. 7'+1.1.
 
Esc~pes. violation of parole, 745·3·
 
Hard labor. 356.16.
 
Minors separately confined,. 356.J.
 
Prisoners and the support of dependents, 356. 34.
 
Kidnapping, child stealing .• 706.2.
 
Marriage with consent of parent, 595.8.
 
Misdemeanor defined. 687.4. 
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PUBLIC OFFENSES (Continued) 
Obscenity a.nd Indecency 
Immoral plays, exhibitions and entertainment. 725-3. 
Lascivious acts with children, 725.2. 
Obscene books or pictures. printing or distribution,
725.4. 
Obscene literature, articles for immoral use, 72;.;. 
Obscene literature, showing or giving to minors, 725.8. 
Poisons, false representation in Bale of, 205.10.
 
Prohibited acts, misdemeanors, 687.6.
 
Prostitution, entioement or female for purpose of, 724.10.
 
Prosti'tution, permitting minor females to be inmates,

724.7.
 
Publio health and safety, public nuisance, 732.20.
 
Publio offenses classification, 687.1.
 
Public offenses, manner of punishment, 687.5.
 
Punishment for indiotable misdemeanors, 687.7.
 
Rape, de fin! tion of and punishment for, 698.1.
 
Rushing prohibited, 287.4.
 
Sale of drugs to a minor, 1.55.30.
 
Seoret societies and fraternities, 287·1.
 
Seduction, definition, punishment, 700.1.
 
Use of tobacco, 279.9.
 
Vagrancy, definition of tramp, 746.2.
 
Vagrancy, definition of vagrants. 746.1.
 
Violations of attendanoe to part-time schools, 289.6. 
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PUBLIC OFFENSES (Continued) 
Wanton neglect defined, 731A.2. 
Wanton neglect, jurisdiction and appeal, 731A .4. 
Wanton neglect of ohildren unlawful, 731A .1. 
Wanton neglect. punishment of, 731A.:3. 
Weapons, firearms, and toy pistols. selling firearms to 
minors, 695.26. 
Public Schools, see EDUCATION, this index. 
Punishment for Public Offenses, Bee PUBLIC OFFENSES, this 
index. 
Pupils, see EDUCATION, this index. 
Rape, see PUBLIC OFFENSES. this index. 
Records, see FAMILY, Vital statistics. this index. 
Reformatories. see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, this index. 
Religious Beliefs~ see TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, Training 
Schools, this index. 
RIGHTS AND LIABILI ':J.lIES
 
Adtoption annulment, 600.7·
 
Adoption consent, 6oo.J~
 
Adoption status of the child, 600.6.
 
Alien rights, 56?? 
Blood donations, 599.6. 
Civil liab!l!ty applicable to sale or gif't of beer or 
intoxioant by l1c~nsee. 123·92. 
Contagious end Inf'ectious Diseases 
Blood teats for venereal diseases of pragnant women, 
140.11. 
Exposing another to a contagious disease, 139.31. 
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RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES 
contagious and Infectious Diseases (Continued) 
Medical treatment of newly bom, 140.1:3e
 
Medical treatment of venereal disease, 140.9.
 
Contracts
 
Disaffirmance of contract by minor, 599.2.
 
Mlsrepresen.tation by minor, 599.)·
 
Payments to minor, 599.4.
 
Court Proceedings 
Evidenoe as a witness, 622.1. 
Evidence as a witness and civil liability, 622.13· 
Evidence 8S a witness, criminating questions, 622.14. 
Evidence as Ei witness, immunity from prosecution, 
622.16. 
Legal defense of incompetent in parties to action, 
61 J .15· 
Legal defense of parties to action, 61).7. 
Witnesses may be bound, 761.2)
 
w1tness, security for appearance, 761.22.
 
Debt exemptions, 627.6.
 
Debt exemption for adopted child. 621·19.
 
Debt e.xemption for support of minors, 627·12.
 
Dr!vert s education, 321.178. 
Drugs, distribution of drugs to person under eighteen 
years of age shell be punished, 204.406. 
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RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES (Continlled) 
Eduoa1;ion 
Compulsory education, attendance requirements, 299.1. 
Compulsory education, exception, 299.2.
 
Compulsory education for religious groups excepted from
 
standards, 299.24. 
Compulsory education, truant defined, 299.8. 
Evening schools, eligibility. 288·3· 
Evening schools, eetablishment mandatory, 288.2. 
Secret societies and fraternities, 287·1. 
Student loan obligations, 261·7· 
Tuition grant qualification. 261.10. 
Fish and game licensing, licensing not required, 110.17· 
Glft.s to minors wi ttl pet! tion for accounting by custodian • 
.565A.8. 
Guardians 
Guardians and conservators appointment by proposed ward, 
633·557· 
Guardians and conservators appointment by proposed ward, 
6)) •.572 • 
Guardians and conservators cause for termination. 
633·675­
Guardians and conservators terminated when assets of 
minor ward exhausted, 633.681­
Guardians and oonservators preference as to appointment. 
633·.559­
Gusrdlans end conservators preference Bet to a.ppointment 
of oonservator. 633-571­
____________________IIIIIIIiiiiiiii~~......2:.:---
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RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES (Continued) 
Inheritanoe 
Estate administrators payment of debts, 633.433. 
Esta:te allowance to minor children who do not reside 
with survivlng spouse, 633.316. 
Estate established by wrongful death, 633.336.
 
Estate review of allowance to minor children, 633.377.
 
Estate settlement for chlldrenaiopted a.fter execution
 
of will, 633.267. 
Estate settlement 11m!tlltions on disposal by will, 
633.266(4). 
Esta1:e settlement to adopted ohild, 633.223. 
Estate settlement to afterbom heirs, 633.220. 
Estate settlement to heirs, 633.219. 
Estate settlement to illegitimate child, 633. 221. 
Estate settlement to illegitImate child from father, 
633 .. 222.
 
Heir, action by, 658.6.
 
Inheri tance tax exemptions, 450.9.
 
Inheritance tax rate, 450.10. 
Korean conflict survivors, 35B.4. 
Wills, competency of witness, 6J3·280~ 
Wills, determination of last will, 6)).J20. 
Wills for minors. 633.108.
 
World War II survivors, 35A.4.
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RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES (Continued) 
Insurance 
Death caees, dependents, 85.31. 
Dependents conclusively presumed, 85j42. 
Ownership of special shares and accounts • .533·13· 
Share accounts, 534.11. 
Spouse, payment to. 85.43. 
Veteran' s minor!ty disabillties, 599. 5· 
Marriage results in the attainment of the rights of 
majority. 599.1. 
Minor's liability for his own acts. 624.)8. 
Parenta.l responsIbility for action of children, 61).16. 
Paternity of children 
Agreement or compromise regarding support of children, 
675 .. )0. 
Continuing jurisdiction over support, 675·31. 
Death absence or mental illness of mother, testimony 
receivable. 675. 21. 
Desertion statute applica.ble, 675·29. 
Discharge of father's obligation, 675·5· 
Expense of confinement for birth of ohild, 675·26. 
Foreign jUdgments of court of another state, 675·)4. 
Form of. jUdgment with regard to support by father, 
675·25· 
of child,JUdgm.·entof oourt in declaring paternity..
 
615·24.
 
Liability of father's estate, 675·6. 
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RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES (Continued) 
Paternity of Children (Continued)
 
Non-resident complainant, 675.11.
 
Obligations of parente, 675.1.
 
Recove~ by mother from father, 675·2.
 
Recovery by others than mother, 675·4.
 
Reference to illegitimacy prohibited, 675·35.
 
substance of complaint. 675.14.
 
Report to registrar of vital statistics, 675.)6.
 
Who may institute support proceedings, 675·8.
 
Vagrancy, tramp defined, 746.2. 
voter's qualifications, 47.4. 
Schools, Bea EDUCATION, this index. 
Seduction, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, this index. 
SerVice Compensation Board (world ~lar II). see ORPHANS, this 
index. 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
Add!tional duties of director of child end family services, 
211·9. 
County board of social wolfare, 234.9· 
Darin! tion of child and family services, 234.t. 
Division of ohild and family services. 217·8. 
Division of department of child and family servioes 
created, 234.2. 
Programs of department, 217·1. 
Rules and regUlations of various divisions of social 
services, 217.6.
 
State director. powers and duties of, 234 •6•
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Sooieties and Fraternities, see EDUCATION, this index.
 
Special Education, see EDUCATION. this index.
 
state Schools, see TRA.INING INSTITUTIONS, this index.
 
Students I see EDUCATION, this index.
 
Sabpoena, see COURTS, Juvenile, this index.
 
Su.mmons. see COURTS. Juvenile, this index. 
Support of Dependents, see FAMILY, Dependents-Uniform Sup­
port, this index. 
Support of the Poor, see FAMILY. this index. 
Tobacoo, see CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO. this index. 
TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
Children's Boarding Homes 
Boarding homg defined. 2j7.2 • 
Burden of: proof with relationship to child, 237.15· 
Dafini tiona of director and state director. 237.1. 
Inspention and records of boaMing homes. 237·14. 
License, conditions to granting, 237.4.
 
License esaentla.l. 237.8.
 
Ilinense. form of. 237·4.
 
Lioense, notice of granting, 237·7·
 
License, n1Jmber of children that may be kept in home. 
237·9. 
License, posting of, 237.10. 
License, record of. 237.6. 
License, revocation of, 237·1j. 
License, tenure of, 237.1 2 • 
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TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
Children's Boarding Homes (Continued) 
Licensing of children's boarding homes, 237.3. 
Rules and regulations, duty of state director. 237.11. 
Violationa of provisions and penal tJr. 237.16. 
Handioapped Children 
Adjudication of retardation by any reputable citizen,
222.16. 
Compulsory education for handic.apped children excused. 
299.22. 
Compulsory educetion for the handicapped mandatory. 
299.18. 
Discharge of voluntary patients by parents or guardians. 
222.15· 
Parents and others liable for support, 222.78. 
Voluntary admission by parents or guardians. 222.13. 
Penitentiaries	 and Men's Reformatories 
Mandatory transfer from reformatory to penitentiary. 
246.14. 
Prisoners under eighteen years of age, 246.26. 
Private Institutions 
Definitions of director or state director, 240.1. 
Definitions of institution, 240.11. 
Educational instruction for children in lnsti tutions. 
211-0" 2" 
Female. commitment subsequent to sentence. 240.6. 
Female, commitment to private institution in place of 
jail, 240.7. 
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TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
Private Institutions (Continued) 
Female, court order back to jail, 240.8. 
Female, custody and control. labor, 240.10. 
Female, release on bond, 240.9. 
Monthly allowance to institutlon from county, 240·5· 
Prohibition of co~~ltments, 240.4. 
Revooation of commltmant, 240.).
 
Supervision of famales, 240.12.
 
Training Schools 
Admission to juvenile homes I 244.J" 
Adoption, children in training institutions, 244.9· 
Binding out or discharge from training schools, 242.13· 
Commltment, procedure of, 244.4.
 
Control of institution, 218.1.
 
Conviction for crime, 242.6.
 
Custody, court shall provide pending hearing of neg­
lected or dependent child, 222·53· 
Dafin!tlon of directol", state director of Iowa Juvenile 
Home and Annie Wittenmyer Home, 244.1. 
Definition of training schools. 242.1. 
Detention care program, 244.15·
 
Expense, county liable for one-half, 244.14.
 
Instruction and employmant, 242.4.
 
Interferenoe with child by parent or other person not 
a part to the placing of a ohild, 244.1). 
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TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
Training Schools (Continued) 
Juvenile home authorized, 232.21. 
Legal proceedings, county attorney to appear, 242.11. 
Legal proceedings necessary to remove child from said 
person, 244.11.
 
Management and authority of, 218.3.
 
Orphans of deceased soldiers, 244.8.
 
Parents lnter:ference unlawful, 242.10.
 
Parole or discharge, 242.12.
 
Placing children :from said homes into care of proper 
pereon, 244.10. 
Placing ohildren with proper person, 242.7. 
Procedure to oommit child to state training school, 
242·5· 
Profits arising from labor at the homes, 244.6. 
Religious beliefs of minors, 218.27. 
Removal of child placed by said home into oare of 
proper person, 244.11. 
Resuming custody of child, 242.9. 
Rules and regulations of the home, 244.7· 
Salaries of superintendents of said homes, 244.2. 
Training school placement under artioles of agreement, 
242.8. 
Transfer to boys reformatory, 218.91. 
Transfer of minor wards of the state, 244·5· 
Transfer to other inetitutlon. 242.14. 
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TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
Training Sohools (Continued)
 
Transfer to work in parks, 242.15.
 
Superintendent, powers and duties of, 242.2.
 
Superintendent, salary of, 242.).
 
Women's Reformato~ 
Adul t female convicted of nonindictable offense, 245.6. 
Commitment to women's reformatory, 24,5.4. 
Convi.ction of felony by female, 245.7. 
Definition of director or state director, 245.1. 
Optional Commitmants for life, 245.5. 
Work and Training Programs 
Care of children, 249C.12. 
Derin!tlon of commissioner, depar'bnent, pUblic assist­
ance, eligible person, 2490.1. 
Tramps, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, Vagran.cy, this index. 
Uniform Controlled Substances, see DRUGS, this index. 
Vagrancy, see PUBLIC OFFENSES, this index. 
Venereal Diseases, see CONTAGIOUS AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES, 
this index. 
Veteran's Benefits and Their Immediate Family, see ORPHANS, 
'this index. 
Vietnam War, Veteran's Benefits and Their Immediate Family, 
see ORPHANS, this index. 
Vital St.atistlcB. see FAMILY. this index. 
Voter Qualifioation, Bee AGE, this index. 
Wanton Neglect of Children, see COURTS. Juvenile, this in.dex. 
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War Orphans Education Fund, see ORPHANS, this index. 
Wards of state, see COURTS, Probate, this index. 
Weapons, Firearms, and Toy Pistols, Bes PUBLIC OFFENSES, this 
index. 
WELFARE 
County department, duties of, 235.4. 
Definition of child welfare, 235.1. 
Division of state director, powers and duties, 235.3. 
Division of state, powers and duties, 235.2. 
Marriage dissolution, support payments, 598.34. 
Wills. see COURTS. Probate, this index. 
Witness for Court Proceedings, Bee COURTS, District, this 
index. 
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 
Death cases, dependent. 85.31.
 
Dependents, conclusively presumed, 85.42.
 
Inoompetents, trustees for, 85·49.
 
Minors, true tee for, 85 .1~.5.
 
Spouse, payment to, 85·43·
 
Work Permits, see LABOR, this index. 
APPENDIX C 
LAWS WHICH PERTAIN TO JUVENILES. 
CHAPTER AND SEC TION NUMBERS 
OF THE CODE OF IOWA 
.._------------_._g .
 
A DESCRIPTION OF APPENDIX C 
The following pages contain a listing of the chapter 
and section numbers of the 583 laws pertaining 'to juveniles 
whioh are found in the 1973 Code of Iowa. 
These were identified through the following three pro­
cesses. 
1.	 A personal inteusive search through the Code of Iowa 
by the investigator. 
2.	 A second search through the Code conducted by members 
of a. graduate class in school of law. 
J.	 A computer search oonduoted by personnel in the Iowa 
Legislative Researoh Bureau. 
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218.1 232.:3 2,32.28 
218.3 232.4 2:32.29 
218.27 232·5 232.3° 
218.91 232.6 232·31 
222.1 232·7 232.32 
222.13 232.8 2}2·33 
222.15 232.9 232.)4 
222.16 232.10 232·35 
222.33 232.11 232·36 
222·52 232.12 232.37 
222.53 232.13 232.38 
222·78 232.14 232.39 
231.1 232.15 232.40 
231.2 232.16 2:32.41 
231.3 232 .17 
232.42 
231.4 232 .18 232.43 
231.5 232.19 
232.44 
231.6 232.20 
232.45 
2,31.7 232•21 
232.46 
231.8 232.22 
232.47 
231.10 232.23 
232.48 
231.14 232•24 
232•49 
231.1!' 232 •25 
2)2.50 
232.1 
232.2 
232.26 
232.27 
232.51 
232.52 
---------~ L 
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2:32 • .53 
232.54 
232·55 
232.56 
232.57 
232.,58 
232·59 
232.60 
232.63 
232.64 
232.65 
232.66 
232.67 
232.68 
232.69 
232.70 
232.71 
232.72 
232.13 
2)).1 
233·2 
2JJ.) 
233.4 
2)4.1 
234.2 
234.6 
234.9 
235·1 
235~2 
235·) 
235·4 
235·5 
23.5A .1 
235A.2 
235A·3 
235A.4 
235A.5 
235A .6 
2)6.22 
236.23 
236.24 
236.25 
2)6.26 
2)6.21 
2)6.28 
237·1 
2)7.2 
231·) 
231. 4 
237.5 
231.6 
231·1 
237·8 
237·9 
237.10 
237·11 
237·12 
237.13 
237.14 
237·15 
237·16 
238.1 
238.2 
238.3 
238.4 
238.5 
2)8.6 
2)8.7 
238.8 
2)8.9 
2)8.10 
2)8.1.1 
238.12 
238.13 
2)8.14 
21)
 
".. 
238.1.5 
238.16 
238.17 
238.18 
238.19 
2)8.20 
238.21 
238.22 
238.23 
238.24 
238.25 
238.26 
2)8.27 
238.28 
238.29 
238.30 
238.31 
238·32 
238'03 
238.34 
238.35 
238.36 
238·37 
238·38 
238.39 
238.40 241.2 
238.41 241.2; 
238.42 242.1 
238.43 242.2 
238.44 242·3 
2)8.45 242.4­
239·1 242.5 
239.2 242.6 
239.11 242.7 
239·12 242.8 
239.14 242.9 
239.15 242.10 
240.1 242.11 
240.2 242.12 
240·3 242.13 
240.4 242.14 
240·5 242.15 
240.6 244.1 
240.1 244.2 
240.8 244.3 
240.9 244.4 
240.10 244.5 
240.11 244.6 
240.12 244.7 
241.1 244.8 
L 
214 
..... t 
244119 
244el0 
244~,11 
244e<12 
244.,13 
244.14 
244~15 
245c1 
24504 
24505 
245<16 
245.,7 
246014 
246.26 
2491\., J 
2490.1 
24901112 
252.1 
25203 
252.6 
252118 
252010 
252016 
252A.1 
252A.2 
2S2Ar2 
252/\.) 
2.52At4 
252A·5 
252A .. 6 
252A ~1 
252A.8 
252/\.9 
252A .. 10 
252A.11 
2521\.12 
253·9 
255·t 
255·9 
255·11 
255·14 
255 .. 22 
261 .. 5 
261.7 
261.8 
261.10 
261,,11 
261.12 
261.14 
270 .. 1 
270.2 
210.,) 
210.4 
210.8 
219.9 
279.11 
280.1 
280·3 
280.9 
280.14 
280.20 
280.22 
2801\01 
281·3 
281.4 
281·5 
281.6 
281.7 
281.8 
281.,,9 
282,,1 
282.2 
282,,) 
282.4 
282·5 
.@ 
~R~ ...~ 
-"""'''... ~..J 
289.1 
289.2 
289-3 
289.5 
269.6 
289.1 
299.1 
299.2 
299 .. ) 
299.4 
299 .. 5 
299.6 
299·1 
299.9 
299·10 
299-12 
299.1) 
299.14 
299.15 
299.16 
299 ..·1.8 
299.19 
299·20 
299·21 
299·22 
299·2) 
299.24 
)21.174 
321.177 
)21.178 
321.179 
321.180 
321.181 
321 .. 182 
)21.184 
321.185 
·321 .. 194 
321.21' 
)21.372 
321·"5 
321 .. 316 
356.) 
356.16 
·356 .. 34 
41,€hl0 
4l12i.U 
4,0.9 
4S(hlG 
472.15 
472.16 
5t<hl0 
512.56 
512,,$9 
512.60 
533,,1) 
5)4.11 
561.15 
.565'" .1 
565A.2 
565A .. ; 
56SA·4 
,. t _it' 
56SA.5 
S6SA.6 
565&.7 
S6SA.8 
56''''.9 
S6,SA.<10 
S6SA.11 
567-1 
567·4 
595·2 
595 .. ' 
595.4 
595·8 
595·18 
596.1 
596.2 
596.4 
591.15 
598.11 
598.12 
598.13 
598.1? 
598.21 
598.22 
598,,25 
596.)1 
598.)2 
598·34 
599 .. t 
599.2 
599.' 
599.4 
599·5 
599.6 
600.1 
600.2 
600.3 
600 .. 4 
600.; 
600.6 
600.7 
600 ..13 
613·7 
613·15 
613·16 
622.1 
622.13 
622 ..14 
622.16 
624.38 
621.6 
621.12, 
621·19 
6J3.' 
6".22 
63'·)1 
63)·100 
6)).219 
6)).220 
6)).221 
6)).222 
633.22) 
633.266 
633.261 
633. 280 
633.320 
633·336 
633·316 
633·317 
633.433 
633.552 
633·553 
633·557 
633 .. 559 
633-566 
W 
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633.567 675·29 125.3 
633.571 675.30 125·4 
63)·572 
633·574 
615.31 
675·34 
12;5·5 
725.6 
633.582 675·.:35 126.9 
633·675 615.36 126.10 
633.681 687·1 731.1 
658.6 687·2 131·3 
674.6 687·3 731.6 
674.9 687.4 731·7 
674.12 
675.1 
675.4 
675·; 
615·6 
675·8 
675·11 
675.14 
675.21 
675.24 
675·25 
687·5 
687·6 
687.7 
695·26 
698.1 
700.1 
701.1 
106.2 
724.1 
724 .10 
725·2 
731A.1. 
731A.2 
731A.) 
?31A.4 
732.3° 
745·1 
745.3 
746.1 
746.2 
761.22 
761.23 
675·26 
L 
